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ABSTRACT

FROM HOLISTIC WORLDVIEW TO HOLISTIC EDUCATION:
CROSS-BOUNDARY JOURNEYS OF EDUCATORS TOWARD INTEGRATIVE
LEARNING AND INTEGRAL BEING
May 2002

FAN YMONG,

B.A.,

CHANGSHA RAILWAY UNIVERSITY, CHINA

M.A.,

SOUTHWEST TEACHERS UNIVERSITY, CHINA

Ed.D.,

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Gretchen

This

study was

a

Rossman

phenomenological inquiry into the concrete and lived

experiences of educators in a holistic school in Ecuador and from the founder of a

creativity

methodology program

in

Vietnam.

These educators embarked on the

remarkable journey from realizing the importance of holistic worldview

to bringing

about holistic education. The purpose of the study was to explore the significance of

holistic

worldview

for education through investigating life-world stories.

Using in-depth

phenomenological interviews, the study explored these educators’ past experiences,
their present experiences

and the integration of their past experiences with

their present

experiences.

From

a cross-case

synthesis

unfolded into an interwoven

web

is

salient

,

displayed in a two dimensional form

and

the

world;

themes and patterns evolved and

web of knowing doing being and becomi ng. When

dimensions of holistic educators:
students

the

2)

1) the integrated

the

it

depicts the four most important

knowing of the

harmonious doing

viii

this

,

to

create

self,

the subject, the

nurturing

learning

environments; 3) the genuine being to serve as authentic modeling; and
4) the everevolving becoming that seeks deeper meaning and larger purpose of
transform this

uplifting

web

to a three-dimensional spiral,

it

and transcending nature of the journey of

portrays the dynamic, evolving,

holistic educators,

where the four

elements merge into an ultimate oneness that represents the essence of
educators.

As Mario

Solis suggests in

capacity as an educator

demonstrate from

comes from

their vision

holistic

interview with him, “in a deep sense,

my choice

to allow life to unfold

through

me

my

and

to

my entire being.”

The study manifests
knowing and

my

When

life.

strives for

that

when

educators’

entire

being lives through

their

becoming, namely, a higher purpose and deeper meaning of life,

and mission are not empty words on paper but rather a

reality

of

life that

they have created as the result of drawing from energy and resources from the creative,

implicate order of

life.

The major

insight of the journeys of these holistic educators

is

about touching the higher values of themselves, allowing themselves to manifest the
excellence from within, and in turn, allowing others to manifest their inner resources,

creativity

and excellence. The study demonstrates how the

holistic educators

have

successfully created a caring, nurturing, and nourishing learning environment where

loving for

life,

appreciating relationship, learning to live and to create, living to

transcend, and educating for peace are modeled and fostered.
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7.

CHAPTER

1

INTRODUCTION
Purpose of the Study
This

study

was

experiences of educators

phenomenological inquiry into the concrete and lived

a

who embarked on

importance of holistic worldview
the study

was

the remarkable journey from realizing the

to bringing

to explore the significance

about holistic education. The purpose of

of a holistic worldview for education through

investigating life-world stories. Using in-depth phenomenological interviews the study

explored these educators’ past experiences, their present experiences and the impact of

their

past

experiences

on

phenomenological approach,

present

their

I

was

experiences.

Through

a

hermeneutic

able to generate story telling from the people

I

interviewed which was descriptive and explanative from the part of their meaning-

making.

It

connected

also gave

my

me

the opportunity to undergo an interpretive process, which

understanding with their meaning making. In order to

know how

these

educators carried out holistic educational programs and the impact holistic education
played a
has brought for both faculty and students involved, the case study methods

complementary

role throughout the research.

The philosophical underpinning and
drawn

the conceptual

framework of the study have

synthesize knowledge in
largely from literatures from diverse fields in order to

various

fields

of new

science

such

quantum physics, evolutionary

as

and chaos theory.
biosociology, brain research, complex systems theory
exploring the

new

As

biology,

a result of

findings from different
sciences discoveries, the study confirms that

fields are pointing to the

same recognition

1

that the global interdependence of

world

—

affairs

demands

new worldview

a holistic

or,

we

can say rekindling the ancient holistic

worldview.

Fundamental Issues of the Study
I

my

chose to explore holistic worldview and

sixteen years of teaching in China and three years of teaching and studying here in

me

the United States gave

changes need

to

happen

the urge to investigate a fundamental issue: Education

we want

limiting or liberating? If

to

significance for education because

its

education to be truly liberating, what fundamental

as the prelude?

go through several stages before

programs

that

educators

go

were

creative,

through

From my personal
felt

I

transformative

I

know

that

I

had

and carry out educational

free to create

What

innovative and liberating.

accomplish

to

experiences

and

processes do other

educational

liberating

experiences?

From both my

realized fundamental change only happens

my

when

my

my

life

dictionary.

classmates

when

I

suffocated so

my

was

life, I

beliefs

was

my

much my

little;

look

at

inner self and

months

and values and

ill.

my own

Finally

I

inner

self. I

I

I

there

immersed

was very

my

have

my

in Eastern

sense of self

little

siblings,

my

family and

youth brigade when

got married. Because

higher values of

life,

I

was

ignored and

I

for about ten years

to the hospital for three

got opportunities to reevaluate

realized that in order to be

2

I

the world differently and see

else, for

was taken

in the hospital that

my

life

for the fellow youths in

husband and son when

was constantly

in that three

my

always lived for someone

I

in the countryside; for

of

I

broad range of reading,

relationship to the world differently. For example, brought up

cultural values, for the first thirty-six years of

in

my

personal experience and

happy

I

months.

It

my life, my

had

to

make

my work represent my deep
toward

life

when

I

returned

values of

life.

home from

a different way. Instead of organizing

from the students and

Nothing had changed
changed dramatically.

By
able to

I

become

relation to the

situations at

a

more

started to carry out

following what

I

around me, but

my teaching in

was supposed

programs

restore the original

my attitude

to do,

to bring out the

aim of education.

my way

of looking

at

it

things from different angles and act differently.

inner self and

how

it

could be linked with

my

work

I

was

that time

on

I

investigated the English learning

university and designed different, integrated programs to meet students

Award

campus wide

activities

and

for Best-Carried-Out Educational

experience of changing
refining and uplifting

and

way to

world around me. From

my

decided to change

started to carry out

I

in the reality

at

I

I

integrated person, not only in relation to myself but also in

needs, which resulted in

National

in this

could look

my

discovering

the hospital.

my teaching

for example, teaching for test scores,

potentials

Consequently

my worldview,

my

liberating

being, and adding

finally the five-year project

Program

in 1997.

For

me

my way of seeing things,

won

the

was an

that

doing things,

more meaning and higher value

to

my

life

my work.
Coming

western

society

to study in the

in

general

United States,

I

discovered other problems with the

and western academic world

experience of learning in the western academic world makes

in

me

particular.

realize

My own

more and more

mainstream western
keenly the fundamental problems and limitations of the dominant,
and consuming,
worldview. The dominant western notion of competing, conquering,

though has served well
conditions

in the industrial age, is not

of the world,

strengthen

going to help maintain the ecological

connections

3

and promote

coexisting

in

an

information age of global

economy

(for

more

detailed critique, see Zohar, 1994).

need a more nurturing, more inclusive and more encompassing worldview

We

to preserve

our world and to improve people’s relationships.

The

reductionist, analytical,

dichotomous and mechanistic worldview

educators spend years criticizing and remedying

The fragmentation of knowledge and

focused.

For example,

we have

many

dominating the academic world.

is still

alienation of people

academic world. In general, academic

in the

that

is

the general picture you see

fields are too specialized

three programs in the department

I

and narrowly

am

studying

International Education, Higher Education and Education Administration. Since

I

in,

am

a

student from another country and have a background in higher education and an interest

in education

had a

management and

joint, or

administration,

I

merging, or blurring point. But

focused on grass root

human development

would
I

was

benefit a lot if the three programs

told that International Education

projects far out in third-world countries (not

touching higher education); Education Administration

Higher Education
since

my concerns

is

focused on U.S. domestic.

fall right

here

at

How

concerned about K2-12;

is

could

feel

I

any integrated sense

the crack of the three programs?

Another issue especially saddened

my

heart

was when

I

heard that twenty

disabilities.
percent of the K-12 students were identified as having learning

and this statistic
seriously consider the significance of this categorization

something must be wrong here.

it is

unheard of

many

that

someone

On

is

is

one hand,

it

is

disabled to learn.

shocking to

On

me because

another hand, if

it

in

I

When

I

feel that

our culture

is true that

so

be
difficulty in learning that they have to
kids are disabled to learn or have such

very cultural
separated from other kids, then what causes this

4

phenomenon?

Consequently, for

How

experiences.

my

dissertation study

I

have investigated other educators’

did they realize that a lot of problems arising in society and in

education represent a culture in crisis and demand the change of worldview from
the

mechanical to organic, from fragmented to
materialistic to spiritual?

How

from

holistic,

static to

dynamic, and from

did they then design and carry out holistic programs to

provide students with different learning experiences so that they can grow and develop
in a healthy

4 and

way? More

The following

5.

detailed description of

my research will

be discussed

in

Chapter

section gives a brief account of the theoretical framework of my

dissertation research.

Theoretical

Sources from

new

Framework

sciences discoveries and their significance for social and

cultural transformation laid the epistemological

Section

1

in

Chapter 2 gives comprehensive overview of the new sciences

Eastern worldview, as well as

new

and ontological foundation of this

discoveries from

its

relativity theory,

in relation to

literature

review of the

complex systems

theory, chaos

significance for education.

quantum physics,

The

study.

theory, living-systems theory, self-organizing theory demonstrates the meeting point of

western scientific findings and eastern ancient philosophy. This merge of values
provides an innovative and creative

new worldview

the ancient values, which, in turn, contributes to a

that restores

most of the merits of

more dynamic,

ecological, organic,

and inclusive education and organizational management.

I

believe that only

imperatives

for

when more and more

establishing

interconnectedness,

the

interdependence,

new

individuals start to be aware of the

worldview

inclusiveness

5

that

and

stresses

ecological

relationships,

evolution

and

development can

we

Knshnamurti (1986)

talk about true organizational

stressed,

and

institutional transformation.

As

fundamental changes in society can only be brought about

by a transformation of individual consciousness.

The second
and

ethical

section of the literature review provides a philosophical, pedagogical

framework

holistic education.

I

for the study

also go

back

and focuses on

how

to explore the origin

the holistic worldview leads to

and essence of key concepts, both

from Eastern and Western perspectives, of education; teaching and learning; knowledge
and wisdom. The aim of this endeavor
education, and to pursue

The

third section

it

is

to return to the essence

and ultimate value of

to its idealistic purpose.

of the

literature

review offers an enlarged model of scholarship

of integration. Based on Ernest Boyer’s (1990) advocacy for scholarship of
this part

this

expands Boyer’s model

way

educators

a

is

The

to a four-layer

model of scholarship of

more comprehensive and encompassing framework

to

integration,

integration. In

understand holistic

established.

fourth section of the literature review examines creativity and the learning

environment and

how

creativity energy

and resources from everyone.

education should restore

The research methodology
qualitative research method. Since

who were committed

to

for this study

I

was

I

original sense to

draw

forth the innate

was informed by phenomenology,

a

interested in the lived-experiences of educators

what may be a more encompassing, inclusive and

integrated

new worldview

into their

worldview and who have been trying
educational programs,

its

implement

to

this

found that phenomenological approach

6

fit

my

study.

The

fifth

section of Chapter 2 gives a brief review of the theoretical underpinning
of my research

methodology.

The secondary

used

of this study was

how

to explore

individual awareness led

and transformational collective or organizational change. For

to innovative

I

interest

case

study

method, which allowed

me

gather

to

responded

to critical issues

and incidences,

and external aspects

internal

how

people acted

contributed to

that

transformational change. Through case study method,

through interviews and

artifacts

methodology

much

is

my

discussed in Chapter

I

development and
first

met people from

my

implicate order of

study samples,

and capacities, and trying

suit

life.

different cultural, ethnic, racial,

have been making similar

hand data

my

research

3.

the natural synchronicity and the Taoist patterns of

awesome

or

but also group, or project documentation, and

research design and to gain access to

selves, demonstrated the

group

organizations

collected not only

I

purpose

facing crisis and the

organizational

encountered the individuals and programs that perfectly

world,

when

how

secondary data. The detailed account of the rationale of

as

For

field observations,

about

data

organizational history, organizational development documentation,

this

life.

The

my

study

valued very

stories

of

how

criteria, in

Somewhere

I

them

out there in the

and national backgrounds who

efforts in education, trying to liberate

to bring out their potentials.

I

For

me

young people’s minds

these efforts represented

the essential value and sacred purpose of education. All the educators

I

studied cared

profoundly about the ultimate concern of human kind and the well being of the whole
world. That

is

where the boundaries

fall

and the sacred end emerges.
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Significance and Potential Contributions of the Study

Parker Palmer cites Vaclav Havel,

who

suggested in a speech to the U.

S.

Congress:

Consciousness precedes being, and not the other way round as the Marxists
claim. For this reason, the salvation of the human world lies nowhere else

human heart, in the human power to reflect, in human meekness
human responsibility. Without a global revolution in the sphere of

than in the

and

in

human

consciousness, nothing will change for the better in the sphere of
our being as humans, and the catastrophe towards which the world is headed
be it ecological, social, demographic or a general breakdown of

—

—

civilization

will

be unavoidable.

Vaclav Havel,

in Parker Palmer, 1990, p. 2

This research has explored the pivotal experiences through which people have

achieved transformative consciousness. In a clearly descriptive way, the research
identified the distinct patterns of

strived to liberate themselves

their

way of knowing,

People

people gained awareness of the limitations

paradigms and professional training imposed upon them and then

society, culture,

changed

how

keep

talking

from the limitations, and

how

the entire experience has

doing, being and becoming.

about

paradigm

shift,

organizational

reengineering, reframing and educational reform, without seeing a

achieve those changes. The reason probably

structural

people’s

of programs

people are more concentrated on

change than consciousness change. Change of the structure without changing

way of

seeing things and people’s ways of doing things will not lead to

fundamental changes.

worldviews need

to

If

any

institution

our beliefs and

wants

change. The process

points out in his groundbreaking

to

lies in that

lot

restructuring,

we do

is

to achieve

fundamental change, people’s

painstaking, just like Michael Talbot (1991)

book The Holographic Universe

when someone

act like addicts

8

ts
,

that

tries to

We are

addicted

wrest from us the

powerful opium of dogmas”
the

(p. 6). In

deed,

it

needs to reexamine the conditioning of

most basic values and most basic principles of

life that

people hold dear to

their

hearts.

Life

is

changing, circumstances are changing, and the world

these changes call

reevaluate what

we

for

a

changing. All

is

change of people’s consciousness, the consciousness

take for granted, the consciousness to reexamine what

we

to

feel so

comfortable about, the consciousness to expand ideas, and the consciousness to extend
possibilities.

As Alfred North Whitehead (1957)

stresses in

The Aims of Education

“every intellectual revolution which has ever stirred humanity into greatness has been a
passionate protest against inert ideas” (p.2).

knowledge of the past

is to

equip for the present.

young minds than by depreciation of the
is

holy ground; for

it

is

present.

the past, and

awareness people can achieve
clearly seeing the present.

He

By

is

how

is

it

also maintains that the only use of

“No more deadly harm can be done
The present contains

the future” (p. 3).

all

that there

The most

to

is. It

effective

values, and ideas of the past can prevent us from

seeing conditioning clearly and knowing

how

dynamic way, we can stand firmly on the holy ground of today and have

to act in a

a

hope

for

tomorrow.

Through the experience of

the extremely different worldviews originated from

both Eastern and Western culture and civilization,

I

have realized

need more balanced, integrated and more inclusive worldview.
experience that individuals can do very

directly,

but,

at

the

same

time,

the

little

global

in

that

I

human

beings

know from my

changing people’s consciousness

revolution

in

the

sphere

of human

consciousness will only be empty words without individuals engaging in the change of

9

consciousness.

What we can

do, in fact,

is

Dan Wegner

as

(2000), the Harvard

University social psychologist, asserts:

We're

all

really

know what

in that position with regard to other minds, generally
like to

- we

don't

Much

be other people.

of what social psychology
being able to think and talk about experience in a way that helps us
bridge the gap from one mind and the next. Without it we're all alone.
is

about

it's

is

Dan Wegner, 2000,

in

Andrea Shen’a Article

Web

Page

article

http://www.news.harvard.edu/gazette/2000/10.26/03-freewill.html

This research has taken a step in identifying individuals

through a fundamental change and

who

are

making

who have

already gone

efforts in helping others to start the

change process. Through thinking and talking about the life-world experience of these
educators, the gap between people’s minds can be bridged and

that institutional transformation

more persons engage with

more people

and societal transformation occurs only

others in such a

way

that leaders

will realize

if

and followers

“...one or

raise

another to higher level of motivation and morality” (Bums, in Wren, 1995,

p.

one

101),

which occurs through gaining transformative consciousness.

From

a

management

(1999) defines as “disturbed group”
organization and

who

initiated activities

and unofficial

by

intrinsic values

This

research

consciousness,

are doing

and

also

start to

who

we need

perspective,

who

are not

to identify

what Margaret Wheatley

happy with the current

what Robinson and Stem (1997) describe

activities.

That

is

where we find people who

are striving for higher purpose and deeper

demonstrates

engage

situation of the

how

in coupling

individuals,

after

as self-

are driven

meaning of

gaining

with others to form a collective

life.

transformative

effort to

make

greater change and transformation either within or at the edge of certain institutions and

organizations. This research

is

of significance
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to educators, education administrators,

who

are interested in bringing about transformative changes
either at individual level,

collective level or institutional level.

The Researcher and Her Role
Having been a teacher
China

in

Study

Southwest Jiaotong University, Chengdu, Sichuan,

and studying

for sixteen years

in the

in an

have long been bothered by the functions

American university

that universities

for about three years,

perform—the whole system

so focused on imparting knowledge, and the knowledge imparted

has been operated

at

the cost of killing

observes. So the questions

limit or to liberate people’s

to acquire

without

young people’s

is

spirits, as

minds and capacities? What

knowledge without losing

deadening their curiosity

themselves? These questions

set

is

the

their creativity, without

to

discover meaning

me on

way

is

so segmented that

it

Page Smith (1990)

constantly ask are about the purpose of education

I

I

to

—

is

it

to

encourage people

narrowing

their

and purpose

scope and

in

life

for

a journey to explore the possibilities of

necessary changes in education.

During a five-year period from 1991
from individual change

my own

experience,

I

to collective

know

to 1996,

changes and

clearly that

it

is

I

embarked on

a journey

finally, to institutional

moving

change.

From

possible to achieve transformative

consciousness and to consequently bring about institutional change.

But

at the

with students and

end of the

first

round of carrying out innovative educational programs

when I was ready

to start the

second stage of moving to a higher

of change of carrying out innovative and interdisciplinary project with
blocked by

my

immediate supervisor from

of questions about what

is

all

directions. This set

me

faculty,

I

was

to ask another set

the original function of organization? Wouldn’t

11

level

it

be better

for the organization if there

talents

that

and potentiality

some

to

were a climate

make

to allow all

the organization

leaders tend to control

more than

it

grow
is

naturally?

views so tightly

that they

This set of questions inclined

do not

me on

to contribute their

Why is

it

often the case

necessary, not to care about

organization will suffer as the result of controlling?
leaders, hold their

members

What makes

like things

how

the

people, especially

going out of their rein?

another inquiry into creativity theory,

learning organization theory, western and eastern civilization, science and technology

development, the development of new science and complex systems theory
eastern philosophy, until

holotropic

Von

1990;

I

hit

upon

in relation to

the emerging theory of the holographic universe and

mind (Capra, 1975; Prigogine, 1984; Robinson and Stem, 1997; Senge,
Bertalanffy, 1968; Wilber, 1996; 1982, 1996), that stresses the wholeness of

people, events, nature, and the world, as well as the innate capacity of the

comprehend

the reality in a holistic manner.

our ways of seeing reality

that

assumes

that

organizations there

we
is

is

mind

to

What has fragmented our knowledge and

the established industrial age mechanistic view of the world

should tear apart the world to understand

it

and

that within

a need to control each part’s behavior.

This entire scope of my intellectual journey makes

be constantly aware of how they

are, oftentimes, limited

me realize
by

their

that people

own

need

to

cultural heritage,

the established paradigm, their professional training and socially imposed roles. People

need

to find

ways

to

cultural conditioning.

be liberated from

Only through

their “intellectual limitation” (Hall, 1976)

and

room

for

this liberation

can

we

give ourselves

acquiring a holistic worldview. Thus this theme emerges as the focus of

study.
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my

doctoral

CHAPTER 2
HOLISTIC

WORLDVIEW AND HOLISTIC EDUCATION

This study was drawn from diverse disciplines and sources to
accomplish the

purpose of the study as described

Chapter

These

2,

I

in

Chapter

1.

For the convenience of explanation

present the theoretical framework of

five literature strands are: 1)

restoring a holistic

worldview

of the research; 2) from

new

my

research from five perspectives.

scientific discoveries

and

that provides the epistemological

holistic

worldview

in

their significance in

and ontological ground

to holistic education that focuses

on the

pedagogical and ethical strand of the research; 3) expanded model of scholarship of
integration and

its

environment that

significance to faculty development; 4) creativity and the learning

tries to

bring more creativity theory and practice into the educational

arena; and 5) the phenomenological approach

which informs the methodology

for the

research.

There
the one

who

is

an old Chinese saying, “If you want

tied

it.”

to untie the bell,

you need

to

ask

Since the current prevailing western worldview has largely

originated and developed from the past four centuries of scientific development and

industrial revolution,

we need

to

counteract the limitations of the

diverse

disciplines,

has

look for

modem

come

to

a

new

scientific discoveries to find

argument

convergent

recognition

what education can achieve. Discussing

to establish a holistic

to

mechanistic worldview. Literature, drawn from

mainstream, mechanistic, western worldview limits people’s

This, in turn, limits

ways

worldview or
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that

way of

the

dominant,

seeing the world.

this literature provides

an

to restore the ancient holistic worldview.

The new science

discoveries are, to a surprising extent, contradictory
to the

established dominant, mainstream western worldview.
really

want

willingly.

to

look

them

at

The reason

closely, think about

may

for this reluctance

It

takes great effort for people to

them seriously and accept them

lie in that

the

new

discoveries challenge

the very basic assumptions and beliefs people hold so dearly. For
example, people in the

United States value individuality so
separate bed from the

first

much

that they believe a child should sleep in a

day of the baby’s

To

birth.

minds,

their

only

this is the

healthy way. Contrarily, however, recent research on sleep patterns has alarmed people
that sleeping alone

may

entail physiological risk for the infants

(Lewis

et al.,

2000,

P-194). Sleeping scientists conducted studies that revealed that in cosleeping of mother

and child they share much more than a mattress

—

their physiologic

mutual concordance and synchronicities, which are life-sustaining
in

evolutionary psychology and cross-cultural

al.,

2000,

p. 194).

for the child.

Studies

sociology have found out that the

American habit of infant-parent separate sleeping pattern
singularity” (Lewis et

rhythm exhibits

While Lewis

is

a “global and historical

et al call for the

American

culture

to justify this singular nighttime practice, they also provide startling research findings of

SIDS (Sudden

Death Syndrome)

Infant

and sophisticated pediatric

care, the

that, despite its

United States’ SIDS

times higher than Japan and 100 times higher than

where

this

syndrome

Now

is

unknown

(p.

1

feel

rate is highest in the world, 10

Hong Kong,

not to mention cultures

95).

that the statistical evidence

people of the nation

advanced medical technologies

is

available,

ready to question their

how

own

long will

it

take before the

cherished practice? The

first

section of the literature review raises a series of questions like this to challenge deeply
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modem

held

knowing

western assumptions and to introduce different
ways of seeing and

the world.

My purpose

is to

engage people

in serious consideration about

why

education needs fundamental change rather than restructuring
and reforming. Hopefully

along the path people will see the value of restoring a holistic
worldview which
first

is

the

step leading to fundamental changes.

The

literature

focusing on holistic education brings pedagogical and ethical

values to the study. This second section of the literature review examines the
aim of

education from both eastern and western perspectives, gives a brief account of the

contemporary history of

holistic education,

and argues

purpose

education

the

and

aim

of

industrialization. This part

of the

along

third section gives a brief review

of scholarship in the United
offers an

scientific

lost the original

revolution

background, principles,

of the historical development of the sense

Based on Ernest Boyer’s (1990) framework,

States.

and

my research.

expanded model of scholarship of integration

for faculty

of

we have

literature offers philosophical

perspectives, and practices that have informed

The

path

that

that

this part

can serve as the guidelines

development programs and creating a nurturing and nourishing climate

for

faculty growth.

The

fourth section of the literature review investigates studies in creativity

theories and practices.

itself,

such as Big

C

Through describing the

creativity

and

organizational sense; creativity in

that creativity is the inborn quality

little

art,

C

limitations of the study in creativity

creativity; creativity in individual sense vs.

music, and science arenas, this section advocates

of everyone and should be fostered and brought forth

from everyone through education rather than hinder or block
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it.

Finally,

the

concerning

literature

phenomenology and case study
methodological grounding for

New

in

qualitative

particular

provides

research

in

general

a brief discussion

and

of the

my research.
Science and Holistic Worldview

took confrontations between cultures to bring home the fact that
people
see the world in different ways. Once that realization was in
place, the
It

between the world and worldview could not be denied. Between
the human mind and the way the world actually is lies the
mind’s view of the
distinction

way

it is.

Huston Smith, 1989, 233

The Imperatives

for Restoring Holistic

Worldview

This section introduces theories and stories that focus on reexamining the
existing belief system, the established paradigm, the prescribed social role and the

too powerful artificial boundaries that have besieged us.

stories in this section is

was

right in

most

because

emphasizing

new paradigm.

part also presents stories of serious researchers

in

thinkers,

that stories are the royal road to the study

essential characteristic of the

and wisdom

new

believe one of these

I

The reason why

to investigating the terrain

I

all

add some

Gregory Bateson,

of relationship, the

In addition to discussing theories this

who have devoted

their energy, talents

and crossing the boundaries and

an effort to unite the great branches of learning and

to point out the

territorial lines

emerging new

worldview.

First, this section

and

why we need

formation, should

examines what

to restore a holistic

mean

the

is

a worldview, what

worldview.

A

at the

a holistic worldview

worldview, judging from

view people have toward the world.

Smith (1989) observes, as quoted

is

Interestingly,

beginning of this section, that
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it is

its

however,

not as simple

as that because without “confrontations

are different

ways of seeing

between cultures,” people would not know there

the world (p.233). For the purpose of this study,
the term

worldview here means the outlook and the basic assumptions, value
systems and
people have for understanding the world and themselves in relation
with

Most of
until

the time,

worldview operates

at

beliefs

it.

the unconscious level. For example,

very recently most people in the west regarded the reductionist,
analytical,

mechanistic

way of

seeing the world as the only valid worldview, and took

for

it

granted. This worldview has governed people’s thinking in the west, knowingly
or

unknowingly
crisis

for

about four hundred years. Fritjof Capra (1982) names several

such as high inflation, unemployment, energy

and other emvironemental
maintains

.

.

disasters, as well as a rising

health care, pollution

wave of violence and

crime.

He

that:

.these are all different facets of one

crisis is essentially a crisis

1920s,

it

—

of an outdated world view

—

we

crisis,

and

crisis in

the mechanistic world

view of Cartesian-

can no longer be understood

in

We live in a globally interconnected world,

biological, psychological, social, and environmental

are all interdependent.

that this

physics in

are trying to apply the concepts

to a reality that

terms of these concepts.

which

and the same

of perception. Like the

derives from the fact that

Newtonian science
in

crisis, crisis in

modem

To

describe this world appropriately

phenomena

we need

an

ecological perspective which the Cartisian world view does not offer.

Capra, 1982,

In his

how

this

book The Turning

Point.
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Capra (1982) gives a powerful description of

Cartescian-Newtonian worldview influenced, and

is still

thought on biology, medicine, psychology and economics.

limitations of the Cartescian

p.

He

influencing western

points out that the

worldview and the value systems underlying

it

are

now

seriously affecting our individual and social health. In the last part of his book, he offers
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a detailed discussion of a

new

vision of reality.

He shows

to

people “how the dominant

concepts and attitudes in various fields reflect the same
unbalanced world view, a world

view

that is

still

shared by the majority of our culture but

is

now

rapidly changing”

(Capra, 1982, p. 17).

What

is

a holistic worldview? In fact,

cultures and of

many contemporary

as inseparable

from

the worldview of

many

ancient

indigenous cultures that regards the physical world

and as

us, as organic,

where people are understood

society,

is

it

to

The same view

alive.

applies to

be connected, interdependent so

human

that they are

more cooperative and more valuing of communities.
James Lovelock and Lynn Margulis (1973, 1974) proposed
Hypothesis that the earth

is

a complex, organic and living matter

where

in

The Gaia

air,

ocean, and

land surface interact with each other and form a complex system. The computer

simulation of daisy world they developed exhibits a spectacular view of the live world.
Later Lovelock developed

When

The Gaia Hypothesis

Elisabet Sahtouris (1996)

into

Gaia theory.

was asked how she viewed

evolutionary biologist, she said her view of Gaia theory

of Lovelock and Margulis (Lovelock

have developed
considers

in general

it

it.

For

her, instead

&

is

a

little bit

the world as an

different

from

Margulis, 1973, 1974; Lovelock, 1979)

of looking

at this as a

that

who

hypothesis or a theory, she

“as conceptualization of the earth as alive, to replace our conceptualization

from a mechanical worldview

to an organic

worldview,

to see the

world as

alive” (Sahtouris, 1996, p. 4).

Then why do we need
that the

MWM

to restore a holistic

(Modem Western

worldview? Smith (1989) points out

Mindset) emphasizing “the will-to-control that has
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caused our narrowed epistemology and ontology,

The

will-to-control,

modem

my

from

understanding,

is

is

what we need

to correct” (p.109).

only one component of the western

worldview. Zohar (1994) summaries eight points

to describe the limitations

of

the mechanistic worldview:

•Stresses the absolute, the unchanging and the certain
•Stresses the isolated, separate and interchangeable parts

•Unbridgeable gulf between

human

beings and the physical world
of expert and specialty
•Parts are alienated from each other and from the whole

•Underlines the

modem

cult

•Stresses the single point of view, only one reality

•Supports excessive bureaucracy, leaves no room for flexibility
•Cannot account why people ever act on behalf of others

Danah Zohar, 1994, pp 26-28
The

list

contains enough reasons to consider a change of the western mechanistic

worldview. Capra (1982) also makes

What we

it

explicit that:

need, to prepare ourselves for the great transition

we

are about

deep reexamination of the main premises and values of our
culture, a rejection of those conceptual models that have outlived their
to enter, is a

usefulness, and a

new

recognition of some of the values discarded in the

previous periods of our cultural history.
Capra, 1982,

These

descriptions

point

worldview. They are the wake up
people’s perception to a

holistic

out

the

limitation

of the

p.

western
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mechanistic

calls for the imperatives to transform, to

more encompassing,

ecological,

organic,

change

and systematic

worldview. As Zohar points out:

The

failure to give

any account of where

life

and consciousness belong

in the

universe leaves

human

Atomism

Zohar uses Atomism interchangeably with mechanism) denies

(note,

beings with no sense of our place in the scheme of things.

the reality and importance of relationship, establishing a precedent for conflict

and ocnfrontation and the pursuit of limited self-inerest. As a model, mechanism
cannot account for why people ever act on behalf of others, nor for any sort of
social cohesion. And its sharp seperatrion between the mental and the physical
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encourages a division between ourselves and the natural
world, setting
opposition to the world of nature and to the natural within
ourselves.
Zohar, 1994,

Since the mechanistic and reductionistic worldview

westemworld

it

is

not easy for people to see

are separated and divided into so

how

they are influenced and

many fragmented

teaching assistantship and taught a course here

to illustrate

after class,

told

me

my

how

first

semester in 1999.

When

sessions.

My

that

he could never imagine

life

people operate in

life

I

their lives

time to encounter

first

was when

I

had

my

the University of Massachusetts,

told

some

story from

my

family

life

one of the team teaching members, a graduate student from North America

with private

public

at

how

students should consciously develop their meta-cognitive competence,

to use personal

“What’s wrong with that?” He answered: “Well,
life

6

so dominant in the

is

the concept that your teaching should be separated from your
being

Amherst during

p.

in

here.”

life

was very puzzled

this splitted

and private

employment

I

and

chance for a person

life;

way

retired life, etc.

to operate as a

life

all

but later on

There are these

and club

With

in the class.

was not supposed

at the time,

in the U.S.

professional

it

examples

life;

youth

to

I

asked:

connect public

observed a

distinct gaps

life

I

and adult

these separations, there

is

of

between

life;

very

whole being and understand him or her

lot

and

little

self as a

whole being.
Talking about fragmentation and segmentation of

institution,

I

life

and of educational

have a very interesting example. Once the associate dean of the School of

Education and the associate dean of the School of Management met

multimedia equipment

at

both schools.

introduce them, both of them being here

I

was very suprised

at the
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to

same university

to talk about

have had the chance
in that position for

to

more

than eight years. This situation in a university in
China would have been very different.
In Chinese university, the mid-level
administrators

meet every month

to discuss the

university matters, not only their school or department
matters. Every division of the
university has the

common

understanding that the development of departments and
the

wellbeing of the university are interdependent, and inseparable.
saying “The small brook can only have water

Every time when
entire

I

thought about

when

how

this

this is not the

world need

now

is

a

more

an old Chinese

the big river has plenty.”

western worldview

world almost as the dominant valid worldview

people that

We have

I

would

feel

influencing the

is

compelled

to alert

only option for the future of the world. What people

in the

systematic, ecological, organic, encompassing and dynamic

worldview.

The next

section

examines the new science discoveries

discoveries from diverse fields, such as

and complex theory come

to

to

explore

how

quantum physics, biology, neuroscience, chaos

a similar recognition that the

whole universe

connected, interdependent, interpenetrating system. The clear argument

is

that

is

a

human

beings should find ways to harmonize with both the natural world around them, between

themselves and

among

different nations in the

human system

as well.

The next

section

explores this theme in detail.

New

Science and

Though

Its

Significance in Transforming Worldview

the reductionist, mechanistic, dichotomous, and linear

has dominated western people’s

more and more people,

way of seeing

way of thinking

the world for about four hundred years,

scholars and researchers from different fields, such as physics,

biology, psychology, sociology and complexity theories have realized
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its

limitations.

There are remarkable individuals

who

devote their lives to seeking an integrated

epistemology and take as their mission

framework

The

to restore the lost vision

first

wave came with

to construct

of the

holistic

and advocate a new ontological

worldview.

Einstein’s relativity theory at the turn of the
twentyth

century. His classic three papers published in 1905
rocked the

With

his first paper

mysterious nature of

on photoelectronic

effect

whole physics world.

he demonstrated the non-classic and

His second paper showed “how the century-old questions of

light.

the realities of atoms could be decided experimentally” (Herbert,
1985, p. 36). His third

paper with his relativity theory started a new look
In the 1920s a group

at

space and time.

of international physists discovered laws of the atomic

world and put forward the Quantum Theory. This group was often mentioned

as

Copenhagenists and they established Copenhagen doctrine, including Niels Bohr from

Denmark, Werner Heisenberg from Germany, Louis de Broglie from France, and Erwin
Schrondinger and Walfgang Paulie from Australia (Capra, 1982, Herbert 1985). As a
collective result this group of physicists presented the world with the particle-wave

phenomenon; the uncertainty

principle

and the inseparability of observer and the

experimental result of atomic world.

In the 1950s,

David

Bohm made

his pilot

wave model, he could

could be

made

to

work

to

to introducing to students

life to

another contributions to

actually demonstrate

how

Quantum Theory. With

wave-plus-particle concept

produce a consistant picture of the quantum

facts. In addition

of physics the quantum discoveries, he also devoted

his later

advocating the hidden wholeness of the universe and implicate order of

(Bohm, 1980).
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life

In the 1960s, the Irish physist

John Stewart Bell came forward with his famous

interconnectedness theorem that proved the non-locality
of

reality.

comments, “Bell’s discovery of the necessary non-locality
of deep

As Herber (1985)
reality is the

most

important achievement in reality research since the
invention of quantum theory”

(p.

52).

Also, in the late

1950s, Prigogine’s discovery of non-equilibrium universe

appeared on to the scene (Prigogine
in 1977.

&

Stengers, 1984)

At almost the same time came Lorenz’

which won him the Nobel Prize
which synchronized

butterfly effect,

with other discoveries of chaos theory and complexity theory, especially
Mandelbrot’s
discovery of the fascinating fractal effect (Gleick, 1987). Lovelock and Margulis
put

forward the Gaia earth system (Lovelock, 1979); Similar findings came from brain
research and biological research: for example, Pribram discovered the holographic brain

and Stanislav Grof came up with the holotrpic mind (Grof, 1992, Pribram, 1982);

Maturana and Varela explicated the autopoietic system (Maturana
Schonberger

discovered

the

parallels

between

I

Ching

& Varela,

and

the

1987); and

genetic

code

(Schonberger, 1979; Water, 1996, Yan, 1991).
All these

have resulted

in

new

discoveries call to question the clockwork universe concept and

a large

body of

literature

advocating a paradigm

shift,

cultural

transformation, and the changing of the western worldview (Capra, 1975, 1982, 1993,

1996; Kuhn, 1962; Sahtouris, 1999; Smith, 1989; Wilber, 1977, 1979, 1982, 1996,
1999, 2000; Wilson, 1998; Zohar, 1990; Zohar

&

Marshall, 1993, 2000). There

is

considerable research on more integrated, more culturally encompassing and more

illuminating worldviews and investigation of
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human consciousness

that

is

capable of

holding a

new worldview

(Bateson, 1979;

Bohm,

1965, 1980; Wilber, 1977, 1981,

1983; Wilson 1998). There are books of interviews with
scientists and sages describing

an emerging worldview that stresses unity of knowledge
and diverse views of seeing the

world (Baumgartner
studies

on the

&

Payr, 1995;

parallel nature

of the

Brown

New

Novick, 1993; Weber, 1986). There are

Science and Eastern mysticism (Capra, 1975,

1982, Zukav, 1979) and parallels between
Walter,

&

I

Ching and Gene code (Schonberger, 1979,

1994, Yan, 1991). Michael Talbot wrote a book on Holographic
Universe

(Talbot,

1991) and Stanislav Grof wrote on Holotropic

Prigogine wrote on Order out of Chaos, exploring the

Mind

new human

(Grof,

1990).

Ilya

dialogue with nature

(Progogine, 1984). Gleick introduced chaos theory to public readers (Gleick,
1987), and

Briggs and Peat offered a practicle guide through the use of fractals to the bigger

audience the chaos theory and the science of wholeness (Briggs
Collectively, this repertoire of literature

is

& Peat,

1989; 1999).

the result of years of studies, which

advocate the unity of knowledge and a more balanced and integrated worldview.

however, the irony

Unfortunately,

knowledge,

it

is

is

that

since they are books

on the unity of

not clear what subject area and which discipline each belongs

to,

so

we

hardly ever see those books included in courses in higher learning arena, with probably

very few exceptions. The academic world
disconnected pattern.

body of

One of the hopes of my

literature to the

still

operates in a very segmented and

literature

review

is

to bring this

academic world. From the following section we

wonderful

will see the

discoveries in different fields and their significance in restoring a holistic worldview.
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New

Science and Restoring the Holistic Worldview

The new holographic paradigm, which Ken Wilber summarized
perceiving and participating in a holographic universe,”
seventies; in fact,

his extraordinary

and

it is

not

new

at all.

people and the universe.

the discovery of

He

notes:

Uncommon Wisdom

,

the

this

in

,

starts

book about Capra’s own

century,

in

many

how Wemer

with a beautiful story about

changing the

way of

interest in

quantum physics

this classic

years with

Capra

many of the most

The book, Uncommon

Heisenberg, the leading figure

changing the worldview of science

when he

first

read

.

of Heisenberg’ book of history and philosophy of

as “a scholarly work, quite technical at times, but also full of personal

and even highly emotional passages” (Capra,
Heisenberg’s book that he

encountered

theories

intellectual odyssey,

seeing society as early as age nineteen

Heisenberg’s book, Physics and Philosophy

Capra describes

life,

such as Werner Heisenberg, Geoffrey Chew,

quantum physics, stimulated Capra’s

and

quantum mechanics

p. xx).

Stanislav Grof, R.D. Laing, Gregory Bateson, and Alan Watts.

Wisdom

in

“Eastern mysticism provides a consistent and

(1988) relives the vivid discussions he has had over

of

Capra explains

which can accommodate our most advanced

of the physical world” (Capra, 1975,

thinkers

in the early

remarkable parallels to the Eastern mystic view toward

beautiful philosophical framework,

influential

bom

regarded as

theoretical physicist Fritjof

book The Tao of Physics (1975),

relativity theory bear

In

As

is

as “the brain

in the first three

first

1988,

p.l).

It

was from reading

sensed the unique dilemma the

new

physicists

decades of the century when they explored the structure of

atoms and the nature of subatomic phenomena. This exploration led them
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to discover

that

the material world they observed no longer
appeared as a machine,

made up of

multitude of separate of objects, but rather as an
indivisible whole; a network of
relationships that included the

Heisenberg

decade

who

later. It

human

observer in an essential way”

planted the seed in him, Capra recalled

was

the physicists’

dilemma

Philosophy (1958) that compelled him
limitations of a Cartesian,

“full

It

was

would mature

a

go on a journey to investigate the

later to

new

2.).

he read from Heisenberg’s Physics and

that

Newtonian worldview, and

values to complement the view of the

later, that

(p.

to

seek Eastern philosophical

Remember

science.

that Heisenberg’s

book

is

of personal and emotional passages?” Because Heisenberg, the leading quantum

physicist,

among

the

first

research group to discover the interdependent role of the

observer in quantum physics, walks his

Capra

that

he was determined

to

talk, his

go on a journey

book becomes

so engaging to Fritjof

to explore the uncharted territories.

He

has persisted in this journey for more than a quarter of a century, exploring an integrated

epistemology that demonstrates the parallels between

modem

physics and eastern

philosophical values. This leads Capra to the most remarkable contribution to the

new

vision of the emerging reality by his series of books,

The

Turning Point (1982), The

Uncommon Wisdom

(coauthored with David Steindl-Rast and

The Tao of Physics

(1975),

(1988), Belonging to the Universe

Thomas Matus,

1991), and

The

Web

of Life

(1996).

During the long years of

his

odyssey,

Capra has studied and practiced

representative Eastern mysticism, namely, Hinduism, Buddhism, and Taoism.

met and talked with dozens of scholars and

He

has

specialists in various fields, including

psychology, psychotherapy, psychoanalysis, biology, ecology, medicine, healing and
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therapy, economics, politics, philosophy, spirituality,
ethics, feminism and sciences in
different fields. Since

chooses to do

the smartest

it

different fields. If

have been able

he knows his endeavor

it

way

had not been

to present us

—

is

too big a project to accomplish alone, he

to gather

uncommon wisdom from

for all those people’s

experts of

generous help, he would not

with such a comprehensive series of books, which gives
us

a thorough critique of the current Western epistemology through
sharp comparison with

Eastern philosophical values and provides an encompassing view of
the

new

vision

reality.

This section presents the discoveries of the

way of

scince that pointing to a

new

seeing and understanding of the world, which more resembles the ancient and

eastern worldview.

new

new

The next

section examines the significance of the discoveries of the

science in bridging the Eastern and the Western worldview.

Bridging Eastern and Western Worldview
Geert Hofstede (1994) uses five categories to study cultural differences among
different nations.

They

are individuality vs. collectivity;

power

femininity; uncertainty avoidance; and high context and

by Edward

originated

distance; masculinity and

low context, the

last

of which

T. Hall (Hall, 1966). Hall, in his long years of anthropological

study, identifies four dimensions to study cultural differences.

They

are space, time,

non-verbal communication cues, and high context and low context. If we examine both
the North

America

cultural value system,

which

is

the representative of Western values,

and the Chinese cultural value system, which can be the representative of the Eastern
values,

we

can see very striking contrasts of these two cultural value systems as

below:
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listed

Western Cultural Values

East Cultural Values

Individuality

Collectivity

Rights

Responsibility

Freedom

Order

Masculinity

Femininity

Outward Conquering

Self-sustaining

Low

Context

High Context

Competition

Collaboration

Consume

Conserve

Success

Inner Peace

Contrary to the world trend that assumes that a Western worldview

is

the only

valid perspective that every nation should follow and adopt, the discovery and findings

of the new science reveals what
philosophical traditions.

Western worldview, the
international

When
first

we can draw from

how

asked

evidence

education program.

may come from my

Before

international education

into

program here

American people going

to

all

think that the world trend

I

I

education program would draw merits from

implement the collective merits

Eastern cultural values and

came

all

I

promoting a

experience here in the

expected that an international

different cultures in the

world education. But

in

is

after

I

world and

came,

I

was

American university basically means

try to

told that

the North

over the world to train and educate the people in

developing countries for development. Or vice versa, bringing the people from other
countries here to receive very westernized education and then try to apply what they

learned here

when

they return. At the

final
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panel discussion of the Harvard School of

Educaiton

member

s

Fifth

Annual Student Research Conference, February

in the panel pointed out that

25,

2000, one

he studied the Harvrad International
Education

curriculum and found out that there was no course, or
program introducing native Indian
education, Latin American Education, African education,
or Asian education.

say that

we

University

I

have

don’t have such programs in our International Education
program,

of Massachusetts,

Amherst,

at

to

the

Then what do people mean by

either.

international education?

In fact, at the beginning

of the

final

panel discussion, the moderator, a doctoral

student at the Graduate School of Education of Harvard University, asked
participants to
close their eyes and to form a

mind

vision of highly educated specialists going to other

places of the world to offer training and development programs. The questions
were

who

would

the educators and trainers

would have been

institutions they

flow of knowledge and power.
the questions,

all

Of

trained themselves, and

When

in their roles

what was the direction of the

people opened their eye and were ready

compared

to their

is

to anser

from the North America

North American counter

From my

it

is

popular

observation and

now

my

parts.

of the limitation of their
not very optimistic

own worldview and
at

do participatory research or

demands a conscious awareness

the cultural value systems underpinning

how many North American
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to

personal understanding, however,

respect and openess to the local, indigenous culture

am

what kind of

course there are recognitions that the people from North America should

participatory projects.

I

in

people in various countries are the receivers of education

respect the indigenous cultures and

full

where they would come from,

agreed that the educational power and flow

to other places. In general, the

and passive

be,

it.

people are really fully aware of

fundamental issue.

this

worldview,

it

If there is

no deep questioning of one’s own

cultural values and

hard to really respect other people’s worldview
and cultural values.

is

Without the willingness

to

change

their

own worldview

the participatory projects

may

turn out to be rather hollow and at the surface.

In fact, there are a lot

of values

we

can learn from different cultures. In his

book, the Tao of Physics, Capra (1974) draws striking parallels
between

first

modem physics

and Eastern mystics, showing “that the basic elements of Eastern
worldview are also
those of the worldview emerging from
“ the further

the

modem

inseparable,

integral part

we

is

physicist, like the Eastern mystic, has

interacting

(

p. 25).

of the system”
his first

goes on to say

more we

to see the

shall realize

that

how

world as a system of

(p. 25).

book

is

to

improve “the image of science by showing

an essential harmony between the

modem

—or Tao—of physics can be

self-realization” (p.25).

come

He

and ever-moving components with the observer being an

science,” and “to suggest that

way

physics”

penetrate into the submicroscopic world, the

The aim of
there

modem

spirit

of Eastern wisdom and Western

physics goes far beyond technology, that the

a path with heart, a

Because he

articulates the

way

to spiritual

knowledge and

fundamental interconnectedness and

interdependence between humans and nature, the role of the mind in
society and eco-systems, he calls on

that

all scientists to

human

beings,

cultivate an eco-awareness. For

him, every scientist needs to consciously choose his or her path either to the

bomb

or to

the Buddha.

Let’s see

how

he describes his new vision in his second book, The Turning

Point:
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The new

vision includes the emerging systems view
of life, mind, onsciousness,
and evolution; the corresponding holistic approach to
health

and healing; the
integration of Western and Eastern approaches to
psychology and psychotherapy
the new conceptual framework for economics
and technology; and an ecological
and feminist perspective which is spiritual in its ultimate
nature and will lead to
profound changes in our social and political structures.
Capra, 1982,

1996 book, The

In his

systems

Web

17

of Life. Capra offers another overall synthesis of

complex adaptive

thinking,

p.

chaos

theory,

theory,

dissipative

structures,

cybernetics and the concept of self-organization and proposes a deep
ecological and
living systems

view

that unifies the

view of mind, matter and

preparing this book, also through connecting and discussing
experts in

the

many

fields.

new way of seeing

He

new image

proposes a

the world

—

the

life.

all

spent ten years

the related issues with

to represent the

web of life. He summarizes

He

emerging

reality

and

that:

Reconnecting with the web of life means building and nurturing sustainable
communities in which we can satisfy our needs and aspiration without
diminishing the chances of future generations.
Capra, 1996,

From Capra’s
integration,

story

we

can see

how he

sets a fine

is

297

example of the scholarship of

and what remarkable contribution he has made

a fundamental change of epistemology that he

p.

in unifying knowledge.

It is

undertaking. His contribution to the

western academic world should have been very profound. Capra does not only

talk

about changing epistemology and changing worldview. The most remarkable part of his

work,

to

me,

lies in

very collaborative

how he

way and

has been doing his work.

largely relying

on

He

has been doing his work in a

the interconnections with experts from

related fields he wants to explore. In a very significant sense, he
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is

walking his

talk.

all

His endeavor to make

all this

in all related fields demonstrates an

happen through intensive discussions with
experts
unprecedented multidisciplinary collaboration. In

preparing his book The Turning Point, he had an
advisory group composed of experts

from the four areas he wanted

to explore

and also some from related

areas.

Four of the

chief advisors wrote background papers for his second
book, The Turning Point They
are Stanislav Grof, Hazel Henderson, Margret Lock, and
Carl Simonton. In addition, he

met and had discussions with other experts
the book,

he settled down

to write

of them, together with Gregory Bateson, Antonio Dimalanta, and

five

all

regularly. Before

Leonard Shalain, discussed the structure and content of the book. The reason why
so

many

experts and scholars helped

significance of this

work of

him along

the path

is that

synthesis and integration, and

limited view of Western epistemology.

So they appear

to

they have

its

all

realized the

potential to change the

be driven by a sense of

cooperation rather than competition. They appear to be driven by a higher value and a
strong belief that this

showed

book

is to

be of benefit to

all.

In

one word,

all their

endeavors

a strong spirit of collaborative inquiry.

Why

do

we need more

collaboration

among more people and

about interconnectedness, interdependence and relationships?

more

appreciate

The following

section

presents the study in brain study and neuroscience.

Holographic Universe and Holographic Paradigm
In the introduction to

Wilber

(1982),

a

most

The Holographic Paradigm and Other Paradoxes Ken

eminent

,

transpersonal

psychologist,

summarizes

the

investigations and discoveries of scientists and researchers from different fields as

diverse as physics, biology, physiology and neuropsychology. These researchers have
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realized

that

discoveries.

to

hard scientific facts are not enough to
explain the

“The very

facts

physiology) seemed to

latest

scientific

of science, they were saying, the actual data
(from physics

make

we assume some

sense only if

sort

of implicit or

unifying or transcendental ground underlying the explicit
data” (Wilber, 1982,
In the early

studying

1970s, the prominent Stanford neurosurgeon, Karl Pribram,
in

memory and

function of the brain, discovered that, in

brain operates as hologram.

optical storage system,”

As Wilber

where “The

simplifies

part is in the

it,

whole ” (Wilber, 1982,

many ways,

“A hologram

“The key point

the

human

a special type of

is

whole and the whole

a type of unity-in-diversity and diversity-in-unity ,” and
part has access to the

p. 1).

is in

is

each part—

simply

that the

p. 2).

David Bohm, the English subatomic

quantum

physicist, in studying

potential,

also discovered the implicate order of undivided wholeness in the physical world under

the seemingly explicate realm of separate things and events.

of his

life

David

Bohm

spent the rest

advocating the holographic view of the physical universe. To him, the

physical universe “seemed to be a gigantic hologram, with each part being in the whole

and the whole being
our

universal

in the part”

tendency

interconnectedness of

all

is

to

the cause of

in his

thoroughly summarized both David

need

the

world

and

many of our

Bohm

also believes that

the

dynamic

problems, both

in science

ignore

lives.

Michael Talbot (1991),

more evidence

in Wilber, 1982, p. 2).

fragment

to

things

and our social and personal

(Bohm,

that the matter

groundbreaking book The Holographic Universe,

Bohm

and Karl Pribram’s work, as well as provided

and mind, us and the world division are

be bridged. His book shows with a great deal of evidence
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artificial

gaps that

that “the universe

encompasses considerably more than our current
worldview allows”

By

putting

both Bohm’s and Pribram’ theories together, Talbot
summarizes a profound new

way of

looking

at

(p. 6).

the world:

Our

brains mathematically construct objective reality

that are ultimately projections

existence that

is

by

interpreting frequencies

from

another dimension, a deeper order of
beyond both space and time: the brain is a hologram enfolded

in a holographic universe.

Michael Talbot, 1991, p.55

How
in the

is this

new way of looking

at the

world? The next section examines

how

world going

to influence

our

way of being

complexity and chaos theories explain the

evolution of consciousness and the chaos and order of life.

Complexity, Chaos and the Evolution of Consciousness
Allan

Combs

(1996), a psychologist with a background in chaos theory and the

science of complexity, the co-founder of

The Society

for

Chaos Theory

in Psychology,

wrote a very comprehensive book, The Radiance of Being (Combs. 1996), exploring

human consciousness and human
theory,

nature in terms of the latest developments in chaos

complex systems theory and evolutionary

theory.

He

is

also seeking a fusion of

Eastern ideas and Western thought.

Comb’s book
human. He

presents a radically revised understanding of what

offers a process

view of human consciousness, “one

evolving complexity in each

moment

evolutionary roots” (Combs, 1996,

p.

as

well

14). In his

psychological and neuropsychological research,

general systems theory, autopoiesis

relation to research

—

as

that

the historical

its

is

be

to

fluid

and

unfolding of

its

book, besides offering insights into

Combs

investigates the significance of

self-organization theory,

on human consciousness. Then he uses
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honors

it

and chaos theory

in

the latest discoveries and

findings in these fields to re-conceptualize

system, capable of self-organizing

itself.

human consciousness

as a complex,

His purpose in his book

is

dynamic

to enable readers to

see themselves not as static organisms, but as a
living process evolving into the future
in
a continuous

dynamic event of self-creation (Combs, 1996).

Systems view and process thinking, though they
of study since the 1960s, are not,

started to

become

a popular area

new. Both Western and Eastern thoughts

in fact,

presented this idea far back in history. The Greek philosopher,
Heraclitus, observed that

you could never step

into the

same

nature of the universe and reality.

river twice, thus recognizing the ever-changing

The Chinese ancient philosophy, Taoism

also stressed

the organic growth principle, or the fluid changing and evolution patterns
of nature and

the

universe.

The Yin and Yang graph of

Taiji

and the

I

Ching presents

the

comprehensive ancient Chinese study on dynamics and change. What the new science

now

can offer

as the

to

people

in the

contemporary world

is

the grand evolutionary synthesis

Hungarian systems philosopher, Ervin Laszlo called
In the penultimate

it.

Laszlo explains

decade of the twentieth century science

is

.

that:

sufficiently

advanced

to resolve the puzzles that stymied scientists in the last century
and demonstrate, without metaphysical speculation, the consistency of

evolution in

all

realms of experience.

It is

now

possible to advance a

grand evolutionary synthesis based on unitary and mutually consistent
concepts derived from the empirical sciences.
Laszlo, in

In

real

academic world

life,

is

and terminologies
the orignal

however, one thing

that there are so

many

I

p.

observed from studying
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in

highly abstract discussions on so

that over time, people’s attention

meaning of them. Their

Combs, 1996,

interest area

many jargons

futher and further

away from

and specialty got narrower and narrower

with hardly any sense of integration of knowledge.
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moved

the western

A lot of times the discussion became

an empty and bizarre chattering without any significance
related to

real life

and

real

contextual world. Specificly addressing this problem,
the next section draws reader’s
attention

back

to originary

Integral Consciousness

and Originarv Awareness

Combs compares
Guenther

s

awareness and integral consciousness.

the

between

similarities

the

Buddhist

scholar

Herbert

description of originary awareness and Gebser’s integral consciousness

.

He

recognizes that, though Guenther advocates going beyond the thematizing
mind and

Gebser proposes going beyond mental abstractions toward an experience of the
immediate present, both

stress the intensity

of consciousness (Combs, 1996). “Guenther

describes originary awareness as superdiaphanous and glowing with inner radiance of

being” while “Gebser accounts integral consciousness diaphanous and suffused with the
light

also

of origin”(Combs, 1996,

p. 257).

Originary awareness and integral consciousness

emphasize the “vivid and penetrating experience of the present moment

beneath mere intellectual conception of reality”

(p.

258). Another feature of integral

consciousness, or originary awareness, according to Combs,

He

of wholeness.

is its

field;

immediate implication

uses a Tibetan text to express the meaning of this wholeness:

Like the sun in the center of the sky, shines throughout

from

comes

its

its

creative dynamics, like the sun’s rays the

into being with

meaning-rich

whole universe

no segmentation.

Combs, 1996,

Combs

that cuts

also notices the delightful quality of this awareness

Though each

structure of consciousness

of creativity,

it

is

is

capable of its

p.

259

—

its creativity:

own forms

the brilliance and vibrancy of the origin itself shining

through them that makes

this possible. Psychologically, creativity is akin

which is in turn, allied to freedom. Without the possibility
of spontaneous freedom at all levels of the human being there would be

to spontaneity,

no

true creativity.

Combs, 1996,
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p.

260

Combs

also calls for everyone to develop an integral
consciousness as the Swiss

cultural philosopher Jean

challenge of the world.

its field

He

Gebser proposes,
states that

it

to face the

most complicated day-to-day

the unity of consciousness and the integrity in

is

that collects the various elements

of the mind into a coherent fabric

(p. 23).

This

integral consciousness, according to Gebser, has the potential to
transform the fabric of

civilization completely

Though

it

more people need

(Combs, 1996).

seems

that

Gebser makes too bold a claim,

to get

back

to original

I

believe

I

was teaching English

the

in

to deal

is true that

awareness and integral consciousness because

the artificial gaps in life and our relationships are so prevailing that

awareness and consciousness

it

with fragmentations in our

Southwest Jiaotong University

we need

life.

this

kind of

For example, when

in China, for about ten years,

whole teaching experience was controlled by the examination-oriented systems. The

goal seemed to be getting students to pass examinations and

teaching and learning

reflected

on

that the goal

I

my

we

totally lost the

joy of learning a different language.

think that realization

is

is like

more vivid and more connected with

administrative

support

to

me

real

life

totally different.

needs.

to look for all the

carry

awareness and

hitting the originary

both the internal, as well as the external resources

consciousness that enabled

I

way of

When

I

realized

not to pass the test but to be able to communicate.

whole process and arrangement of my teaching was
to tap

way of teaching,

teaching experiences after ten years of this

of learning English

In that

tests.

out

innovative

to

I

make

believe

human and
language

after that the

The next

step

was

the English learning

it

was

the integral

material resources and

learning

programs.

By

collaborating with a group of teachers, foreign teachers, foreign students and foreign
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experts in and outside

my university we were

able to offer audio-visual English learning

programs campus wide, addressing the needs of three
time,

we

levels

of students. At the same

also organized all kinds of activities for students
to use English.

programs did not offer any

credits, they

were soon

the programs students suddently realized that

eight years could really be used in their real

awareness and integral consciousness,

I

to

what they had been learning

life.

If

I

these

be popular campus wide. Through
for six to

had not had the kind of originary

would never have been able

Keeping originary awareness and

Though

integral consciousness in

to

do

that.

mind,

we

continue

with a more detailed study of how a holistic worldview can lead to holistic education.

From
Education has so

happening

to

it,

Holistic

much

Worldview

to leam.

and what

it

It

to Holistic

Education

needs to learn, needs to see, what

is

should do in the face of this happening.

Huston Smith, 1989,

p.

99

This section examines the aim of education from both Eastern and Western
perspectives and gives a brief overview of the contemporary efforts to bringing about

holistic education. If

we want

to liberate people’s

should have a clear awareness of

how we need

established mechanistic worldview.

minds and

capacity, as educators

to liberate ourselves

we

from the so well-

The discoveries and findings of new science have

revealed the defects of the mechanistic worldview and found apparent parallels with

Eastern philosophy and values. The following section of Chapter 2 argues that restoring

a holistic

worldview

will bring about the practice of education that

encompassing, inclusive, ecological and dynamic. This,
with more room for creativity and innovation.
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is

more

integrative,

in turn, will provide people

The Essence and

the

Aim

of Education

The word “educate” from
means

to

draw

forth.

It

production of people.

Latin origin,

its

does not mean passing

It

has a

(jiao yu)

means

much deeper meaning

important task of teaching

how

be a person

to

teacher.

It

is

is

grow and

It

and

to rear

down knowledge.

does not mean conformity.

best qualities, their deepest potentials to

education,

means

means

It

to bring up;

it

does not mean mass

to give

room

for people’s

to flourish. In Chinese, the term for

teaching, cultivating and nurturing. Teaching in China

down knowledge. The

than passing

demonstrating

how

to

first

be a person. The

and the most

way of

teaching

through cultivating and nurturing, and through modeling from the

takes care, love and tenderness.

It

requires the educator to

break the pot for the plant to grow, using Diana

know when

Chapman Walsh’s metaphor

to

(Walsh,

1999, p. 207).

In China,

ren),

we have

which means

hundred years

that

It

-f

A (shi nian shu mu, bai nian shu

-

takes ten years for a tree to

for a person to

as a life-long process.

this

it

a saying

be

fully

it

takes a

takes patience, gentleness, and noble motivation. Only through

Palmer (1994)

gives

a

spirit

.

itself in five years

the students in that area, there

was

within each student.

perfect

Transformation of Allen School The story
Ohio, transformed

to maturity but

grown. This anticipates the process of education

way, can educators awaken the sacred
Parker

grow

tells

example of

how

holistic

education

an inner city school

in

simply because the new principal realized

little

to

in

Dayton,

that for

draw on from the external resources because

the students and the families were struggling below the poverty line.
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What everyone

did

have, however,

was

the soul from within.

The

principal

made

his mission and the

it

school s mission to draw the holy soul out from every
student. In this way, the school

transformed

itself in five years

In China, for

and rose from bottom

most of our

history, people regard education as a noble
profession.

People regard teachers as the architects
beings.

When

would never

a really

to top in the city.

who

good teacher chooses

contribute in shaping the soul of
the profession, he or she

knows

human

that she

get rich in a material sense, but she or he can have an enriched sense
of life

by nurturing and nourishing young people

to

grow

in a healthy

seeing the growth and development of young people

experience in

life.

is

way. For a teacher,

the greatest joy they can

Teachers are also described as candles that consume themselves

enlightening others.

Alfred North Whitehead (1967) maintains that the aim of education

by evoking

initiative

and end by encouraging

“the production of active

wisdom”

it.

is

Krishnamurti (1986) always pointed out the

(p. 37).

unimaginable energy. If more educators could
strive for the sacred

to begin

For him the whole aim of education

urgent need for openness. For him, the vast space in the brain

of education and

is

start to

aim of bringing

is

where we can

find

think about the original meaning

forth the creative resources and

energy from the students, there would be more hope for education and for the world. So,
here

is

keep

my

this

aware of

plea: every educator,

question in mind

“am

whenever you

I

are with your students, please always

limiting or liberating?” If every educator

this question all the time, there

creative energy and potentiality of students

is

really

could be far more chance that the

spirit,

would have a space

grow.
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to

be drawn forth and

to

Imperatives of Holistic Education

Since

1970s

the

the

exploration

and

investigation

worldview has created the realization of a need

of an

emerging new

for integrative thinking,

thereby

recognizing the interconnection between body and mind; mind and heart; body,
mind,
spirit

and

A new

soul.

ecological

understanding

is

emerging

regarding

the

interpenetrating, interacting nature of people, society and the natural world around us.

The

further study of consciousness has demonstrated

can play important roles in shaping our world and

As

our society and our cultural values.

how

how

our mind and consciousness

our minds can also be shaped by

a pioneer of holistic education Maria Montessori

stated decades ago:

Education

is

a natural process spontaneously carried out

Individual, and

upon

is

by the human

acquired not by listening to words but by experimenting

the environment.

The

task of the teacher

becomes

that

of preparing

a series of motives of cultural activity, spread over a specially prepared

environment, and then refraining from obtrusive interference.
Montessori, 1946, (in 1989 edition), p.3
Historically speaking, John

Montessori have

times,

all

emphasized the imperative

two educators, both named

Ron

holistic education.

Dewey, Rudolf

Steiner, Francis Parker

for holistic education. In

Miller, an educational historian

Review which
,

and Social Justice Through
.

discussions on

many

contemporary

Miller, are playing a very important role in advocating

from Vermont, U.S., studies the

history and development of holistic education and founded, in

Holistic Education

and Maria

is

now

this journal

1988, the journal,

entitled Encounter: Education for

Ron

Meaning

Miller has been able to generate on-going

issues related to holistic education and to

draw likeminded

educators together to engage in this timely dialogue. The journal also documents and
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reports initiatives of holistic education in different
places in the world.

It

also introduces

resources and organizations for holistic education.

Ron

Miller (1990) also wrote a book entitled

What Are Schools

for:

Hoi

i

stir

Education in American Culture in which he gives a thorough
critique of the American
culture in crisis as a

American

way to

society

the

understand

basic,

and

“how

schools reflect the prevailing worldview of

largely

implicit,

epistemological

and

assumptions that guide the formation of social practices and institutions”

summarizes and examines

American education

in

five cultural

American society”

moral

(p.2).

He

themes “that have defined the meaning of
(p.3),

they are: “Puritan theology, scientific

reductionism, restrained democratic ideology, capitalism and nationalism” (Miller,
1990, p. 20). This dominant worldview, according to Miller, “does not trust the

spontaneity and self-expressive creativity of the individual” and “impose[s] rational
discipline

human

on the deeper, more impulsive,

nature”

intuitive, mystical,

and emotional aspects of

(p. 20).

Miller points out that “the worldview of modem America has through education,

suppressed the most

about a

our age

vital, soulful, creative

modem world
is

in crisis

energy of

human growth”

(p.3). In talking

he especially warns us that the reductionist worldview of

obsolete and inadequate and, in criticizing

modem

schooling, he calls us to

see the spiritually devastating side of the “social engineering that

is

hostile to

human

values and democratic ideals... ”(p. 4). Miller’s book provides us with a profound

intellectual

foundation of holistic education and demonstrates insightful theoretical

perspectives of the imperatives of holistic education.
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Phil

Gang (1989)

book Rethinking Education summarizes

in his

journey as through four ages, the age of humanity

in nature; the

the

human

age of humanity with

nature; the age of humanity over nature;
and the age of humanity through nature
(p. 21).

He

points out that the scientific and industrial
revolution positioned humanity in the

controlling position over nature,

He

calls for a

which

violates the ecological principle of the
universe.

new age of humanity through

awareness and a holistic worldview.

Gang summarizes

nature where people

By examining

grow

the discoveries of the

in ecological

new

science

four principles that should be observed for holistic
education: the

principle of unity; the principle of the participant-observer;
the principle of uncertainty;

and the principle of the dynamic aspect of nature

(pp. 33-36).

In advocating the importance of connecting people

back

education and providing students with adequate ecological

to nature through

literacy,

Gang

recalls

Montessori’s beautiful vision of education:
Let us give the child a vision of the whole universe. The universe
reality,
life,

and an answer

for all things are part

form one whole

an imposing

We shall walk together on this path of
of the universe, and are connected with each other to

unity. This idea helps the

mind of the

child to

stop wandering aimlessly in the quest for knowledge.

found the universal center of himself with

He

is

become
satisfied

fixed, to

having

all things.

Montessori, 1948,
I

is

to all questions.

p. 8, cited in

Gang

,

1989, p. 40

agree with Montessori that children need to find their roles connected to other

people and to the natural world.
universe, children can

By

observing the dynamic, changing and beautiful

grow a sense of awe

in considering their

own

connection with the

vast sense of life and involvement. In this way, their imagination will be stimulated and

they will keep a sense of wonder of

life.

Consequently, they will grow a higher sense of
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responsibility and recognize the deeper

interconnectedness between

human

meaning of

life

as the result of seeing the

beings and nature.

Holistic Curriculum

Another

influential figure

of holistic education

is

John Miller from Ontario, who

has written a series of books introducing holistic
curriculum, teacher’s guide to holistic
learning paths, and

his books,

how

Holistic

to

be

holistic teachers in the real life educational
sphere. In both

Curriculum (1988) and Holistic Learning
(1990), John Miller

summarizes three aspects of

holistic education emphasizing: balance,
inclusion,

and

connections.

He

elaborates on the elements that need to be balanced in
an educational

endeavor: individual and group; content and process; knowledge
and imagination;
rational

and

intuitive; quantitative

and qualitative assessment; technique and

assessment and learning; and technology and program (for
In explaining his ideas

transmissive learning the direction of knowledge
a one-way street. Transactional learning

dialogue between teachers and students

is

is

a

and the curriculum and the person who

is

is

and transformational

from the teacher

two-way

learning. For

to the students,

street pattern

where an

it’s

active

emphasized. Transformational learning no

longer separates the curriculum and the learners.

show

details, see Miller, 1996).

of inciusiveness he summarizes the three orientations of

learning: transmissive learning, transactional learning

Miller has diagrams to

vision;

It

views the learner as a whole person

learning are fully connected and related.

the characteristic of each learning orientation and what the

inclusive curriculum should look like (for details see, Miller, 1996).
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Miller goes on to summarize the six
elements he thinks should be connected:

Linear thinking and intuition; relationship
between mind and body; relationship among

domains of knowledge; relationship between
earth;

self

and relationship between self and self (for
In his final chapter

and community; relationship

to the

details see Miller, 1996).

he talks about Holistic Teacher and Holistic
Change. He

advocates the psychological, moral and holistic
authenticity of teachers and caring for
the students from within the teachers. In talking
about holistic change, he emphasizes an

organic process for change that recognizes the inherent nature
of change and the need

be

in

harmony with change. The next

section focus

on change forces and

to

holistic

leadership.

Change Forces and

How

Holistic Leadership

can more people and more educators acknowledge these new trends of

change and the emerging new worldview and implement a new worldview

into their

teaching and learning process? Michael Fullan (1999) identifies three forces of change
as the intellectual force, the political force

lessons for his 1993

Sequel

.

and the

book Change Forces and

spiritual force.

his

He summarizes

eight

1999 book Change Forces: The

Both of the books advocate a systems view and complex adaptive way of

handling change.

The

original purpose of people organizing together

is

individuals can separately. If an organization cannot achieve a

there might be a problem. In China

most basic one

is

that a

we have

to achieve

sum more

know

than

its total,

a lot of sayings about great leadership.

good leader should know

ren jin qi neng), meaning he should

more than

his people
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(wu jin

and know

how

qi

The

yong,

to pull together

their talents

He

and collective wisdom for the development
and growth of the organization.

or she should also

externally.

He

know how

to

or she also needs to

make

the best use of resources both
internally and

know how

to evaluate the

dynamics of changing

times, changing situations and the changing
context. All these require the leader
to have

systems thinking, knowing complex adaptive thinking
and knowing

how

to act at the

edge of chaos.
In the western

new

management

roles of leadership

demanded

field, there is

in the

a sizeable literature elaborating the

new knowledge

age. Peter

Block suggests

steward leadership (1993). Peter Senge proposes that a successful
leader should be
responsible for developing and leading a learning organization by
acting as a designer, a
teacher and a steward (1994), and to create an environment where
people continually

expand

their capability to

shape their future.

leadership (1996). Bensiman,

Neumamn

styles that are appropriate for the

management. They

and

Robert Greenleaf advocates servant

Bimbaum

(1989) identify four leadership

complex and dynamic processes of higher education

are transformational leadership, strategic leadership, managerial

leadership and interpretive leadership.

Any

leader

when encountering

confused as to what he

own

institution,

is

supposed

so

to do.

many ways of describing
I

examining the human and material resources, both

systems thinking, appreciating

all

would be

think finally, he or she has to go back to his

externally, evaluating both the internal and external

future

leadership

organizational

internally and

change needs and dynamics, using

members

of the organization, sincerely drawing out from

all

as unique contributors to the

people’s collective

wisdom

to

create an ecologically healthy and dynamically developing future for the institution.
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After

all,

an organization will not learn unless

dynamically in learning.

It

how

is

all

When

the people in

it

engage themselves

the individuals in the organization
learn that

contributes to the growth of the organization.

and originary awareness.

all

So

it

goes back to integral consciousness

the leader realizes the self-organizing
dynamics of the

system, steps out of the blocking role, creates
space for
contribute, and offers ready support

where

it

is

all

to participate

and

to

needed, the age-old vision of leadership

will emerge:

The wicked leader is he who the people despise.
The good leader is he who the people revere.
The great leader is he who the people say, “We
did

it

ourselves.”

Lao Zi

EDUCATION 2000: A Holistic

Perspective

At almost the same time when both John Miller and Ron Miller were
to

promote the understanding and practice of

holistic education, a

trying hard

growing number of

educators organized a Conference for Holistic Educators in Chicago in
1990, which

gathered together 80 educators from about 20 countries.

As

a result of the conference

they formed the Global Alliance for Transforming Education (GATE), and developed a

document

entitled Education 2000:

The most
started with the

that the

striking point

of the documentation of

opening statement

that there is

new

on Sept 25, 2000.

I

document.

I

foundation for education.

I

.

EDUCATION

no copyright for

Global Alliance for Transforming Education

the world as a

in this

A Holistic Perspective

(GATE)

this

2000

document.

offers this

is that

It

it

states

document

discovered this document from the

to

web

could not help but feeling the openness, warmth, and deep meaning

also felt

much

relieved in
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knowing

that there are

more educators

who

are

educators

making

the

who would

same

effort in creating the

like to contact the

GATE

new

foundation for education. For

people, please consult the website

at:

http://www.neat.tas.edu.au/HENT/gate him
This document coincides with the themes of
my dissertation:

We believe that our dominant cultural values and practices, including

emphasis

on competition over cooperation, consumption over
sustainable resource
and bureaucracy over human interaction have been

use,

destructive to the health of

the ecosystem and to optimal

human development as well. As we examine this
also see that our systems of education are
anachronistic and
dysfunctional. In sharp contrast to the conventional use
of the word education,
we believe that our culture must restore the original meaning of the
word, which
culture-in-cnsis,

is

to

draw

we

forth.” In this context, education

the greatness that

is

means caring enough

GATE, 1990 web
I

am

I

draw

forth

file,

p.2

very happy that this document demonstrates the same
concern about

returning to the origin and essence of education that

Next

to

within each unique person.

introduce the ten principles

EDUCATION 2000:

Ten

GATE proposes to

I

advocate in

educators

all

my

literature review.

over the world.

Holistic Principles

This document clearly and eloquently demonstrates what the holistic educators

mean by

holistic

education.

transcendentalists’ dreams.

education to liberate

Holistic

It is

human

education

is

not

a

romantic

nor

fantasy,

the essence of education and the only path that will lead

capacity rather than limiting

it.

The following

is

an

overview of the ten principles.
Principle

1

.

Educating for

Human Development

The primary and fundamental purpose of education
possibilities

is to

nourish the inherent

of human development. Learning must involve the enrichment and

deepening of relationships

community, and

to the

to self, to family

and community members,

cosmos. Education should
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treat

young people

as

to the global

human

beings

first

lives

and future workers secondarily. Only people

who

live full, healthy,

meaningful

can be truly productive.
Principle 2. Honoring Students as Individuals

Each learner

young and old

—should be recognized

as unique and valuable.

Education should welcome personal differences and foster
in each student a sense of
tolerance, respect and appreciation for

human

diversity.

creative, has unique physical, emotional, intellectual,

and possesses an unlimited capacity

mode of testing,

is

abilities,

is

dynamic and ever growing.

to nurture natural, healthy

growth through experience,

present a limited, fragmented, predigested “curriculum” as the path to

knowledge and wisdom. Education should acquaint the

own

needs and

to learn. This principle also challenges the
present

a matter of experience. Experience

The goal of education must be

her

spiritual

inherently

The Central Role of Experience

3.

Education

to

and

is

grading and standardized examinations.

Principle

and not

Each individual

inner world through the

arts,

without this knowledge of the inner

learner with the realm of his or

honest dialogue, and times of quiet reflection - for

self, all

outward knowledge

is

shallow and without

purpose.

Principle 4. Holistic Education

Holism
fields.

a re-emerging paradigm, based on a rich heritage from

is

Holism affirms the inherent interdependence of evolving

practice.

Holism

is

which everything

rooted in the assumption that the universe

is

is

many

theory, research and

an integrated whole

connected. This assumption of wholeness and unity
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scholarly

is in

in

direct

opposition to the paradigm of separation
and

fragmentation that prevails in the

contemporary world.

GATE

So

calls

for

wholeness

in

the

education

process,

and

for

the

transformation of educational institutions and
policies required to attain this aim.
Holistic education celebrates and

makes

constructive use of evolving, alternative views

of reality and multiple ways of knowing.
Principle

GATE

own

New Role

calls for

of the educator’s
their

5.

own

of Educators

new models of teacher

inner growth and creative awakening.

is

packaged

When

educators are open to

inner being, they invite a co-lbeaming, co-creating process with
the learner. In

this process, the teacher is the learner,

requires

education, which includes the cultivation

and the learner

is

the teacher.

What

teaching

an exquisite sensitivity to the challenges of human development, not the pre-

kit

of methods and materials.

Principle 6.

GATE

Freedom of Choice

calls

for

meaningful opportunities for

real

choice

at

every stage of

learning process. Genuine education can only take place in an atmosphere of freedom.

Freedom of

inquiry, of expression,

and of personal growth

is all

students should be allowed authentic choices in their learning.

significant voice in determining the curriculum

to their ability to

Principle

assume such
7.

interests

They should have

a

and disciplinary procedures, according

responsibility.

Education for Participatory Democracy

True democracy depends on a populace able

common

required. In general,

from partisan sloganbs.

In an age
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to discern truth

when

from propaganda,

politics are

conducted via

“sound bytes” and deceptive public
the survival

majority”

-

it

a

is

community

concerns are addressed.
cultural

change

is

Principle

GATE
citizen.

A

of democracy.

It

is

relations, critical inquiry is

truly democratic society

in

vital than

more than

is

ever to

the “rule of

which disparate voices are heard and
genuine human

a society

open

to constructive

change when

social or

required.

8.

Educating for Global Citizenship

believes that each of us

Human

more

experience

is

- whether we

realize

it

or not

-

is

a global

vastly wider than any single culture’s value
or

thinking. In the emerging global community,

we

ways of

are being brought into contact with

diverse cultures and worldviews as never before in history.

GATE

believes that

it

is

time for education to nurture an appreciation for the magnificent
diversity of human
experience, and for the lost or

in a global

still

uncharted potentials within

age needs to address what

is

most

fully

human

beings. Education

most universally human

in the

young

generation of all cultures.

Global education

is

based on an ecological approach, which emphasizes the

connectedness and interdependence of nature and

human

life

and

culture.

Global

education facilitates the awareness of an individual’s role in the global economy, which
includes the

human

global education

is

studies, experiences

family and

to

all

other systems of the earth and universe.

open minds. This

which

is
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goal of

accomplished through interdisciplinary

foster understanding, reflection

creative response.

A

and

critical

thinking and

Principle 9. Education for Earth Literacy

GATE

calls for education that

promotes earth

literacy to include an awareness
of

planetary interdependence, the congruence of
personal and global well-being, and the
individual’s role and scope of responsibility.
Education needs to be rooted in a global

and

ecological

perspective,

in

order

to

cultivate

appreciation for the profound interconnectedness of all

in

younger generation an

the

life.

Principle 10. Spirituality and Education

GATE
life,

believes that education must nourish the healthy growth
of the spiritual

not do violence to

functions of education

life.

Fundamental

expressed in

all

to

it

is to

this

through constant evaluation and competition. One of the
help individuals

become aware of the connectedness of all

awareness of wholeness and connectedness

of the world’s great

traditions: “

What

I

Equally fundamental to the concept of connectedness
individual. If everyone

is

connected

to

do

is

to others

the

everyone and everything

I

is

do

the ethic

to myself.”

empowerment of

else,

the

then the individual

can and does make difference.
This section reviews the principles offered by

GATE,

the Global Alliance of

Transformative Education in 1990. These principles presented a fresh guideline
holistic education in

for a

an information age facing the global economy. For a deeper and a

better understanding of these principles,

the next

section introduces

some of

the

practices in holistic education.

Holistic Education Practices

Carol Flake of the University of South Carolina took on the task of pulling
together articles and documentation from the
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1

990 Chicago International Conference on

Holistic

Education and edited the boobk entitled
Holistic Education: Prindp lpc

Per spectives and Practices (Flake,
1993). Since the two previous sections
have already

covered the holistic principles and perspectives,

this section will

focus on holistic

practices.

The
and

in

entire

book

is

each chapter the

organized according to the ten principles of
Education 2000,
articles

are arranged under

two

categories:

Personal and

Professional Reflections and Curricular Possibilities. In
the curricular possibility part,
there are about thirty articles focused

on classroom

practices, school

programs revolving

around caring for human development, multiple intelligences,
experiential

whole language and whole

child,

creating vision of meaning, valuing indigenous

culture, recognizing ecological systems

implementing

of the universe and earth

spiritual values into curriculum.

literacy, as well as

For example, Ellen Doris (1993) gives a

vivid description of how she tried to keep the children’s

crickets. Dilafruz

learning,

wonder

alive through observing

Williams (1993) reports his study of an outdoor school experience of

six-graders from Bellevue Middle School. Through his report on this six-week outdoor

program organized by Multnomah Environmental Education Program
Oregon,

to learn

we

can see

how

in

Portland,

the students can benefit from the outdoor experience not only

academic subjects such as

soil

composition, topography, climate, the

web of life

preservation, but also to develop their appreciation and reverence for nature, and to

recognize our interconnectedness with nature so that a higher sense of ecological
responsibility has been stimulated

among

the students.

The

curricular possibility part of

Flake’s book offers a series of practical guides to holistic educators.
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This section introduces educators

who have

recognized that the culture-in-crisis

needs a different worldview. Reductionist,
mechanistic worldview
education in the

new

era. Holistic

will

have an opportunity

not going to serve

educators are dedicating themselves to
developing

principles, perspectives for holistic education
for everyday educational practice.

is

Through

and also

to

developing holistic curricula

their great efforts tbhe

to receive a different education

younger generation

from the narrowly defined one

our generation had. The next section proposes the
need to establish a

new

vision of

scholarship of integration as guidelines for faculty development
and growth, which in
turn fosters holistic education.

Scholarshi p Reconsidered: Calling for Legitimizing the Scholarship of Integration

This section builds upon Boyer’s vision of scholarship of integration through
the
intellectual journeys

of such researchers and scholars as Edward Hall, Fritjof Capra,

Parker Palmer and others. These remarkable individuals have integrated and synthesized

knowledge from
to a

up

different disciplines, cultures and ethical values in

more balanced and

greater multicultural epistemology. Their

call for legitimizing the scholarship

show

that

it

is

through this

ways

work

of integration. The purpose of

new kind of

that contribute

serves as a

wake

this section is to

scholarship of integration that the academic

world can keep pace with societal transition and the emerging new vision(s) of reality.

A Brief Review of the History of American Scholarship
At the beginning of

his book,

Boyer (1990) gives a brief general review of

American higher education concerning how
service and research has developed.

trilogy

He

also

the conventional scholarship of teaching,

shows how,

in the real

of values has been crippled by valuing only research.
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academic world,

this

According

young

lives

to

Boyer, the early colonial college regarded
teaching as “shaping of

(Boyer, 1990,

their intellectual, moral,

“educated mentors

p. 4)

and

where “students were entrusted

spiritual

students]

[to

development”

(p. 4).

At

to tutors responsible for

that time, teachers

both in the classroom and beyond”

(p.4).

were

The

understanding of scholarship of that time was the
scholarship of teaching.

Changes took place from the second quarter of 19 th
century when “higher
education’s

nation”

focus began to shift from shaping the young lives
to the building of a

(p. 4).

Especially after the Morrill Act of 1862, the Land Grant
College Act, a

new dimension of service was added

academic mission and scholarship began

to the

to

include both teaching and service to local agriculture and manufacturing.
The famous

“Wisconsin Idea” sponsored by Governor Robert LaFollette “forged,
powerful link between the campus and the states”

(p. 5).

in Wisconsin, a

This kind of endeavor of a

professor spreading knowledge to improve agriculture and manufacturing and serving
the development of local

During

this time,

engaging in

this

community

serving the

later

became known

as “applied research” (p. 5).

community was valued and

a lot of professors were

endeavor.

Graduate education and research education emerged, as more people who had
experienced

German

graduate education

came back

to

America. “By the end of 19

th

century the advancement of knowledge through research had taken firm root in

American. Higher education, and colonial college values which emphasized teaching
undergraduates, began to lose ground to the

1990,

p. 10). In the

new

new

university that

was emerging” (Boyer,

university people could see the European style, discipline-based

departments and a graduate education focus.
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Just in a

few decades,

“the focus has

moved from

the students to the professoriate, from
general to specialized education, and

from loyalty

to the

campus

to [loyalty to] the profession”
(p.10). Pretty soon, research

and publication have become the

far

more

stressed value of scholarship than
teaching

and service.

Now

that another

meaning of scholarship
for

faculty renewal

,

whole century has passed, what

that

encompasses everything

is

in the

the current condition of the

academic world? Boyer

but realizes that “yet, today, academic

work

defined,

is

calls

all

too

frequently, in single-dimensional terms, with research
and publication as the yardstick

by which success

is

measured” (Boyer, 1990,

p. 24).

People in the academic world are

too familiar with the spell of “publish or perish”.

The Current View of Scholarship and
Such devoted educators

to their endeavor.

Limitation

as Parker

lives to calling for the integration

service, while the

Its

Palmer and Page Smith are dedicating

of scholarship, for not abandoning teaching and

whole climate of the academic world was not paying much

When we

look

at the

academic

situation,

segmentation and compartmentalization everywhere. There

between faculty and administration, between faculty and
from one department

to another.

their

Even within

is

we

attention

painfully realize the

alienation

students, and

the vast research area,

among

faculty,

between faculty

you can see

clearly

the disconnection between theory and everyday issues and problems, between scholarly

work and general public

readers.

their curiosity to learn,

why

experience

how

it

is

When

don’t

we

so

many

people wonder

why

students are losing

ask the academic world what kind of learning

offering to students? If professors only care about their publications,

can they make efforts

to

provide satisfying and fulfilling learning experiences for
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their students?

Page Smith

in his critical book, Killing the
Spirit:

Arnerica_(I990), presents quite a few
appalling examples of

way

to

themselves

pull

away from

teaching,

how

H.gher

Fdnclnn

professors tned every

from office hours and from any

involvement with students.

Why
The reason

do most of our professors, our faculty

lies in that

act in that single-dimensional

they are possessed by the single-dimensional

way of seeing

world and the single-dimensional reward system of
higher education. In
nothing

is

more important than

established.

Palmer

calls

Page Smith

it

He

calls this research-based single-dimension "sin"

or other ways

p. 2),

(p. 4).

to state the

analytical, experimental nature

the western academic world.

of

danger and destruction caused by the objective,

scientific research, the

From

his explanation

we

primary

get to

not want any direct or intimate interaction with students

Why departments

to the analytic nature

and react

and Parker

also talks about “the violence of dissecting everything so that
the center

Palmer goes on

owing

mind,

"violence," the violence “violating the integrity of others”,
no matter

can not be held”

objective.

their

the

getting tenure, and getting their professional
fame

whether they are “other human beings or other cultures”(Web Paper,
of knowing.

way?

to real

mode of knowing

know why

—they want

professors do

to

of scientific research. Students do not know how

this

way. They have to do everything

how

a professor shied
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away

to

is

observe

to start

with

in a scientific research

and experimental manner. Edward Hall, the eminent anthropologist
remarkable example of

be entirely

and disciplines are so segmented and compartmentalized

world problems unless they are given some hypothesis

because they are educated

in

offers

us

a

a student’s request for help with a

real patient case, saying: “that

see

how

“real-life

does not count, that’s

real life.”

From

problems are dismissed while philosophical and

example we

this

theoretical systems

are treated as real”(Hall, 1976,
p. 39).

This whole myth of dichotomous and linear
thinking of the world as a machine
that

needs

manner

is

to

be tom apart

now under

to study in an objective

great attack

way and

to control in a

from the advocates of the new science. As

remote

Fritjof

Capra, states in his provoking book, The Turning Point
(1982), in quantum theory you

never end up with "things" (p.80); you always deal with
"interconnections” and

how “modem
to cite

physics reveals the basic oneness of the universe”

Heisenberg

that, “the

which connections of

different kinds alternate or overlap or

Capra maintains, “the

to

shift

from objects

(p. 81).

is

to

combine and thereby

relationships

has

far-reaching

Another important insight from quantum

have far-reaching consequences

between the observer and the observed. He
theory

states that,

“The

is

the

interdependence

crucial feature of

that the observer is not only necessary to observe the properties

phenomenon, but

is

in

(p. 81).

implications for science as a whole”

Capra predicts

Capra goes on

world thus appears as a complicated tissue of events,

determine the texture of the whole”

theory,

(p. 81).

that is

necessary even to bring about these properties”

of an atomic

the sharp Cartesian division between

mind and

matter,

my

86).

The

is that,

“the

(p.

conclusion Capra wants the whole scientific and academic world to share
electron does not have objective properties independent of

quantum

mind. In atomic physics

between the observer and the

observed, can no longer be maintained” (p.87). According to Capra, by invalidating “the
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classical ideal

the

—

of objective description of nature”,

myth of a value-free science”

provocative call for

epistemology

to

Its

Implication

science offered

academicians to think about

science and the emerging

dominated by science,

will be

it

much

fundamental changes are necessary
(Capra, 1982,

new

and

how

by

Fritjof

Capra serves as a

they should establish a

new

keep pace with the new science discoveries. Capra has
devoted decades

new

to studying the

description of the

all

physics has “also challenged

(p.87).

e Future Visio n o f Scholarship of Integration

The eloquent

modem

p. 48).

He

if

new

reality.

He

believes that “in a culture

easier to convince our social institutions that

we

can give our arguments a

then happily announces that

“modem

scientific basis”

physics can show other

sciences that scientific thinking does not necessarily have to be
reductionist and

mechanistic, that holistic and ecological views are also scientifically sound”

(p. 48).

Ernest Boyer, after having analyzed the situational needs for the academic world
to change, also calls for establishing

an academic climate to encourage the scholarship

of integration.

He

professoriate

the only vehicle that can lead the academic world out of

crisis

is

believes that the search for

new meaning of

scholarly

its

work and

condition of

and dilemma.

So how
general,

are

we

to

understand the four views of scholarship Boyer advocated,

and the new dimension of scholarship of integration

scholarship

of integration Boyer proposes

interdisciplinary

knowledge.

I

knowledge and on the

believe that there are

scholarship of integration.

is

more focused on

in

particular?

in

The

the integration of

integrative interpretation of the understanding of

more dimensions

The remainder of this
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or layers to explore in the

section will examine the possibility of

establishing a

new view of

integration. Apart

advocates,

teaching,

I

scholarship of integration that embraces
several layers of

from the integration of knowledge from different
disciplines

as

Boyer

have identified more layers of scholarship of
integration: the integration of

research

and service; the integration of knowing, doing
and being of

professors; the integration of subject matter, pedagogy,
and
integration of both learning and teaching strategies.

knowledge of

The four

layers

students; the

of scholarship are

discussed as follows:

1)

Integrating Scholarship of Teaching, Research and Service

The reason why
so long

is

dichotomy

because of people’s dichotomous ways of thinking.
that controls people’s

their specialty well.

fact, if

the academic world has only valued research and publication
for

people’s

in the

the world and the

way

to include “both”

way of doing

and “and.”

In

things can be changed to

be more multi-dimensional or more inclusive, they can integrate
scholarship,

the “either” “or”

mind. People are accustomed to think they can only do

Seldom people can think

way of seeing

It’s

all

namely, teaching, research and service together

three dimensions of

to

build up

a

more

invaluable scholarship of integration.

We

can do both teaching and research well because well-attended-to teaching

can intrigue us to realize more relevant issues

and service well because

we

to

do research.

We

can do both research

can apply the result of our research to

and serve the community and society

at the

same

time. In this

real-life

way we can

problems,

see the real

value of our research and maintain our enthusiasm and motivation to continue with

We

can be engaged in teaching, research and service

all at

the

same time

it.

to achieve the

highest value of being a teacher and a scholar, as well as a contributor to institutional,
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community and

societal levels

of transformation. That’s perhaps the
highest purpose an

educator can achieve with the scholarship of
integration.
2) Integrating Scholarship

The second

how

herself,

of Knowing, Doing, Being and Becoming

layer of the scholarship of integration
concerns the scholar

him or

he and she as a scholar integrates his or her knowing
with his or her own

doing and being. There

is

an old Chinese saying that

it

is

more important

to teach

students with the person's whole deeds than with his
words. Using the western term,

should be

walk the

student but

we

talk

and “talk the walk”.

ourselves are trying every

responsive to students’ needs,

how

could

If

we

way

we

to

advocate civic responsibility

to

it

our

escape office hours and are not

expect our students to take our talk

seriously?

The over valuing of academic

studies, oftentimes,

makes people more

in talking about big theories than

paying attention to apply theories to

People can be carried away by big

talks,

life situations.

interested

real life practice.

but not interested in connecting theory with real

For example, some International Programs Office advisor can be very

rude to international students; some International Education program can care very

little

about cultural differences in dealing with international students. If the people specially
trained in a certain field cannot act out as they advocate,

people to act in a

way

how

we

can

expect average

contributing to an adequate comprehension of the world, a higher

understanging of people and a deeper understanding of

life?

So

I

believe

it

important that scholars should be serious about applying theory into everyday

practice.

We

preach. In this

would

way

like to see

more

students will have

scholars

more

role
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who walk
models

their talk

to learn

and

is

very

real life

and be what they

to follow.

3) Integrating Scholarship

The

third layer

of Subject, Pedagogy and the Knowing of
Students

of the scholarship of integration

is

concerned with the integration

of subject matter, pedagogy and the knowledge
of our students.

problem

in higher education.

Some

in theory but they

the foundation to apply the

secondary schools
trained with

it

have seen the

professors or teachers can be very good

subject matter but not well equipped with adequate
pedagogy.

pedagogy

We

do not bother

pedagogy

to

know

Or they know

turns out to be the reversed situation.

pedagogy but not closely linked with

We

in their teaching. In

have seen teachers

their subject matter.

So one more

important layer of the scholarship of integration should be a well-balanced

command of

both subject matter and appropriate pedagogy to deliver the subject matter
students in the most effective way.

We

need

teaching to be effective. Every student

cannot expect to

treat all classes

4) Integrating both Teaching

The

last

is

to

know our

different

first if

to the

we want

is different.

our

We

with the same method.

and Learning Strategies

but not the least dimension of scholarship of integration needs to

strategies concerning cognitive, meta-cognitive

many

students

and every class

integrate both teaching and learning strategies. There

There are

the

the students, so that they have lost

more applicable way

in a

at their

is

a lot of research on learning

and social affective ways of learning.

recent findings from the study of brain, mind, consciousness, and

multiple intelligences.

Scholars and teachers need to explore

latest findings eclectically into their

how

to integrate these

teaching and curriculum design. In this

could establish a learning environment that addresses
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all

way

they

three levels of learning,

namely, cognitive, meta-cognitive and social
affective learning. Successful
teaching and
learning, as Parker

to

Palmer (1998) advocates, requires both the
teacher and the students

be physically, emotionally and spiritually
present.

Coming from an

how

how

entirely different culture,

have always been

I

limited the linear, dichotomous and mechanistic

a culture stresses

Since

cosumerism and competition

influencing the entire world now, there must be

values

way of
is

thinking.

I

lot

is

starts

be any change

of social problems.

in

academic world. Though

dimension of scholarship,

some measures taken

to

change

at all.

we

I

it

believe to be the vehicle to bring the fundamental

has been ten years since Boyer advocated this

see very

little

scholarship has evolved to today’s pattern, the chapter talks about

new dimension of

new

of the new dimension really taking any

shape in the reality of the academic world. After a brief review of the history of

calling for a

this

from introducing Ernest Boyer’s proposal of a new dimension

of Scholarship of Integration, which

lacking.

and

believe that fundamental changes in certain core
cultural

crucial, if there will

This section

change

causing a

thinking

these limitations are impeding the well-being of
the Western world and

all

limited

is

way of Western

startled to find

scholarship,

how New

how

Science

which the present academic world

Since the Western world values scientific

result,

is

is

as Fritjof Capra smartly

observes, this section presents the result of Capra’s scientific research on the parallels

between the discovery of the new science and the Eastern mysticism and how
relevant to establishing

new ways of seeing

scholarship of integration.

Then

the world and creating a

the section goes on to build
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it

is

new dimension of

upon Boyer’s scholarship

1

of integration and proposes four enlarged
and more encompassing layers of the
new
dimension of scholarship of integration.
If

we want

education to be liberating and tapping into
students’ potentials and

innate creative energy and resources, what
kind of learning environment do

The next

create?

we

need

to

section focuses our attention on creating learning
environments that

foster creativity.

Creating Learning Environments that Foster Creativity

This section integrates what

I

have learned from learning theory and

creativity

theory and applies the integrated theory to the education
context to see if there
to

improve teaching and learning process, which

environment that

What

is

is

a

way

will, in turn, result in a better learning

essential to fostering creativity.

Creativity?

is

Robinson and Stem (1997),

having studied hundreds of creative acts

after

companies around the world, define corporate

in

creativity as follows:

A company is creative when its employees do something new and potentially
useful without being directly

shown

or taught.

Robinson

Famous author Arthur Koestler
enables

human

originality.

1

beings to attain a higher level of mental evolution, the defeat of habit by

Csikszentmihalyi (1996), after studying more than a hundred extremely

action that in

qualities

1997, p.

describes creative act as a liberating act that

creative people, discovered that these people are

entire range

& Stem,

most people

are segregated.

They

more
are

inclined to

more

of human possibilities within themselves.

of integrating thought and

action,
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as

likely to bring together the

He

well

combine thought and

goes on to

as

bringing

state that these

together

more

possibilities within ourselves, are present
in all

develop only one pole of the
or

more on

action. If

we

dialeetic.

of

us, but usually

Most of the time we

we

either foeus

are trained to

more on thought

can put both these dimensions together,
there will be more

opportunities for creativity.

While Csikszentmihalyi studies extremely creative people,
Thomas Luckenbach
(1987) distinguishes Big

C

and

with a

...creativity

solving; creativity

C

Big
for

it

little

c creativity.

He

states that:

c for innovative but not very impactful
problem
with a capital C for the big breakthrough innovation.
little

a scarce commodity, but little c is within reach of any
organization,
often merely a matter of improving employee attitudes.
deliberate

is

is

A

program

to

encourage more

an entrepreneurial

spirit.

little

c

can be an effective

first

Luckenbach, 1987,
After

we have

step in developing

This in turn, could spawn Big C.

experienced

all

in

Timpe,
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p.

these different definitions of creativity given by

experts on creativity but approaching creativity from different angles,

let’s

examine

creativity in our real life environment.

Do We Have Enough
If

we

Creativity in

university in China,

hand raised up.
scientist,

in the fall

of

Life?

ask average people and average students,

consider themselves creative?

my

Our

I

raised this question in a seminar

among about 100

participants, there

of musician, and of inventors. In

semester of 2000,

how

1

on

creativity at

was not even one

believe most of them would think that creativity

artists,

they were and

When we

how many of them would

my course

is

single

only the business of

on Corporate

Creativity

how

uncreative

frequently heard participants talking about

they wished through this course they would learn to be more

creative.
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Why have we

been trained not

particular and the society at large?

of the dialectic?

knowledge and

Who

to

be creative by the whole educational
system

Why have we

been trained

trained us to forget almost

to create?

Even when we look

to

develop only one pole

our natural capacity

all

at studies

in

to integrate

of creativity, as we are shown

from the above passages, most of them are based
on studying the most creative and most
successful people. But from our

own

we know

experience

life

that not every creative

person enjoys success. Professor Howard Gardner
(1993) points out that most cultures
throughout

human

they killed them.

history have not liked creative individuals.

It

was

a very effective

way of

They ignored them

stopping creativity.

So

that’s

why

or

at

other times Gardner explains that:

Indeed, creativity seems

and personality

—

more dependent on

a certain kind of temperament

risk-taking, tough skinned, persevering,

a lust to alter the status

quo and leave a mark on society
processing various kinds of information.

above

—than

all

Gardner, 1999,

Now
business.

there are quite a

school settings, there are not a

people’s creativity.

lot

Is creativity

educational sphere have

its

own

Howard (1987)

few researches on

of programs aiming
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is

creativity being carried out in

at fostering

or cultivating young

only the business of the business field? Should the

share in cultivating people’s creativity?

states his idea that the

what has been trained out by education. But
I

p.

the only field that seems very concerned about the issue of creativity

Though

Niles

having

efficiency in

for

me

hope of creativy

this will

is to train

back

be a very awkward process.

believe the primary purpose of creativity research should be to foster people’s

creativity.

Everyone knows

that

most of the young people have gone through

twelve years of schooling before they go

to the

66

at least

job market. College graduates and

graduate students add more years in school.
So

I

am more

interested in

what kind of

education process, what kind of teaching and
learning environmen, will not train
out
creativity. In this

much

way people

trained in this kind of

before they can think on their

program do not need

own and be

creative.

keep asking

is:

to unlearn so

Education for what?

The fundamental question

I

Are the education

efforts that

we

are

engaging in limiting or liberating people’s mind and
capacity? What kind of learning

environment should

we

we

create so that

can bring out people’s creativity rather than

hindering people’s creativity?

First let’s

look

at the real

academic world

we

encounter every day. Please read

the following lines:

To

my mind,

our danger [in the academic world] is exactly the same as
of the older system [the scholasticism of the late Medieval period].
Unless we are careful, we shall conventionalize knowledge. Our literary
that

criticism will suppress initiative.

Our

historical criticism will conventionalize

our idea of the springs of human conduct. Our scientific systems will
suppress all understanding of the ways of the universe which fall outside
their abstractions.

way of

thought

Our ways of testing

lie

will exclude all the youth

whose

outside our conventions of learning. In such ways the

universities, with their

the race, unless in

scheme of orthodoxies, will stifle the progress of
some fortunate stirrings of humanity they are in time

remolded or swept away.
Whitehead, cited by Page, 1990,
After you read the above quote,

how do you

p.

193

feel? Aren’t they as familiar as our

everyday academic experience? These are the statements Whitehead described of U.
higher education situation about

historian wrote his

fifty

years ago.

book Higher Education

in

When

Page Smith (1990), the noted

America: Killing the

Spirit ten years ago,

he cited Whitehead’s description as the very description of higher education of
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S.

that

time.

Now,

is still

true

about another ten years have passed, but

even for the present higher education

The reason why I have
and education

is

that

Whitehead described

I

listed quite a

want

to gain

we

feel all that is described

above

situation.

few famous experts’ comments on

every educator’s attention. If

as familiar in our educational settings then

we

we

all

creativity

see what

are all playing a

certain role in hindering people’s creativity and
in training people’s creativity out, and
in killing people’s spirit.

eyes.

But

if

we

the situation,

take

we

sounds not pleasant

It

for granted,

it

and

if

we

our ears.

to

think there

is

not appealing to our

It is

nothing

we can do

to

change

are doing our part to contribute to this not so pleasant
and not so

appealing situation.

So what can we do?

My understanding

hard to change the system, and

change ourselves,

if

we

it’s

realize the

from

my personal

hard to change others. But

need

to change.

How

can

experience

it’s

we

is

to

need

to

states that:

never more than a means. Beyond it lies another
itself only a means toward a higher goal. If we understand

current approach

Goal, which

always possible

realize the

change? In his book introducing the Shingo System, Robinson (1990)

Our

is that it’s

is

and pursue our goal vigorously we can expect to discover even
better methods. At the same time, even more means will present
themselves if we consider our goals or ends from variety of perspectives.
this

Robinson, 1990,

Our

task

is to

present situation could

arrange

in class,

we

set out to find out better

we would

more diverse

124

develop an originary awareness that the current approach

necessarily the best one, as the above quote states. Only

monolog

p.

stimuli.

find

If

opportunity for them to take some

ways

we

to

68

ways. If

are not

we were

not

happy with our
not happy with

engage more students’ participation and

find out

initiatives,

when we

is

we have

we would

not given students enough

start to

design some space for

students' self-initiated activity to
happen. If
to offer tests

we

have

and examinations, there are always
ways

and alternatives even within the

Edward de Bono

to fulfill the school's

to provide space for

requirement

more options

tests.

stresses the liberation

of new ones as twin aspects of

lateral

from old ideas and the stimulation

thinking which

is

closely related to

creativity: Lateral thinking is

concerned with the generation of new
ideas.
There is a cunous notion that new ideas have
to do with technical invention
This is a very minor aspect of the matter.
New ideas are the stuff of change
and progress in every field from science to art,
from politics

’

to personal

happiness. Lateral thinking

also concerned with breaking out
of the
concept prison of old ideas. This lead to changes
in attitude and approach;
to looking in different way at things
which
is

have always been looked

the

same way. Liberation from old

at in

ideas and he stimulation of new ones

are twin aspects of lateral thinking.

de Bono, 1970, pp. 11-12

Yet, in our real

their

life

own way of doing

we

see everywhere

things.

how

people limit their

For example, the computer lab of

own

my

established about ten years ago to help students do statistical
research.

they replaced

whole
in

our

lab

all

is still

own

lab,

the old computers with brand

restricted to

doing

not to mention

all

new powerful Pentium

statistical research.

We

thinking and

department was

Now

III

even

after

computers, the

cannot type our term paper

the multi-media and various other uses computers can

serve.

So whenever people are complaining about scarce resources

no matter whether they are human resources, material resources, or

resources. Once,

I

could not help but ask one of the leaders

about the purpose of the computer

statistics.”

always tend

Is

to

My question is whether people have used all their resources to the full

have some doubt.
potential,

I

doing

statistics the

lab.

The answer was

at the

“well,

it

School of Education

was designed

only mission of the School of Education?
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natural

Is

to

do

there any

need for the School of Education
faculty to explore

This

is

to

provide more possibilities for
both students and

more advanced approaches

only one

trivial

in

and small example.

endless examples of this kind of problem.
For
out of

all

using information technology?

me

When you

look around you can see

the challenge

is

how

people can step

kinds of boundaries and limitations they
set up by themselves to make
the best

use of resources, both

human and

How

material.

the understanding of education can
be

enlarged from imparting knowledge to students
to providing them some opportunity
to

explore and discover by themselves

I

have always believed

to discover.

with

some of the knowledge

that the strongest desire in learning is the
curiosity to explore

So one of the most important

the answers but to provide

all

teachers wish them to have.

tasks

of teachers

is

not to provide the students

them with some chance and space

themselves. That’s the best and most effective

way

and

to discover

by

to stimulate their strong motivations

to learn.

Bohm

David
also for the

(1998) stresses that creativity

whole of

repetitious order

we

life.

He

also

will degenerate

warns us

is

not only essential for science, but

that if

we

get stuck in a mechanical

and then the creative energy will gradually fade

away.

This issue should be brought to everyone’s awareness in educational institutions

and the profession.

If

we want

our education and our teaching and learning

liberating instead of limiting students’ development,

daily practice.

As Howard Gardner,

a

we’d

to

better constantly check our

major contributor

to

the study of multiple

intelligence, proposes:

.

.

.we are not

all

the same;

we do

not

all

have the same kinds of minds;

education works most effectively for most individuals
in

if these differences

mentation and strengths are taken into account rather than denied or
70

be

ignored.

have always believed that the heart
of Multiple Intelligence
perspective— in theory and in practice—
inheres in taking human differences
seriously. At the theoretical level,
one acknowledges that all individuals
cannot be profitably arrayed on a single
intellectual dimension At the
practical level, one acknowledges
that any uniform educational
approach
IS likely to serve only a minority
of children.
I

Gardner 1995,

We

as educators should always check

of organizing our classes,

if

we have

p.

95

on our program, our curriculum, our way

considered students’ differences and

if

we have

given enough space for the students to explore
and to discover something from their

own

effort.

Creativity for what?

am

I

creativity

not so happy that only the business world

on a

large scale because

it

seems

synonymous with making more money.

interested in fostering

purpose of creativity has become

that the

In

is

many

as

fact,

studies

on

creativity

demonstrate, most creative acts resulted from people’s intrinsic motivation
to create and
intrinsic valuing

of creativity rather than

their desire to

make more money. Then how

to

create a learning environment that will address people’s intrinsic value
and intrinsic

motivation? Robert Shapiro, Chairman of Monsanto Corporation, raises the same
question in his foreword to William Miller’s

that

“How

truthful,

can

we

new book on

create an environment in

more courageous,

less defensive,

creativity, Flash

which people

are

more

more committed, more

of Brilliance

authentic,

,

more

creative?” (Shapiro,

1999, p. xvi).

Robinson and Stem (1997)

stress the

unofficial activity for corporate creativity. But

initiating?

William Miller

states

importance of

what

will

an approach, which
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I

self-initiated activity

make people

think

is

start to

be

and

self-

helpful in addressing

people’s intrinsic motivation. “Creative
ideas happen

something bigger than our

own mind,

when we open

just as they are spurred

ourselves to

by being committed

to a

purpose larger than ourselves. Our most
original ideas emerge from the
space between
our thoughts” (Miller, 1999,

When

I

p.7).

think about the examples Robinson and

about the interviewing project

I

did at the middle of

Stem

fall

offered,

semester, 1999,

understanding that intrinsic value and intrinsic
motivation

engage themselves

in creative act.

I

have also realized

that

is

on the creative

act despite the difficulties

crucial

I

I

think

have a deep

for people to

people need a higher sense of

responsibility and higher sense of value to initiate
creative acts.
to carry

and when

They

also need courage

and obstacles they are sure

to

encounter since the whole society values conformity rather than
creativity.

William Miller (1999) remarks
lives

am

of others worldwide endows our

very

much impressed by

purpose because

I

am

vbery

Miller’s

that,

lives

they have

And

this

How to

all

shown

a spirit

about

how

creatively contribute to the

we

(p. 4).

I

the issue of spiritual

the present education system

When we examine

characteristics

something considered by others

we

with spiritual purpose and meaning”

much concerned

common

well

book which openly addresses

totally ignores people’s spiritual needs.

people, one of the

“How

discover

the creative acts of

is

many

that they are all doing

own supposed

job description, and

of perseverance. So they are creative

for a larger purpose.

to

be out of

their

alone makes them persevere.

enable more people to be creative?

I

think the

they can do

first

step to enabling

more people

it.
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to

be creative

is

to let

them

realize

The kind of creative
1

acts

William Miller

listed as follows:

Thinking up new ideas
Making something tangible
Producing an event

.

2.
3.

5.

Organizing people or project
Doing something spontaneous

6.

Building relationships

7.

Changing your “inner self

4.

’

(Miller, 1999, p. 36)

When
accessible to

people mirror themselves with

them

everyday

in their

this list,

their

own

little

c endeavors, one day

to

be great

Everyone can be creative

be more qualified, more productive and more

life to

doing these

They do not need

life practice.

great artists and great musicians to be creative.

they will realize that creativity

some Big

C

scientists,

in designing

satisfying. If they

will result

is

go on

from the accumulated

effect.

Finally, as

states, “ the

William Miller (1999)

not in your environment.

Even

source of your creativity

this chapter is to call

everyone to think and act creatively in his or her

own everyday

for a larger purpose. If more people talk about the

need

...

if

to

promote an environment

we

find the right people

a dialogue.

for

who

more

are

come

to a

common

creativity.

in all areas

that

when you

we

practice

be

advocates:

can

start

people can get together merely

simply to communicate, and

on

to

to see if

understanding.

The common understanding
is

work and

As David Bohm

Bohm,

creativity

life,

to foster creativity, there will

open enough

We should have a place where

talk without trying to solve problem, but

they

you,

the inspiration to set up your environment to support

your growth comes from within” (p.43). The purpose of

more chance

is in

I

would

like

all

1998,

p.

114

people to reach on fostering

discover the potential in you, you would be more likely
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to

recognize the potentials in others. If
everyone takes on the journey to
discover his or her

own

potential,

we

with creativity. In

have a chance

will

this

to

have a

common

understanding on

how

to deal

way, everyone will be more supportive
of rather than destructive

in relating to the creative act.

Finally

I

would

like us all to

William Miller on creativity (1999,
Creativity

is

Awareness

enjoy this succinct and

brilliant

p. 93):

the urge to express our aliveness, to put
our

human

into action.

This section explores the current understanding of
creativity.
the implication of creativity for education.

creativity in their

understanding of

If educators

want

It

to

tries to

examine

include fostering

program and curriculum, they should be aware of how

their

programs

are designed.

Are the students provided with space and opportunity
for

to explore or to discover

themselves some of the important knowledge the teachers want them

to

have? What

kind of program will address the need to raise students’ higher sense of
responsibility

and help

them

establish

higher

intrinsic

value

and motivation?

What

understanding of creativity will enable more people to engage in striving for

of offering definite answers,
educators

this section is

more focused on

understanding

What kind of

is

it?

of

Instead

raising questions to call

attention not to limit students but to liberate them. This

far as the author’s

kind

is

the only way, as

concerned, to approach a more attainable creativity.

organization and institution will support people’s creativity and

innovation that will lead to organizational transformation? Let’s see what the learning
organization theory can offer us along this path.
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In

my Comps

Paper One

education, and the environment
sizeable literature

on

education. In 1997,

creativity

when

trying to introduce

TRIZ

we

wrote

need

for

from the business

At the time,

I

but not as

field,

trip,

I

I

implication for

have read quite a

much

is

got to

know

available in

a group

Theory of Inventive Problem Solving) experts
who were

to the English-speaking world.

academic world know

its

to create to foster creativity.

world quickly accepted the theory and altered
in the

length on creativity,

at

was here on an American Study

I

of TRIZ (Russian acronym

I

it

I

have seen how the business

business needs, but very few people

to

this theory.

have been regretting

why

educational arena that foster creativity until

I

there are not

many programs

in the

fortunately heard a friend mention

Professor Phan Dung, an internationally renowned expert on
creativity methodology

from Vietnam National University, HoChiMihn
trained in early 1970s

City. Professor

by Mr. Genrickh Saulovich

Theory of Inventive Problem Solving, and

Altshuller, the inventor of

Phan Dung
to support

in not

only his university but more broadly.

my

for his willingness to participate in

my

research.

From

his program,

we

TRIZ, the

to teach

I

am

people creativity

grateful to Professor

dissertation study and his readiness

can learn systems thinking,

dialectical

thinking and down-to-earth creativity methodology and

how

to start, carry out

make

The

details

creativity

programs flourish

Dung journey and

his

work

will

in university settings.

be described
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in

directly

twenty five years he devoted

for the next

himself in creating, designing and carrying out programs

methodology

Phan Dung was

Chapter

5.

and

to

of Professor Phan

P henomenology and

The

task of this study

was

Its

Significance to the Researrh

to find out

what experiences people have

at certain

phases of their lives that serve as triggers
for them to become aware of
socially imposed
limitations.

I

wanted

ways of seeing

to

know through what

the world, their

processes they undergo changes in their

ways of thinking about

have investigated turning points

at

ways of knowing and how they

integrate the

being and becoming.
this

new

I

wanted

which they

to explore at

life in relation to

started to establish

the world.

new and

new ways of knowing with

I

inclusive

their doing,

what stage and under what circumstances

sense of being and becoming gives them the awareness
of new freedom so that

they started to design educational programs in light
of a totally different worldview.

Since the research interests of

this

study revolve around the essence of education and

educators’ transformative consciousness and experiences,

phenomenology

is

a logical

choice as the philosophical background.

The pioneer of phenomenology, Edmund Husserl (1931) advocates
essence in order to bring back

Merleau-Ponty (1967) remarks
consciousness and

it

is

the living relationships of experience. Maurice

all

phenomenology

that

shall find in ourselves,

phenomenology”

(p.

identified as a

and nowhere

as

senses, and

knows

it

the study of the essence of

manner or

style

else, the unity

of thinking through

and

true

meaning of

358).

Kockelmans (1967) comments
knowledge

is

a transcendental philosophy. Merleau-Ponty later maintains that

phenomenology can be practiced and
which “we

the study of

that

for

Hegel,

phenomenology

refers

to

appears to consciousness, the science of describing what one perceives,
in one’s

immediate awareness and experiences
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(p. 24).

Merleau-Ponty (1967)
not looking for what

is

looking for what

essence which

where

From

my own
this

is

it

is

worked, for

we

are ourselves this

like gears” (p. 373).

knows

are a beautiful account of the

in the description, explanation

all

of my research

new

my

my

field

study. Details will be

in later chapter

4 and

5.

Review
framework

that

dissertation research. Five perspectives

my

research.

These

five literature

science discoveries and their significance in restoring a holistic

that provides the epistemological

holistic

my

this

(p. 373).

fields into a conceptual

join together to build the theoretical framework of

1)

we do how

whole process of

the participants of

serves as the foundation and framework of

strands are:

better than

network of relationships”

Chapter 2 weaves theories from diverse

strand

later

phenomenological and qualitative study, “we will witness
every minute the

Significance of Literature

from

He

not pure being, “but the

and other people’s intersect and engage each other

research in relation and connection with

worldview

is

(p. 367).

worldview

to holistic

and ontological ground of the research; 2)

education that focuses on the pedagogical and ethical

of the research; 3) expanded model of scholarship of integration and

significance to faculty development; 4) creativity and the learning environment that

to bring

it

revealed where the paths of my various
experiences intersect, and also

The above quotes

provided

any thematization”

of phenomenological world which

miracle of related experiences, and yet nobody
miracle

is

has been reduced to a theme of
discourse;

as a fact for us, before

is

offers us a vivid picture

maintains that “looking for the
world’s essence

as an idea once

it is

it

later

more

creativity theory

and practice

into the educational arena;

phenomenological approach which informs the methodology
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for the research.

and

its

tries

5) the

All the time

I

keep thinking that no matter

techniques are found out there, what

is

more

how many

crucial

is

theories and

how many

that people in the educational

sphere seriously question whether or not
education and education institutions are
on the
right path. Educators should constantly

essential values,

by which they were

ultimate purpose of education,

liberating function

and

I

go back

first

to those ultimate concerns, original

attracted to the profession. In

have discovered

in tapping the

human

examining the

that the higher value lies in

potentials in children,

and

its

young people, and

people of whatever age involved in our educational endeavor.

To guarantee
need

to explore

knowledge

and maintains

this liberating function,

and understand what kind of environment and space can

and innovation, both
for an entirely

that education preserves

in students

and teachers

new worldview, which

creation,

recognizing

in

stresses

both

foster creativity

an educational sphere. This

more

explicit

integrative

we

effort calls

ways of understanding

knowledge and

tacit

knowledge,

appreciating the wholeness of people, events, nature and the world. That’s the
meeting
point of the discovery of new science and the Eastern philosophical basis.

The new science has discovered
rather than matter,

things, events

to

of

be

there.

life.

world

is

better described as a field,

of relationship and interconnectedness and interdependence of

and processes. Every diverse part of the whole system has

No

This

that the

part

is

more

crucial than

new metaphor of

life

its

own

reason

any other when you think of the complete web

dramatically changes people’s ideas of

how

an

organization should operate. If an organization wishes to function in a healthy and

dynamic manner,

it

should undergo a self-organizing and self-renewing process which

chaos theory and complex theory advocate.
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In a

human

organization, the organic cells that are
capable of doing the self-

organizing and self-renewing jobs are the
individuals

who have

consciousness and originary awareness. These
individuals

first

thorough knowing and awareness of themselves
in relation

They have

to integrate their

knowing with

specifically they are the people

establish a holistic

their doing,

who have gone

worldview and

developed integral

need

to the

to

have a deep and

world around them.

being and becoming. In education

through cross-boundary journeys

to consciously bring this

worldview

to

to

holistic

education.

These individuals,
Margaret Wheatley
situation

and

s

if loosely

(1999) term,

who want

to

make

more

who

are not

happy with the present fragmented

positive change and to alert

nature of the interconnectedness of

world. If organized in a

coupled together, will be a disturbed group, using

life

more people

to realize the

and our interdependence with others and the

structured and

more orderly way, they

will

form a learning

organization to help the organization to strive for a more promising future and a higher

moral purpose.

By

integrating the intellectual, political and spiritual forces

all

together,

an organization should be able to make and sustain positive change and transformation.
If the educational institution

can perform the role of tapping every person’s potential

and liberating everyone’s creative

spirit

and energy,
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it

will finally reach

its

sacred end.

CHAPTER 3

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY
This study has explored the possible ways for
people to break away from what

Edward

T. Hall (1976) calls

"intellectual limitation"

culture or professional training.

people are usually unaware of

The reason why

how

I

and

am

to transcend their individual

engaging in

they are limited by their

own

this

study

is

that

cultural heritage,

established paradigm, disciplinary training, and
prescribed social roles, the hidden

obstacles hindering people from realizing their potentials.

Overall Approach and Rationale

The

overall research design

methods of
enabled

me

provided

qualitative research,

was

a phenomenological approach, one of the

and case

to explore the life-world stories

me

the

means

to learn

how

studies.

The phenomenological approach

of the educators, while case study method

the individual educators

made

contributions to

organizations and to examine the process for organizational change. Since the primary
interest

of

this

research

phenomenological approach
article

was
fits

to

explore

people’s

life-world

experiences,

a

the task, as William Earle (1966) maintains in his

Science and the Philosophy of Science Cannot Examine Life as

It Is

Lived:

domain in which the methods of natural science are inapplicable,
the domain of our own lives so long as we are alive, and alive for us, not
for the external observer. This domain is accessible to us in the form of
reflection and not observation and experiment. And our most immediate
reflection upon it uncovers it as inherently characterized by singularity, freedom,
There

is

a

projectedness, choice and value.

...

Earle, 1966, p. 177
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selected eight educators

I

and

who were

willing to

who have

experienced transformative consciousness

share their lived-experiences

and life-world stones

participants in phenomenological in-depth
interviews for the research.

interview

was exploratory and

the report of the interview

was

consciousness.

I

in

Chapter 4 and Phan

primary research participants

Dung

in

Chapter

the profile of the teacher particiapants

whose

story

I

my

Class

Length

Edith

40s

3 -year-olds

1

late

German

30s

Victoria

50s

Denice

late

participants,

In addition to the

included in the dissertation:

Age

Profile

experiences and

interview. Figure 3.1 provides

Name

Xavier

5.

showing how

also selected 6 teachers and one coordinator
from the

I

Colegio Integral, Quito, Ecuador as participants for

1.

own

have lengthy descriptions of the two primary research

Mario Solis Guerrero

Figure

The mode of the

descriptive,

the participants in the interview reflected
and accounted for their

as

th

20s

grade

5
th

11

12

30s

12

th
th

at the

School

2 years

2.5 years

grade

7 years

grade

14 years

grade

4 years

of Research Participants

The secondary

interest

of

this

study was to explore

how

individual awareness

leads to innovative and transformational collective or organizational change. For this

purpose

I

used case study methods, which allowed

me

to present descriptions

collective group or organizational history, organizational development and the

organizations respond to critical issues and incidences. This method enabled

explore

how

people act when facing

crisis

and what internal and external

contribute to organizational development, transformational change, or failure
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of a

ways

me

to

factors

at certain

stages.

The case study was focused on

happened

at the societal

and cultural

Phenomenolo gy

small-scale groups and projects rather
than what

level.

as Research Principles. Processes, and

Moustakas (1994) summarizes the core
approach in human science research.

I

facets

Methods

of employing phenomenology

found that these resonated with

my

research

needs and issues. The nine aspects of a phenomenology
approach acted as the
principles, guideline

and methods of my research processes. They are summarized

as the

following:

1.

Phenomenology focuses on

the appearance of things, a return to things as

they are given, removed from everyday routines and biases,
2.

Phenomenology

many
the

3.

concerned with wholeness, with examining

is

sides, angles,

phenomenon

...

and perspectives

or experience

is

until a unified vision

entities

from

of the essences of

achieved.

Phenomenology seeks meanings from appearances and

arrives at essences

through intuition and reflection on conscious acts of experiences, leading
ideas, concepts, judgments,

4.

Phenomenology

is

or analysis

and understanding.

committed

to description

Descriptions keep a

presence, accentuate

its

to

of experiences, not explanations

phenomenon

alive,

illuminate

its

underlying meanings, enable the phenomenon to

linger, retain its spirit, as near to its actual nature as possible.

5.

Phenomenology
meaning, and

in

is

rooted in questions that gives a direction and focus of

themes

that sustain inquiry,

awaken

further interest and

concern, and account for our passionate involvement with whatever
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is

being

experienced.

In

a phenomenological

investigation

the

researcher has a

personal interest in whatever she
or he seeks to know; the
researcher

is

intimately connected with the
phenomenon.
6.

Subject and object are integrated-what

with

whom

see

I

it,

and with

and the experience or act

who

I

am.

see

I

interwoven with

My perception,

make

inteirelate to

is

how

the thing

I

I

see

it,

perceive,

the objective subjective and the

subjective objective.

7.

At

all

points in an investigation intersubjective
reality

yet every perception begins with

experience

8.

is

my own

is

part

of the process,

sense of what an issue or object or

or means.

The data of experience,

my own

thinking, intuiting, reflecting, and judging

are regarded as the primary evidence of scientific
investigation.
9.

The research questions

that is the focus

of and guides an investigation must

be carefully constructed, every word deliberately chosen
and ordered
a

way

that the

primary words appear immediately, capture

guide and direct

me

in the

is vital, rich,

and layered

relates

back

to the question, is

reflecting,

developed solely

and provides a portrayal of the phenomenon

in its textures

and

attention,

phenomenological process of seeing,

and knowing. Every method
to illuminate the question,

my

such

in

that

and meanings.
Clark Mouskatas, 1994, pp. 58-59

As

the above

principles, processes

holistic sense

how

summary

states,

my

research followed the phenomenological

and methods. Through

this

approach

I

could understand

in a

the educators’ journeys of acquiring a holistic worldview leads to
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holistic educa, tonal programs.

of

Through the

participants’ deliberate, conscious
account

their life-world experiences,
both the researcher

reflectively arrived at the collective

and portrayals

that

meaning making

and the participants

intuitively,

that manifested in themes,
patterns

demonstrated their journeys and educational
practices.
Researc h Questions and Sub-questions

As Marshall and Rossman (1995)
questions for research often

come from

maintain, “in qualitative inquiry,

world observations dilemmas, and
questions

real

and have emerged from the interplay of the
researcher’s direct experience,
and growing scholarly interests”
research questions.

My

(p.

16).

initial

It

was exactly

the case

how

tacit

I

theones,

formed

my

research questions are congruent with
qualitative research and

only through qualitative research methods could

dimensional factors that contribute

to individual

I

discover the complex and multi-

and organizational innovative and

transformational changes.

This study has been shaped by the following sensitizing
questions:
1.

What

served as triggers and preconditions for the research
participants to

change
2.

What

their

worldview?

processes have they undertaken to enable them to transform their

changed way of knowing

to their

changed way of doing, changed way of

being and, finally become a transformed
3.

How

human being?

did individual awakening, recognizing the need for change, help bring

about collective and organizational transformational change?
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Sub-questions:

*'

Wha

'

SpeciflC events or c * rc umstances
have the participants experienced
to

help them realize that they
were limited by their

own

cultural heritages,

professional training, a certain paradigm
or prescribed social roles?
2.

What
add

3

.

specific different cultural values

to their

have they realized as worthwhile

to

own ways of knowing?

At what stage did they recognize

that they

different attitude as the result of the

responded to the same issue with a

changed way of seeing the world and the

changed values they have realized?
4.

Were

there any inner conflicts they have
experienced concerning either

preserving or discarding certain previously
treasured values?
5.

Are they happy about

integrating different cultural values into
their

into their being or are they

6.

When
an

annoyed by

different

realize that they

new being with more

integrated

experienced more freedom and realized more possibilities in
7.

At what stage did they want

and

it?

and under what circumstances did they

entirely

life

to bring their

have become

worldview and
life?

self-awakening to organizational

change?

8.

What

processes have they been through to achieve organizational change?

Data Collection Methods and Sampling Criteria
For the interview part
(1998)

suggest,

making

it

a

I

applied the dialogic approach, as

Rossman and

Rallis

mutual learning experience rather than a one shot

researcher-participant relationship. Before the actual interview
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I

tried to get to

know

the

person as well as

I

could from talking to his or her
friends, readtng documentation
and

papers or anything that related
interview actually happened,

ask inappropriate questions.

I

I

to

the person's background.
In this

way when

the

had already had enough background
knowledge not

gave the participants some chance

advance

in

to

to

know my

research topic and key questions so
that they had a chance to think
about the questions

before hand. In this way, the actual
interview

answer pattern but was rather more
interests.

paid

I

phenomenon of
views

it”

I

so

that

I

needed

to

it,

not as the researcher

p. 108).

overcome

it

contributed to conducting

certain cultural inhibitions in order to do a

good job with the interviews. For example, people coming
from
comfortable in asking very direct and abrupt questions.

problem.

One way

to

make

with the participants before
insightful actions helped

participants

I

it

I

me

a

little bit

easier for

was not overwhelming,

I

my

think

what kind of form they were comfortable

me was

I

handled

how

It

we

was most important

to

to constantly tackle this

form a good relationship

I

think working on both

number of

common
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the

this situation well.

with. For example, whether they

used a tape recorder.

to find a

culture are not

long the interview needed to be and

have the process recorded or they would rather do

way.

needed

my

research process. Since the

negotiated with the participants as to

careful notes whether or not

I

entered into the interview phase.

a lot in

issues of mutual

“the participant’s perspective on
the

a very attentive and sensitive listener and

successful interviews.

on some

should unfold as the participant views

(Mashall and Rossman, 1999,

am

not simply follow a question and

like real life conversation

particular attention

interest

was

it

I

would

without the tape recorder.

managed

like to

I

took

the process in a flexible

ground and mutual

interests before

start, ng

the process. After

gave them back

I

have finished writing up the
transcripts of the interview

to the participants for validity
check.

Quito, Ecuador, the process was
a
participants there speak Spanish,
help.

She

her help,

little

my

translated during the process

I

at the

my study at Coleg, o

of most of my interviews
to

Integral,

more complicated. Since most of

dear friend, Gabriela offered

would not have been able

English teacher

bit

With

accomplish

school, also translated for

me

at

this study.

me

I

the

unforgettable

her school. Without

Juan Francisco, the

during one interview.

I

am

very

grateful to for both of their help.

For the phenomenological interview
specifically,
three

foci

in

I

conducted interviews with

mind, one focused on their past experiences,
one on

expenences and one on

how

their present

their past experiences influence their
present experience

and decisions. For detailed description of the interviews
see Chapter 4 and Chapter

The case study was another

level

of

my

study of the individuals

through the process of changing their worldview.
explore their programs and
organizational change.

stages and

crisis.

I

how

I

how

using case study method

I

could

studied their program’s history, the program’s developmental

the people involved in the project acted in facing critical incidents
and

studied the leaders of the programs

Colegio Integral and

CSTC

programs as secondary data

who

played key roles for the success of the

I

studied

the

documentations of

program, as well as participants’ feedback about the

collection.

conducted two in-depth interviews and one case study as the

research so that

who have gone

they carried out innovative and transformational

programs through phenomenological interviews.

I

By

5.

I

formed clear

criteria as to
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what kind of people

I

pilot study for

wanted

my

to interview

and wha, type of project
quite a Jaojst manner.

came along my way
crossed

wanted

as

to

I

selected the participants for

The

pilot study.

me

connected

my life just at the right moment and

At the time
depressed

the

at

was wnting

I

my

program

at

Amherst,

telling us

synehronicity and

with one of

my

cases for

my

me to

comprehensive examination papers and was
so
education programs.

who came

me

to

go

for her graduation

Boston

to

of her

MA

my

Sensing

to

meet with

in the

TIES

Endicott College, in Boston. There she was,
in the car getting back to

about the Integral School her father founded in Quito,
Ecuador, and

program she had just graduated on Integrative Education

realized that she

iindicated that

was

was

I

immediately gave

me

like a god-sent angel to bring

me

interested in both her school

her newly finished thesis. For the

the cases to

relieved, refreshed,

and refueled

to

go on with

But

I

I

have been interested

in

first

time in that month

my

study interests.

how

into

my

life in

is

making
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I

I

found a

I felt

the

so

same way. For

to bring out students’ potential

have seen very few educational programs address

the present stage the business world

my studies. When

my study.

The Vietnamese Professor Phan Dung came
about ten years

Studies. Suddenly,

and her master’s program, she

concrete connection of specific educational programs with

at

orbits of our lives have

brought the right climate for

best friends, Alessandra invited

her friend, Gabriela Maria Solis,

s

my

lack of availability of holistic

depression, one of

creativity.

study i„

appropriate experience

way and demonstrated awesome

who

my

my research.

go on with

I

my

happened with

For example, Gabriela,

came

the master

to explore.

The people of the nght background
and

such a mysterious

in

serendipity.

research

I

this issue.

and

Even when

creativity such an important issue, the

academic world has paid very

would be

if

I

little

attention to

When

it.

could find some program earned
out

people’s creative capacity, a friend
gave

me

an

article

I

started to

wonder how nice

academic settings

in

by

Prof.

it

for tapping

Phan Dung who has been

teaching creativity methodology for
about twenty five years in Vietnam.
In his article
there

was only

his telephone

number.

his office asststant could not

message through. So

To my

him a couple of times. But because

tried to call

communicate with

me

said to myself, let

I

website, if he has one.

1

great surprise,

I

me

in English

check the

web and

could not get the

I

see if

I

could find his

found a whole web page about him from
a

Japanese website introducing TRIZ, the Theory
of Inventive Problem Solving, Dr. Phan

Dung’s work

in

Vietnam introducing TRIZ

address and sent him

me

answered

Since

that

rd

3

annual

I

my

TRIZ

meet him here
It

time

I

There

study.

To

found his email

I

my

great delight, he

my study.
him

in

Vietnam,

we

agreed

our interview through email. Another happy surprise
came when
field trip to

Ecuador, that he was invited as the keynote speaker

International Conference 2001,

in the

to visit

me

March 25-27

after the conference.

What

in

I

at the

LA, CA. What was

a delightful experience

United States!

was awesome

when

to participate in

my

don’t have enough financial support to visit

more, he would have time
to

invitation to participate in

immediately and agreed

we would do

returned from

my

to large audience.

how

to think

was thinking about

it.

the participants

came along

All the synchronicities

a hidden wholeness of natural force, or

field,

together.
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to

make me

my

life at

the right

believe that there

is

or energy drawing like-minded people

D ata Generating. Analysis an d
Since

this

Arm,, r,,„.

study has been mainly earned
out through the
phenomenological

method, there were a
the process.

Synthesis

lot

of objective and subjective
interactions involved throughout

As Francisco Varela maintains

in his

Scharmer, that “I ean not understand
what knowledge
as a personal event”
(p.2).

The

expenences mingled with each

participants’

1996 interview with Claus
Otto
is

unless

I

experience knowledge

life-world experiences and

other, forming fascinating

human

my

connections

lived-

at

the

conscious and awareness level concerning
our understanding of life, people, and
people
in

relation

to

the world.

Within the phenomenological paradigm,
the method of

reflection plays an important role for
both the researcher

Moustakas (1994)

states, “it

and the

As

at

essential description of

(p. 47).

a

result

of using the reflective method, the participants
offered

descriptions of their conscious experiences.
the

As Clark

provides a logical, systematic, and coherent
resource for

carrying out the analysis and synthesis
needed to arrive

experience”

participants.

participants

themselves

conscious about their

are

the

genuine

own journeys, and

what they learned from

their journeys.

The unique aspect of this research was
individuals

who have

full

that

already been

they were open to share their experiences and

The

researcher, in turn, recorded and constructed

their accounts into a textured description that includes
thoughts, feelings, examples,

ideas,

and situations

that portray the described experiences.

According

to

Moustakas

(1994), this process also requires the researcher to return to his or her self and to employ
a self-reflective process so that the researcher

within the investigated experience.
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would be able

to

know him

or herself

Since

I

have personally gone through the
stages of changing

bringing the changed worldview
into educational practice,

I

my

worldview and

had the advantage of being

able to relate intimately with
the participants’ experiences.
In this intersection of

researcher and participants’ life-world
experiences,
the participants’

back

all

my meaning making

interacted with

meaning making. During the interview process,
we were able

“to bring

the living relationships of experiences,
as the fisherman’s net draws up
from the

depth of the ocean quivering fish and seaweed”
(Merleau-Pondy, 1962,
Finally, thanks to

Rossman (1992)

for her article

p. xv).

on cross-case

synthesis, the

systhesis process of the study gave space
for the patterns and themes of the
entire study
to

emerge and unfold

highlights,

and insight

to

form the thematic description of the study,
which gave

to the processes

worldview and the change of educational

of personal journeys leading

to the

change of

practice.

Role of the Rese archer and the Limitation of the Study

Being a person from an eastern

cultural heritage

and having gone through cross-

cultural encounters in a very conscious sense laid the
foundation for this research. Since
I

myself have gone through the

as Alfred

Whitehead advocates

entire process

(in Collin

of recognizing the prehensive experience

Wilson, 1957, P. 310) and also aware of the

of achieving transformative consciousness,

position to pursue this study.

The fundamental question

liberating or limiting people’s

be:

entire process

for

I

feel

me

I

have a very strong

as an educator

is

mind and capacity ? To use Collin Wilson’s term

always

it

will

Master or slave ? Master of her own complexity or the slave of it?

According

to

Wilson (1957) the human being

is

a higher type of creature simply

because he has developed greater power of prehension: an
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ability to

master his

own

chaos. This study explored
their

own

people from diverse backgrounds
manage

chaos so that everyone can see

mastery. Only

institution

how

when

that

to

doctoral project

research.

The

is

a huge task.

would

I

time constrained and

scale of the

al

own chaos

can a group, an

master the collective, complex chaos.

Studying people’s consciousness and
life is

master

possible for them to achieve
similar

individuals are able to master
their

and the society manage

change people’s

it is

to

I

how

transformative consciousness can

like to take

it

as a life long study, but the

have no external budget

to support the

study was therefore limited to
phenomenological interview

of individual experiences of a founder of a
school and a founder of a center, a dozen
of
teachers and students in the school and
participants evaluation of the center program,
as

well as two case studies. Consequently there
was not enough data to draw more general

conclusions but

the process of

I

believe

becoming

generate further studies.

how

it

offered themes and patterns that are important
to understand

holistic educators to carry out holistic
programs.

The study was of value

to

fundamental changes of worldview can lead

people

who

It

can also

are interested in

knowing

to individual, group, institutional,

and

larger transformation.

Ethical Considerations

The

ethical

issues

I

need

confidentiality and relationship

process

I

pay attention

to

to

have been informed consent,

between the researcher and the

participants.

have observed the doctoral form and followed the directions

to

During the

complete the

consent form before doing the interview to ensure the confidentiality of the participants
if

they wish to disguise their identity.

and

agenda

on

participants’

own

I

have been very mindful not
perspective
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and

to

interpretation

my

ideas

their

own

impose
of

experiences.

I

respected their

format of the interview.

I

own

choices and gave flexibility
for the settings and

tried to ensure

whenever

I

could that both sides benefit
from

our encounter, our working together
and our conversations.
Since

it

is

a qualitative research

I

was very

flexible along the

emerging change of research design and
research topic and

still

way

about the

kept “the logical

connection between the topic, and the
design and the method...” to make
the whole
research coherent, systematic and significant
(Marshall and Rossman, 1999,

This study

is

of significance

makers who are interested
about significant changes

to educators,

in tapping

human

education administrators, and policy

talents

and potentials, and

at individual, institutional,
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p. 54).

and societal

level.

in bringing

CHAPTER 4

ENCHANTED GARDEN COLEGIO INTEGRAL, QUITO
Thanks
arrangement,

I

Mano

to

went

and Sonia’s openness, hospitality
and Gabriela’s careful

Colegio Integral, Quito, Ecuador in
January 2001 for

to

research. In the three-week’ unforgettable
experience there

school

is

like

how

and

have been living

ECUDOR

my

field

learned what an integral

I

Mario, Sonia, the administrators, faculty,
staff and students there

their ideas

of humanistic and

holistic education in their educational

practice.

My

first visit to

the school

was on Sunday.

I

was greeted by such a unique

beauty and genuine style of the school. Walking
on the pebble-paved road, stimulated

by walls painted

in orange,

I

entered the school’s reception area, which was
elegantly

designed to demonstrate the school’s value, vision and
mission. The walls of the lobby
are painted in bright orange,

showing the vigor and energy of

painted in blue, displaying the connection with nature.
are framed posters of the school

The reception
is

section

also in the design

A

is

s

is

both sides of the wall there

vision and mission, loving

life,

and learning

to live.

The clock

of the logo (See Figure 2 on the following page).

you from the reception area

school with the administrative building

end.

The counter area

gracefully laid out with the school's logo on the wall.

beautiful garden leads

beautiful garden in

On

life.

at

of the

the back, school cafeteria in front, another

between and the classrooms

The classrooms

to the other part

in the

are painted in blue and white.

shape of geodesic

dome

at the far

The unique shape of the classrooms

expresses the style of the school. The round shape of the classroom generates more
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energy and more effective learning,
according to Mario Solis Guerrero,
the designer and
the founder of the school (See
Figure 2 and 3).

Figure

Figure

2.

3.

Reception area of Colegio Integral, Quito, Ecuador

School garden and geodesic classroom
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at the

back

Figure

4.

Geodesic classrooms

The school

s

playground

is at

the left of the classroom area.

playground you can see students and teacher’s artwork

of the wall, you can see a

tree planted in

memory of a

all

On

the wall of the

along the wall. At the comer

student

who

died in an accident

(see Figure 4).

Figure

5.

Tree in

memory of a

student at the

comer of the school playground

Turning the comer of the administrative building,

where you see a beautiful lawn and playing
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we

enter the preschool section,

facilities in the yard.

The whole school

is

like

an enchanted garden.

By simply walking through

of spirit and the serenity of the

When
them
it

in this

I

returned

it

you

feel the

joy of life, the spark

soul.

home

told

I

precious three weeks)

Mario (Thanks

how

I

to their hospitality

stayed with

I

enjoyed visiting the school and

how

beautiful

was. His reply was very revealing: “If
you visit the school during school days
and

seeing children on

campus

it

will be even

more

beautiful.”

Mario and The Colesio
Colegio Integral, to the time when
three years since 1978.

Mario

I

was

Solis Guerrero

Integral

there, has

is

been operating

for twenty-

the principal of the school and the

founder and architect designer of the school, both
physically and philosophically. Sonia
Plaza de Solis, Mario’s wife,
years their partnership

sixty-five students

makes

when

it

is

the general supervisor of the school. For
twenty-three

the school develop,

started to three

grow and

hundred and

thrive,

from a school of

fifty this year.

The

students’

ages of this school range from two to eighteen.

Being trained as an

architect,

Mario was very successful early on

both as an architect and an educator. His

freshman year,
Ecuador. His

in a college contest

first

architect design

first

artwork

when he was

won
at

the

first

award

in his career

in 1961, in his

the Universidad Central Del

was on display before he graduated from

university in

1963. Because of his excellence in his academic work, artwork, and architect work, he

was nominated

to

Becoming

be professor right

at his

graduation.

a professor right after college,

Mario gave ideas about how

curriculum should be changed and was given the job to reform the curriculum.

the

He was

one of the creators of The College of the Architecture and developed the whole
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curriculum for The College of
Architecture.

From 1973

to 1977,

he was nominated

to

be

the academic dean of the
college, as well as the
representative of the university

assembly.

dean

He was

at the time,

political reason.

the lastnominated

because

While

member of

later the university

the representative and the
youngest

assembly stopped functioning

other deans were in their

all

served two terms until 1977,

when he had

fifties,

he was only

for

some

thirty three.

He

a strong desire to establish a school
where he

could educate children with a holistic and
humanistic view from their very early
age.

When

asked

why

at the

peak of his university academic

career,

he wanted

to

switch to establish a school he said he
wanted to carry his ideas of holistic and

humanistic education to the education of children.
Through
his teaching,

and the other

the years of his study and

he was influenced very strongly by two themes,
one
is

the humanistic view.

into his teaching

He always wanted

and educational programs.

When

realized he started to facilitate learning while he
his

all

freshman year

at college, the

students could learn and do.

to

is

implement these two themes

he reflected on his college study, he

was

a sophomore.

Though he enjoyed

second year he realized there were so much more

He and

a group of friends formed a study group.

regularly and supported each other in their study and research. Years
six

members of

the group

the holistic view,

became academic

deans. During

all

They met

later, three

of the

the process of group

learning and later in his university teaching and facilitating work, he took the lead.
So

he realized that he wanted

When
experience

at

to

be a leader

he reflected on his

own

elementary school.

elementary education.

He was

in education.

education he realized, he did not have very good

Now

his daughters

very concerned about
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how

were facing the
his daughters

situation

of

and the children

of their age could have the chance

to receive holistic

had already developed a very strong
vision for
thought the best

way was

and humanistic education. Since
he

holistic

to establish a school so that

and humanistic education, he
he could bring his vision

to

reality.

After two years preparation, he founded
The Colegio Integral in 1978 while he
still

kept his job

the daily

at the

Universidad Central Del Ecuador in Quito.
Sonia takes care of

management of the

school.

At the inception the school was operated
under

guidance of holistic and humanistic principles
as Mario envisioned. During

all

the

this

twenty-three years, while the philosophical foundation,
vision and mission of the school

have grown

be stronger and stronger, the strategies and
methods

to

in

faculty

development and curriculum planning and designing are being
constantly renewed and
updated.

As

the

of the

result

development and growth, anyone
in the climate

twenty-three-year

and

constant

can sense the uniqueness

in the air,

visiting the school

effort

and the atmosphere of the school.

Mario’s Journey from Holistic Worldview

When

conscious

asked

how he developed

to Holistic

Education

a holistic worldview and a holistic view of

education, Mario gave a vivid description:

I

remember

years old.

huge,

I

I

could see the

had a dream

maybe

When

I

was

was

a boy,

my first

feeling of wholeness.

was very

I

relevant

that

infinite chute.

the cosmos. That

memory was when I was three
was repeated several times. I slid in a very
The feeling was very pleasant. It was like in
first

sensitive.

I

the feelings of others and concerned with

happiness and pain of others.

human and towards
important for

my

all

I

was very open and

my

see myself as a very sensitive

living things like plants

development.

And now

I

receptive to

happiness and pain and the

and animals.

can see

it

boy towards
I

was a

think

it

is

feeling of

compassion.
Afterwards

I

realized that

living things around

me.

I

I

me

feel

connected with people around

feel

a strong sense of connection between
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and

myself and the environment.

my

about

inner

me

interested

When I was a boy,
own toys, stones. I
He
his years

I

was a teenager

I

started reflecting

I

I

also liked very

much

for creating things.

I

created

created fiction characters.

humanism and

said

When

found the subjects of philosophy
and psychologt
very much because they help me
to find answers to life.
self.

mv

view were two themes influenced him
through

holistic

of study:

When

was at college I had two main topics of interests.
Because after all
the process of designing and building
of houses I was more and more
interested in the people who were
going to live in the building to be
sheltered here. The other is the integral
architecture. Because the building,
the object is not isolated. It is connected
with people, social environment!
and natural reality. The other parts also
connected with the object, the
building. That’s how I developed the
method of holistic architecture,
I

taking into account

So

this

all the aspects, not only the technology
of architecture!
give these two topics two names. The first is the
humanism and

I

the other

is

integrality

and wholeness a sense of

these two aspects to the houses

I

built

what

I

totality.

When

I

linked

developed was integrated

humanistic architecture. At the same time I discovered that
art was a way
my feelings and my sense of connection. Therefore, when my
first artwork appeared in 1961, my first
year at college. It was

to express

in a contest.

I

received the

first

award.

Mario also talked about how he discovered
and his feelings

at college.

He

art

was

way

a

to express his senses

said:

My artwork shows the connection between humanism and integration.
humanism and

the integration that appeared in

my

The

artwork not necessarily

an evident way, for most of my artwork have been abstract. The
integration of my artwork not only displayed in the topic but also in the
in

Artwork expressed the connection between human and
something bigger.
materials

I

use.

While he was

talking,

very interesting conversation

he pointed

among

to

an artwork hanging on the wall, and started a

us three, he said:

For example, the artwork here is the Sun of the Happy Warmth. Now I can
see the sun as a bigger totality, but the warmth, is not only as the soil but
also as ourselves being
here.
It

But now

was an

I

warmed by

realized there are

intuitive

way of doing.

the sun. For years

little
I

suns here.

It’s

I

thought the sun

not easy to explain.

have not realized the

the bigger sun until Gabriela pointed

it

out.
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is

little

suns within

When
the painting,

I

told

I

thought

I

my

him
it

immediate understanding of the warmth
illuminated from

not only represented material

thought the bigger warmth needed a

of people

lot

warmth but

to contribute.

shows small warmth of different people joining
together

warmth of the human
This

is

spirit.

He

For

me

this

artwork

form a bigger and more vast

to

continued:

way of being aware of

a

also spiritual warmth.

the integrity and the wholeness

the

connection. Because through this artwork, I
can see something, Gabriela
can see something, and you can see something,
all parts constitute the
totality. In this way all us three are
connected.

when

Later

holistic

talking about different authors

who

influenced

him

in establishing

worldview, he mentioned, Eric Fromm, Krishnamurti,
Buddhism and Taoism.

In a later interview session

he summarized the essence of these authors in a very

succinct way:

Taoism offers the holistic view of the world, the yin and
yang.
Krishnamurti stresses the conscious of the present. Fromm
emphasis the
importance of being instead of the having and doing. His vision is

love for

life.

Buddhism focuses on compassion,

the being of here and right

now,
and the fluidity. From all these
found constant is education for life.

living life as a continuous meditation,

thoughts about education one thing

When

me

offered

I

my

raised

his criticism

My

question was: The only thing

of the sense of responsibility.

force to restrict creativity.

We

Mario

said:

I

have

don’t see

difference

of

doubt about Krishnamurti ’s critique of responsibility, Mario

a very clear explanation that helped a great deal in

Krishnamurti.

alone.

I

my

I

feel

as this way.
lies in if

life is just

responsibilities.

from

One

is

Maybe

understanding of

don’t feel agree with Krishnamurti

we

of certain kind

the translation

cannot leave responsibility

in students.

is different.

am

I

At hearing

think the

it is

imposed or

my

awareness. There are two ways to understand

it

is

from within.

from the outside. You have
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is

regards responsibility as limitation, as a

from educational view

to cultivate responsibility

it

He

I

my

to

I

do

responsible

this

and

to

do

this,

that, like a duty.

This

the responsibility Krishnarmurti
rejected

is

The
second way of understanding
responsibility can come from the
formation
of the word-respond, and
ability.
That is the understanding
Krishnarmurti encouraged, to be
responsible to all situations,
conscious
response. This is the power of
choosing, the power to use
conscious
freedom and conscious choice.

He
themes

said in his artwork and architecture
designs, he also considered
these two

He

the time.

all

autobiography.

He

said he

was very

inspired in reading Tapiepies

realized that the technique he

work and

his

was using very much resembled

Tapiepies’s technique. But no one taught him.

He simply developed

own. Seeing the connections with the other

architect’s

it

intuitively

work made him

feel

on his
deeply

motivated.

When

he developed the curriculum for The College
of Architecture, he

incorporated strong ingredients of the holistic and
integrative view.

When

planning of architecture design, he identified three
elements,

physical, second

social

and the

first

he did the

third individual.

In the process

of creating a method for planning, I identified three
elements, first physical, second social, and the third individual.
In this
physical environment, I identified the natural and the
cultural or built
environment. So
planning, this
school.

Here

this integrated vision

method

The center

we

can see

is

also helped

the

how

human

me

me develop the method of
develop the philosophy of the

helped
to

being.

the logo of the school

came

into being.

and developed from the Taoist yin-yang symbol closely related
the school.

The ever-evolving,

It

was

to the vision,

originated

mission of

intertwining parts are the nature and the universe with

the development of the people at the center (see the school logo in Figure 4.1).

Fifteen years after he developed the holistic philosophy of the school, in 1993,

Mario and Sonia had a chance
health, medicine,

and

to

go

in education.

to a conference about holism,

It

was

there he
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holism

met Pierre Weil,

in agriculture,

the founder of the

International Holistic University
in Brazil.

He came

to the conference as

one of the

speakers.

e presented his vision in the

same way as mine with this
physical
environment, social environment and
human beings at the center I was
very moved by the connection. I turned
back and saw Sonia crying She
was not very sure if my proposal was
right. Sometimes she had
oubt, not

was

knowing

actually

some

if

right.

what

Now

presenting the same view

I

have been trying

seeing

another

was very important

to

implement

educator,
for her.

It

at the

who was

author

was

school

the

first

listened to another person, a master
of educator with the holistic
saying the same thing.

The encounter with Pierre Weil helped me to
synthesize the
of four elements. He presented nature as the
main

time

I

view

holistic vision

circle, in social life,

included objects, buildings and the last one
with individual
synthesis helped me with my approach.

life.

he

This

Talking about humanistic development he
described his unique experience

accompanying

mother during her

his

illness

and death.

Something happened after the school opened that I see
as a strong
experience and very significant in my journey was my
mother’s illness and
death from 1983 to 1985. During this process I suffered
very much. I tried
to apply all what I learned to help my mother to
have a humanistic death. I
accompanied her for two years during the process. I tried to apply all what
I
have learned about integral life and integral health. I tried to
use
massage, breathing.

To

help her in this process,

who

Ecuadorian doctor

I

entered a course of Chinese medicine from an

learned Chinese medicine in China.

persons learning in this course,

They only got

know

to

at the

mother and he supported

So

how

learned

me

Among

was the only one who was not a
end. The doctor knew I was there
I

and helped

all

10

doctor.
for

my

my mother.

do acupuncture. That strong experience helped me a
personal growth. I felt my mother nurtured me through this
experience. I felt it was a gift of love form her to me. I understood her
I

process as a

deeply

to

my

lot for

a doctor

me despite the suffering. During the process, I also got
found by myself a way of healing without other’s help. I told
was a macrobiotic that I was in the process of two months of

gift to

sick. I

who

being worse and worse.
better

I

would go

I

to him.

gave myself three days.

But the next day

I

was

If at the

better.

So

end
I

I

will not be

did not need to

see him.

At

this

moment

experiences. Both

I

my

had two

very

mother and

my

strong

educational

father died in
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or

affirmative

my arms.

That helped

me

be more sensitive to life. After
my mother died
process of searching about personal
development.
to

I

kept on

this

F urther Personal, Interper son al and
Transpersonal Development
Just as he puts

developmental

human development

philosophy,

Mario

at the

pursues

center of the school’s logo,
school’s

constantly

personal

development,

interpersonal development and transpersonal
development. In 1986, both Mario and

Sonia went to a humanistic psychology
workshop and were trained as humanistic

psychology

facilitators.

years to get

From 1990

to 1993, they

more humanistic psychology

of this part of his journey

my

After

in relation to his

mother died

development.

In

training.

I

1986,

went

to Chile every

The following

is

summer

Mario’s description

mission of education:

kept on this process of searching about personal
I
got to know a workshop on humanistic

psychology.

I
have already known something about humanistic
And I went to the workshop and got to know Patricio
Doorman and now I realized the significance of his name. He opened
a
gate to me. He was the man showed me the gateway. I am
honoring his
name now. He died last year.

psychology.

Both Sonia and

went

workshop and we were both trained to be
humanistic psychologist facilitators. It was a one-year course focused on
personal and interpersonal growth. After that we kept doing more
workshops. In 1989, 1 decided to give myself a gift because the next year I
was turning 50. I contacted Patrico Varas (He is Doorman’s master) in
I

to the

Chile. He studied in Big Sur, Esaleen. I wrote to him to ask if there were
any workshops. He answered immediately that there would be one soon.
Sonia was also interested. So we went there for four years. In 1990, 1991

we went as students. The curriculum lasted for three years. In
we went for one extra year. But the first night, Patricio announced

and 1992
1993
that

would be

I

the theoretical facilitator. That

was

quite a challenge for

me.
It

was common

that people after three years

year without the load of study.

of both the work

at

When

I

used

my

and go there again for another
went there I was stressed because

the school and the university work.

with the idea to relax myself. Then

Then

I

illness

and

I

my own

So

went there

I

got this responsibility and

process of reflecting

my way of healing myself as

my

I

got sick.

illness also

a model for the other participants. I know my
was caused by stress and some other reasons. This was as an
example of combining theory to practice. It was a perfect model to
integrate theory to practice. Then I achieved two positive results. One I
illness
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for four

came back

The other was that I wrote the whole
of my reflections
I hope someday I
can write a book of holistic

healthy.

Soma typed

of it.

all

health.

All these process in Chile along
the years helped

support for

They

ca'led

my

ideas.

me

me

to find theoretical

For long time people did not
understand

my

ideas

crazy Mario Solis. My experience
in Chile helped me to
find the bibliography and other
people also think this way. I think
mv
experience in Chile basically helped me
a lot in my personal development
work to the point that 1 learned to work
by my own meaning without
canng about if other people think it right
or wrong.
In Chile,

good

to

I

had a very important transpersonal
experience that
think that holism integrate
humanistic and

I

think

it

is

transpersonal

psychological approach. Since

I

was

a

little

boy,

wondering something sweet, good memory
with a
very gentle feeling.

ANORANZA.

That feeling

I

had the feeling of

little bit

sadness and

could feel when looking
music, and beautiful people. This feeling
accompanied
was a process of going back generations before
generations
I

at beautiful sight,

me

in Chile.

It

with the help of

And suddenly after going back for several
had an encounter with a teacher who looked
as a

facilitator.

hundred of years,

I

master.

Then

realized that

all the feelings that I had before,
the presence of this energy within me. When
I saw the person
that this is the energy I felt myself as part
of
I

ANORANZA.
I

It

was

realized

me. Then immediately I also
recognized that this interests in education and in education
for life also in
this figure as education for life and for
peace. I never felt this feeling
again.

This experience was definitely marked my mission. It was
very clear that
my mission is very clear. This experience helped me to clarify my mission.
After the clarification the process continued and other
elements were

Now I realized that my mission is that learn to live and loving
That is my mission. That mission I can achieve within my family,
within my school or wherever I live. That’s why the school’s philosophy
is
included.

I

life.

around the principle of loving for
I

think the principle of loving for

are living

now. Because loving

of view the

crisis

life.

life

would help

for life integrates

happens because

we

to

overcome

and

heals.

the crisis

we

From my point

are living the opposite.

We

are

living in disintegration, dishumanization,

thing

and

it

is

the illness.

integration.

We

and fragmentation. In the same
need a process to change that into humanization

The same

principle can be applied to individual, family,

school, a country and the planet.
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F rom Individual Vision

The next

part

to Collective Visi on through
Authentic

of our conversation revolved around
how Mario transformed

individual vision to a collective
vision of the school.

sustained his

own

MnHplinp

When

he summarized what

vision and mission, he attributed this
to his personal development

sustained by love and spiritual energy,
as well as his inner strength and
discipline.
cited Plato’s statement:

comes from

The search of the

his love for

was

life. It

totality is love,

and saying

become
said

it

he talked about

how

He

that inner discipline

the process of self-accompany helps

with his essence, his fountain and source of
wisdom, energy and

When

his

him

to tune in

life.

he achieved to transfer his vision of the school

to

the collective vision of the faculty, staff and
administrators and the students, he

was through authentic modeling:

pass on the vision and the mission of the school
through authentic
modeling. First I tried to be a leader of my own life and my
I

what
to

I

own being. So
do does not come from an idea or a thought. I tried
show what I expect from others. All that I have learned I

say and what

model and

to

I

extend to the other people. So that’s the power of what I have been
process I always try to stimulate the self-esteem of the other
persons. When they criticize and judge themselves, I try to help
them
tried to

living. In that

selves to appreciate other aspects.

school as

This reminded
the

first

time

I

try to

implement the principles of the

I live.

me

of

when he had an

Mario was the person who
any uneasiness; what he

felt

my

interview with a young teacher

interview with Mario

lives

was

what he
that he

thinks.

was

when he

He

He

at the school.

applied for the job, he

said

knew

said he did not feel any hierarchy,

facing a genuine

human being who was

so

encouraging, understanding and reassuring.

At

this point,

integrated person and

Mario gave a very succinct comment on what he thinks

how

he wants the students to understand

to

it:

I tried to do is to live according to what I think. I believe that there
must be a congruence of all three levels of self, the intimate, the private,

All that
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be an

and the public. Intimate means the very
inner
lamily, the public

people to have

more

is

related to formal

self,

life. I

private

more

don’t think

related to

it

good

for

split

personality in these three parts. That’s
the part I want
the high school students to understand.
When they ask what do I want to
get into their pnvate life I tried to let
them understand that everything is
their life. Everything has an impact to
the other.

When

I

told

him about some American

questions after class, because

fragmentation of their

cumculums, one

lives.

it

Then he

I

remember

taught me. Instead,
taught

me

their private time,

started to talk about

Mario

how

said that’s the

teachers teach two

about the subject, the content and the other, the
hidden curriculum

is

about what a person the teacher

When

was considered

professors don’t even answer students

that

we

my

is,

his behavior

time in school

remember them

I

I

as

and his relation

is

to others:

remember not what the teacher
human beings. The value they

why teachers not only teach in classes but
teachers need to be with students in other

share. That s

out of classes. That

why

s

places, in the cafeteria, the playground or the sports
ground. Students
absorb more form the hidden curriculum than the formal and
evident

curriculum.

The Tree of Self-Fulfillment: Personal and

Professional Development of Facilitators

That raised the question of teacher development. Since teachers trained from
conventional college and universities do not naturally develop a holistic vision and
holistic view,

it is

very important to design and carry out effective teacher training or

development programs

at the

school.

So Mario prefers

to

use facilitators rather than to

use teachers because the term, in conventional sense, sometimes only means passing

down knowledge. He would
facilitate holistic

facilitator

like to

mean

education and the holistic development in students. In

development program

school can align

use the term facilitators to

all

is

a very strong

component

they are here to

fact,

I

that contributed to

think the

why

this

the teachers, staff, administrators and students with the vision and

mission of the school. Every

summer before

school starts
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all

faculty

members have

three

weeks of workshop

for facilitator development.

development

facilitator

The

first

part

the root of the tree,

personal and interpersonal growth of the
faculty

which

part

is

invisible, corresponding to the

is

facilitators.

development workshop through experiential

The second

to describe

the tree of self-fulfillment

is

is

The metaphor Mario used

This part

is

emphasized

in the

learning.

the trunk of the tree, and branches and
leaves; this relates to

the professional development of the facilitators.
This

is

achieved through workshops,

seminars, and research within the school or outside the
school.

The

and

fruits,

which

is

the students’ performance as the

of the teaching and learning from the school. This

result

is

third part is the flowers

how

ideas are practiced in the real

life

is

more

tangible and visible.

teaching and learning. Mario gives more

descriptions:

We

could observe in the students achievement. This last process is
followed by the observation and feedback of their performance, given by
coordinators, principal and vice principal. It can also be given by peers.
There are three words correspondent with the three elements of the growth

of teachers.

—

—personal and interpersonal growth
Second—competency—professional
Third —effectiveness —performance
First

With

integrity

this

we

if we want the fruits that is the
means to achieve the result of holistic education it is
work on these two parts, the human part and the

have realized very clearly

effectiveness. That

very important to

professional part. In those parts there are also problems that

work

on. This

is

we need

to

how of the development of facilitators. Then talking
from the process from within to the outer we try to

the

about organization

align the organization with the vision and mission of the school, so that

know where we are going and what is our work. That is how we
empower the facilitators through an agreement of mutual benefit in

everyone
try to

which we put
students.

In

the result

this

we want to achieve. This result is about the
we synthesize what we call integral,

organization

international curriculum of holistic education for peace,
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It

which

is

almost

evening,

including

our

wider

ideals,

and

goals,

the

implementing and assessing.

When

Mano

of

talking about strategies and methodologies
used for school management,

said that his trick

society put business

where they

ways

was

to pick

up what the business world

and education

first

train business leaders,

So he went

last.

to

is

doing, because the

workshops and seminars,

and then he could come back with the most
up-to-date

strategies for organizational development.

He gave

an example about a workshop on

Se ven Habits of Highly Effective People where he
was the only educator while
,

others were business people.

He

all

the

used Peter Senge’s The Fifth Discipline anH Total

Quality Control. All these helped him to develop the school
to be a successful learning
organization,

where they keep renewing

the best of the result.

When

he came

their strategies

to talk

and methodologies

to achieve

about the situation of the school, he used

force field analysis to give a picture of the restrictive and
positive forces the school
faces:

In this restrictive forces
1

.

I

found the following:

Social, traditional education pattern, traditional in the sense of old. That aligns

with the mechanistic paradigm.
2.

Another one

is facilitators

as teachers. That’s

why we

try not to use teachers

students, because they have a certain meaning. That’s

and

why we

and

use facilitators

Teachers were trained in college with this mechanistic paradigm.
more complicated and more difficult when there is a lack of personal

learners.

This fact

is

development. If

we

talk about the self-fulfillment

we

could see the lack of

personal integrity and incompetency.
3.

Educational authorities from the government are not very willing for change.

4.

The condition of

economic and social crisis. That
generated an environment of uncertainty and insecurity, as well as immigration.
For example,
life

5.

in the last

is

six

let’s

is

see the positive forces:

The philosophy of
The

for a better

also a linitation.

the school

is

highly motivational. The alignment with the

philosophy of the school.
2.

of our teachers went abroad

operated only with students’ tuitions, without any outside sponsor

and support. This

1.

two years

than in Ecuador.

The school

Now

the context, including the

creativity

of the teachers.
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3.

Parents are very satisfied with
the holistic development
of the children For
example l am now about to sign an contract
with an Ecuadorian business
man to
SOftWare The owner used to be the
father of a student
here H dilated for
two years. His son had very good
experience at the
school. He would like me to go to
his company to give workshops
on personal

^He

’

development. As an exchange he would
give us the software
0
6 Chil ren and ,eamS When thCy
have the
lontrihn^,
a to
contnbuted to their needs
grow.

^

-

The world movement of the new paradigm

5.

ri

S ht environment

not

only holistic education but also
easily found books, journals. In
the early years there
was nothing. Fntjof Capra’s the Tao of Physics
was published in the mi’d-70s
but the Spanish version came out in the
90s.

Now we can

other aspects.

Mano

also talked about

how

a systemic vision helped

him

to

implement school

programs and school matters:

We

see our organization as a system. We see
all the processes as the
process within the system. We have in the
process the three main
elements, planning, implementing, and achieved
results (evaluating). We
try not to use the words as objectives, or
goals, but use

(Fan. That s exactly like what
It’s

now

all

coming

I

desired results.
learned from the Russian creativity theory.

together).

These achieved

results are assessed

Then from

process of assessment,

this

compared with the desired

we

results.

take certain solutions and

we go again to the planning. It is a continuous process and
see in time as a spiral, and always going to a higher level.

decisions then

we

When

I

told

Mario

him how he managed
hierarchy, his answer

that

to build

was

my

observation

at

school did not see hierarchy,

By

facilitating the participation

and

listening.

of people, appreciating

For example, yesterday,

this is the hierarchical organization

I

I

wrote the

their

approaches

letter for the students. If

would have given

to the coordinator,

and the coordinator gave to the teacher and the teacher gave to the
students. But I did not do it that way. Instead I went to every classroom,
sitting in a circle

with them.

I

said.

read the
I

letter,

and then

I

listened to each

would give them answers when they have

questions, valuing each of their opinion and ideas. In this

each one of them as

gave

me

thanks.

I

asked

an organization without hierarchy in a society that values

the following:

one of them of what they

I

human

beings. In this

way

I

was

never reject to speak with anyone.

I
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I

reaffirm

and they

always find time

Sometimes it is a problem for me because I have
have been doing in order to meet and talk to people.
listen.

way

satisfied

to interrupt

to

what

I

When

asked him

I

how

he builds

how

and

trust

to

make

the school's vision as

everyone’s vision? His answer was:
1

Being authentic. Keep

.

2

.

3

.

Empathy. Trying

my own

integrity.

Modeling what

I

expected from

to understand the other

person even if I don’t agree
PerSOn unconditionall y- This does not
mean that I accept
! °uu
the in
b
r BUt 1 Sepamte the
identit y of the erson from
thefr
P
action
ction. This is a u
healing way of approaching
behavior of conflicts. You don’t
mix behavior with a person. Remember
not to say you are a bad boy,
etc If

TtT

C

z:r

T°

tebeh

a

i?i
and a possibility

He

'

'

r

or from the whoie person ° u
give the
y

*****

for change.

believes that:

The

fruit

If you

of love

is

peace.

want peace, love

life.

Therefore our main principle

is

love for

life.

Educate for peace.
Love and truth heal and educate.

When

asked him about

I

how

the school

is

dealing with bad influence from

popular media, for example, the violence portrayed
by
exactly

why we need

to create a culture for peace.

TV

That

is

programs, he said that was

why

guidelines for students to offer them an alternative
vision to
think violence

is

the only

way to

From

the seeds

point.

But most of them

relate to

he developed the seven

life

so that they will not

each other and to solve conflicts:

we

planted in their hearts and minds they would be able to
prevent from social violence. I can’t guarantee every one of
them gets the

of his or her
that

some

spirit

it

is

will. I trust that in each individual, in the deepest
the sense of searching for goodness, despite the fact

kids sometimes

task because

it

is

may have bad

behaviors.

a planetary problem. That’s

why

It is
I

a very

complex

am working

for a

culture of peace.

When

I

pointed out that a

new

teacher

was

a

little bit

concerned

that, if the

students were too immersed in this loving environment of the school, would

ill

it

be

difficult for

them

to adjust to the real

and tougher society

school? Mario’s response to this question

is

after they graduate

from

this

as follows:

From the graduates of nineteen years of this
school, we have not ever
received any report that the students cannot
handle when they get to the
world. The fact is that at the beginning,
there is a shock when they go to
another context. The first consequences is
that they start to appreciate all
what they have learned from the school. The
second stage is to face in a
positive way to this new environment. After
three to six months, they start
to become very good students and
became to be
They often try to improve their environment.

me

This reminded

Spanish

result

One

class.

girl

of her learning

discovered that

recommended
I

also

it

at

so advanced in her

how

knowledge of Spanish

to

same

Integral

who

is

Quito for winter vacation.

now

when he was

said since the school puts

in the

He

new

setting

at

human development

of university study

university study.

worried whether he could be able to catch up. But

He

that

later

him

at the center,

said, there

first

on he discovered

by himself and caught up

was a

he

in

certain

he was a

little

that his years at

skills that

in several

I

in his future

he was very mature

Colegio Integral had provided him with such wonderful self-study

all

She was

visited the school one day.

mathematics subject he had not studied before he graduated. At

of mathematics

class.

studying in Santiago de

the humanistic and holistic vision of the school helped

He

literature as the

of class only a couple of weeks through the semester.

handling problems he encountered

that part

appreciated.

about the graduates from her

a waste of her time for her to stay at the

met a graduate of Colegio

came

me

much

Colegio Integral, that the professor of the university
soon

to a higher level

studies and work.

realized

was

would be

Chile University and

asked him

of the story Denice told

pretty

he studied

weeks. All these

experiences gave him such a strong self-esteem that he did not mind any difficulties that
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Will appear in his future life.

sense of social

He
programs

He

is

Also he said the school helped him
to have a very strong

ability.

studying business management now,
but he

to see that the business

he

is

most of the class participants

said

involved with

is

going to do community

is

doing good for the community.

at his university are professionals.

They

said they

have never seen any high school graduates
fresh entered college as mature and
responsible as him.

He

said he

was very

grateful to his years

of learning

at

Colegio

Integral.

At the end of my interview with Mario, he wanted

played in these twenty-three years of developing the
school.
his appreciation

and developed

of his two daughters

their

own

who

specialty in school

joined

all

emphasize the role Sonia

to

He

also

wanted

to express

the schoolwork at their early age

management work:

want to emphasize the role Sonia played. Her ability to develop the
program and taking care about all the details has been great help. In some
I

also

way

she

is

the doer of the

arranging, organizing to

whole program

to

make

all

the scheduling and

make

everything happen. Also the two daughters,
Fabiola, taking care of the technological responsibility and art designing

and Gabriela doing the teaching and
This

holistic

is

It

has been a very good team.

the section of the texture description of Mario’s journey from developing

worldview

vision has

training.

become

to

implementing

holistic education, as well as

a collective vision of the school through

developed humanistic and

holistic

at the

an individual

more people’s

constant renewing, self-organizing work. In the next section,

with several of the teachers and students

how

I

discuss

school to demonstrate

my

how

efforts

and

interviews

the teachers

view over the years and how they help the school

carrying programs in a humanistic and holistic way. In appendixes, the vision, and
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mission of the school, the principles
of the school and the guidelines for
teachers and

for

students are presented.

F rom

View

Holistic

to

H olistic

Educational Practice

Journeys, and St ories of Faciliatators of the

Sr.wi

Teacher’s Prayer
I

want

my students how to

to teach

To

face

And

its

improve

to

live this life

on earth

struggles and strife
their

worth

Not just the lessons in a book
Or how the rivers flow

how

But

to

choose the proper path

Wherever they may go

To understand

Amd
For

if

eternal truth

gather
I

and know the

right

from wrong

the beauty of a flower and a song

all

help the world to grow in

Then

I

shall feel that

I

wisdom and grace
have contributed

And I have filled my place
And so I ask your guidance, God
That I may do my part
For Character and confidence

And

Wooden Schoolhouse

Oldest

Augustine, Florida

St.

This poster

is

the

first

thing

the office of the English teachers.

they are

all

this life

on

doing what
earth.”

this

happiness of heart

I

saw when

I

entered Gabriela’s office.

From my three-week

prayer

is

stay in this school,

conveying. They teach the students

They have so many

was

also

found

that

It

I

“how

stories to tell, all are fascinating

to live

and heart

reassuring.

my

During
arrangements,

students,

I

three

weeks

at

had the opportunity

Colegio Integral, thanks to Gabriela’s careful
to interview six facilitators,

one graduate, as well as a group

classrooms of different grades

to

one coordinator, four

talk with the English teachers.

I

also

went

to

observe their educational practice, and teaching and
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learning experiences. Several salient
aspects

I

observed from

my

experience

at the

school are as follows:

1)

Every one

at the

school

is

immersed

in the nurturing climate that

personal and interpersonal development.
Students are always

encourages

at the center

of

everything.

2)

Facihatators find joy in teaching and students
find joy in learning.
this

through the enthusiasm and curiosity they always
demonstrate

You

can see

to all matters

of life and knowledge.
3)

They implemented

the multiple intelligent theories into

learning activities so that

it

all

aspects of their

has become the natural process of their daily

educational practice.

4)

Both the

facilitators

and leaners are very apt and creative

expressing themselves, verbally, visually, as well as bodily.

through

how

well everyone can do artwork

at all

also see elegantly framed artwork wherever

You

can see

this

You

can

in the classroom,

the

kinds of occasions.

you go,

ways of

in different

meeting room, the doorway, the corridor, and along the wall of the playground.
5)

All the people

I

talked with during

my

stay there, whether with formal interview

or casual encounters, regarded this school as unique and appreciated their

experience

at the

school.

As

Tina, a

German exchange

student described in the

following:

I

came from Germany, and

learned so

much

in these six

attended this school for six months.

months

at this

school that

I

I

have

really appreciate

my

experience here. This school is so different from schools in Germany.
Germany, the teachers were not enthusiastic in teaching because they
have tenure. So they don’t try to teach in the rhythms in line with young
people. So the classes were boring. Students did not have the pattern to
In

help each other. If you had problems in your study and asked other
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students they

would shrug

their shoulders and say: “I
don’t know.” Here
school students help each other and
do a lot of work together.

at this

Though what I have learned here will
not count when
ermany I feel that I have learned so much

I

go back

about myself, about

living
loss in

and communicating with other people
any sense. Since I came in with very

teachers at the school gave
first

I

need

amved. At

first, I

to study hard.

later on,

can,

cannot be regarded as a
Spanish proficiency the

it

little

opportunities to learn at

thought since

But

work or do as best as
me. So now I wanted

me

that

I

it

was

to

about

life,

left to

my own pace when

myself,

realized that if

I

maybe

I

did not

don’t do very good

waste the opportunity the teachers offered
my best on every task. In this way, I feel I
really develop and grow. The philosophy
teacher always encourages us to
I

to

I

do

to know ourselves. I have learned
about myself so much that if I had
not studied in this school and encountered
this cross-cultural experience

ink,

t

would have never gotten
Also, living with
if

we want

to

I

to

my host

live

in

know

family

this

much.

learned what behavior is not acceptable
have gained a lot from interpersonal
would never have learned in Germany. I also

peace.

I

I

involvement here that I
developed the desire to know more about my own
culture and the history
of my own country. I want to learn as much as I can
about everything not
only here, but when I go back to Germany, as well.
I think one day I will
write a book about my experience here and let
more people know

how

intercultural experiences

and

holistic education help

people develop and

grow.

The following

are the stories of the facilitators

I

interviewed:

A. Edith and Her Class of the Three-Year Olds

The
at

first

class

I

the classroom, Edith

some games and

observed was Edith’s class of the three-year olds.

was

activities.

Goats and a Wolf.

The previous session

who dragged
all

the

the

who

cried and the

whole

little girl,

shirts.

who was

For the next

class, but at the

boy who was

at

story.

class of nine children out to the playground,

hand of a

comer of her

the activities of the

arrived

the children learned the story of Seven

Now they were going to play some games based on this

was holding

I

just ready to lead all the children out to the playground for

watched how Edith led the whole
that she

When

in tears,

minutes or

fifteen

same time took

her side. Later
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still

when

I

I

When

I

noticed

and there was a boy
so, she

was guiding

special care of this girl

interviewed her

I

got to

know

the reasons.

The

little girl's

grandparents, which

was a

parents had just gone abroad and
she

great change for her. That

morning

it

was

was

living with her

difficult for her to

leave her grandmother. So Edith
regarded her as in need of special
emotional support

and

that’s

why

she always

made

sure that she

she identified with her feelings and the

had a

flu that day, so

When

all

Edith

felt

girl

was giving her

special concern.

would understand and

he also needed special

care.

to seven, learned to

game, the children learned

In this

mimic

The boy

feel better.

the children gathered in the playground,
Edith taught

Seven Goats and a Wolf.

She said

to

them

the

game of

count numbers from one

the sound of the goat and the wolf, learned
the concept of

inside and outside, played with the puppet
wolf, alternated roles of goats and wolf

several times to act out the story, and finally they went
back to the classroom again.

As soon
are

all

hot from the sun,

off the jacket.

natural

as they returned to the classroom, Edith said to the
children:

It

when

celebrating.

was

to

watch how

she was encouraging

Her

(see Figure 6)

praising and

I

take off our jackets.”

was so amazing

way and how

showed them,

let s

all

attitude

“Now we

Then she demonstrated how

this learning

was taking place

to take

in

such a

the children to take off their jackets as she

was so

patient, reassuring, encouraging,

the children succeeded in taking off their jackets, she

totally stunned at her natural

way of

teaching.

was so

Then they did some

brain-gyms, taking breath, relaxing, moving the museles on the face, mimicking the

sound of the wolf, goat, massaging the
the

whole

them
China

I

class, all the kids said

was from China, used

—using two index

ears, the cheeks, etc.

“Hola,” to

me

and

I

Then she introduced me

answered them back. She also

to

told

the typical Ecuadorian gesture indicating people from

fingers to

make both
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eyes seem more slim, which

I

think really

cute and vivid, plus

would encounter

Figure

my

appearance

is

a real proof of

it.

During

my

stay in Ecuador.

I

this gesture quite often.

Edith's natural teaching

6.

Next, they started the next learning program of identifying
color of paint and the
texture of sponge.

Then each

simple house on

Next, they learn to knock on the door of the drawing. The
next step

was

it.

for everyone to

child

draw with

sketch. All the kids enjoyed their

crying

girl

was absorbed

in her

spilled the paint over the desk.

some paper
paint, she

tissue.

When

was given

a piece of paper with a drawing of a

the sponge from a plate of red paint on to the house

work and

I

was so

fascinated to see

work. Most interesting was that

She

tried all she

how the

at the last stage

could to clean the mess.

First,

she realized that was not big enough to wipe up

used a dry sponge.

Still

she did not clean

the spilled paint.

all

to the assistant to ask for a paper tower. Finally she

was

previously

able to clean

all

she

she used

the spilled

Then she went
all

the spilled

paint.

It

was so amazing

to

watch

what she was doing, despite the

how

this little three-year old

fact that she
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was so unhappy

was so responsible
at the

for

beginning of the

class.

She

initiative

virtually tried three different

and her own judgment.

At the end of the session

When
all

methods

to clean the

she finished

mess

up,

with her

all

own

Edith gave her a reassuring hug.

it,

the children gathered at one

comer of the classroom

and circled around Edith. They went over
what they had learned using a

lot

of sound and

gestures and interaction with each other.
Finally, Edith told the kids another
story. They

were so

attentive,

have learned

in

and so responsive.

It is

hard to believe during an hour

how much

they

a very natural way. Finally the class ended
with Edith's kiss and hug

with every one of the children.

Another interesting scene was
the kids brought their lunch

They

pull out food, fruit,

assistant

came

to help

how

the kids had their lunch.

box from the shelf and

and drinks one by one and

started to

to see these little three-year olds

At the end of

the

managing completely

observation

I

made

unpack

started to eat.

them when someone found some

difficulties.

their

the

own

At lunch hour,

It

The

it

themselves.

facilitator

and

was so impressive

matters.

following notes about Edith:

Passionate, energetic, lively; spontaneous and natural rhythm of teaching;
showing a

of care, concern, love and guidance
celebrating.

It

The kids were

was simply a wonder

to

to the kids; encouraging, nurturing, reassuring,

attentive, responsive, curious,

all

and dare

to try

and

lot

and

to explore.

watch the whole process.

B. Edith’s Journey

When

I

had

my

interview with Edith,

my main

the school’s holistic vision and mission with her

own

question was

how

she aligned

vision of education and carried

out so naturally in every activity of her teaching in her class. The following

account:

1
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is

it

her

The

and the most important thing is
to internalize the school’s
principle and philosophy. Only
through this internalization can it
become
my own natural being and teaching. The holistic
philosophy becomes part
of me as my personal life. So it will
flow naturally in my teaching There
are two stages of the internalization,
one is the openness, accept the vision,
mission, and philosophy of the
school and
first

identity

it

my own

with

educational idealism.

own

The second stage is to be consciously aware
of my
To compare the life I have with the life I
want

life.

have in the
an on-going process,
to

future. Realize the aspects

I

want

to

improve.

It’s

never ends, always strive for a higher
vision for teaching and learning. I
make effort for personal and interpersonal
development and
growth. Only through my personal growth
and development can I provide
more nurturing environment for kids’ learning.
When I have higher
personal development, I will affect people
around me, too.
constantly

When

I

asked

why

she kissed and hugged everyone

at the

end of the

said that kids at this age need this kind
of emotional support, intimate

class, she

communication

and affective interaction with people:
they internalize the affective interpersonal
relationship it will be good
for their emotional growth. They will feel
school life more intimately
If

related to their life

and growth and they are more ready to identify going
to
school with good and positive feelings.
I

festival

heard people say that a couple of years ago Edith’s class
organized a cultural

on China.

When

I

asked her about

it,

she has a complete story to

tell:

started from my teaching a song for kids to learn
Spanish
pronunciation. Part of the song told the story of how a Chinese
boy had
It

all

pronouncing certain Spanish sound (no wonder!). Since the song
involved a boy from China, I brought something, as a toy panda, and a
Chinese painting of bamboo, to give the kids a brief introduction to China.
The next day, one boy brought to class a painting from China. The next
difficulty

day a

girl

was an

brought a Chinese bamboo brush to the

accelerating interest in the kids to learn

happened

that

research.

So

was

class. Apparently, there

more about China.

It

my master’s thesis on scientific
myself why not do a scientific research on Chinese
culture together with the kids in my class. So I encouraged them to gather
more information on China and decided we will organize a Chinese
I

I

at the stage

of writing

told

cultural festival

on Carnival day. It happened that year the theme was
So our event was on China.

Intercultural Festival.

After a

full

discussion with the kids,

we

decided to do a Chinese costume

The kids and I gathered all the materials needed, and the last day
all the parents would come to help. In fact, on that day, all the parents
came and we did much more than offering a costume display. One father
display.
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was an

architect. He helped us to turn
a big wooden box into a Chinese
pavilion. All the parents helped the
kids to make costumes, and we
even
made a paper lion and performed the lion
dancing. In the end our China
Cultural Festival won the first price
of the cultural event at the school

That was

From

in

this

February 1999.
event

we

can see

into grand learning opportunities.

children to learn

how

Edith uses every natural happening
and turns

it

During the process, she not only encouraged
the

more about China, but

also involved their parents into the
activities.

Together with their parents and their teacher,
they were exploring another culture and

making

all

these cultural artifacts by themselves at
such a young age.

opening their vision and enriching

their lives

must have been very

The impact on

strong.

C. Xavier and His Art Class

I

visited Xavier’s art class

of the 10-year

be lore the class started, he introduced
classroom.

On one

side of the wall there

paintings around (See Figure

center

was

me

7).

He

to the artwork

was

are six

I

on two sides of the walls of the

his painting in the center and the children's

of the class of the whole semester. For the

components about what the

class is designed for the

children to learn and each part has corresponding theme to go with
earth; 2)

The

teaches us

right

how

of children, window

to create, shapes

got to his classroom

said his purpose of providing the painting in the

to give the kids the visual plan

whole semester there

When

olds.

it:

1)1

am

nature, the

to the imagination, Egyptian Art; 3)

of nature; 4)

We bom

Nature

again in color and shape.

Renaissance Art; 5) Experimenting with different materials. Impressionism; 6)

I

am

art.

Abstract Art.

From

the very

start,

the children are clear about

what they are going

to learn

during the semester, and Xavier can always refer back to each session and each step by
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simply pointing to the painting
time.

He

Figure

said for

7.

this is a

way

to

center to remind the students where
they are at any

demonstrate the holistic plan for the semester.

Xavier's and students' painting

On
paintings.

him

at the

the other side of the wall, as well as around his
paintings, are the students’

When

Xavier talked about the students’ paintings, he was
so excited and

how

eager to show

creative and imaginative they are with their artwork.

pointed to a painting that stood out

among

the group, saying, this

he were in the U.S., would have been labeled as
Disorder).

He

ADHD

is

He

especially

from a boy, who,

if

(Attention Deficit Hyperactive

said that at the start of the course the

boy could hardly

sit

for five

minutes, and he could not finish any piece of work. But because the purpose
of the

whole
artistic

class

is

to connect artwork to the inner self

way of

of the students, for them

to enjoy the

expressing themselves, the students learned to put themselves whole-

heartedly into their artwork. In this way, this particular student found joy in painting and
painting started to be a

and

finally

way

to help

him

concentrate.

he did a fantastic job with his painting.

concentrating any more and he

is

He

could focus longer and longer,

Now

he does not have problem of

so happy with himself (see Figure
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8).

After the class started, and

Xav.er

comer of

sat a

that students liked

He

atmosphere.

when

it

got to the time the students started
to paint,

the classroom, playing guitar.

and they were

all

immersed

in a

The music he chose was

the

one

very comfortable, free, relaxing

said that the free and relaxed
atmosphere

is

very important for students

to create their artwork.

Figure

8.

Children’s paintings

D. Xavier’s Journey

When

interviewed him the next day, he started his talk about

I

appreciates the creativity of the students.

The kids love
when they feel

art

and they

frustrated,

I

He

said:

express them selves. Sometimse,
would organize some activities, like drawing a
feel free to

bean for the beginning part of a fish. Then I ask the students to fill it up
and add other parts. Their imagination can just fly. The goal of the class is

more than

training fine artists.

The main goal

very comfortable with themselves. Art

is

is

a

to

make

the children feel

good way

to

reach that,

something beautiful, important, connected with their inner feelings. In this
way, they will develop and harness their right brain and build up their selfconfidence.

I

myself realized

this

with the help of my work in this school.

I have been working in this school for two and a half years. I was a graphic
designer and had never taught children before. When I first came to the

school,
to

it

was very hard

to understand

connect the guidelines of the school with

used to working with kids.
to

me

for

manage working with

I

did not

kids.

how

my

know how

Though

I
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this school

works,

specific work.

to live with kids,

I

how

was not
and

visited other teachers’ classes,

how
and

how

he

had other teachers and coordinators
visit
way of managing the class the first
frustrated

my class

to get feedback on mv
semester was very tough. I felt verv

and wanted

to quit at the end of the
semester. But when I told
inclination to the art coordinator
that I was considering quitting
she
told me two things of her
observation of
teaching and of me as a
person. She said that you might not
be skillful enough managing the
classroom yet, because it takes time to
develop the skills, but that is not
the whole story. You have a very
unique spirit of giving, and you always
want to give the children your best. She also
said your artwork is so great
and the students appreciated it so much,

my

my

they would love you more and
you allow them to know you more. These are
the most wonderful
things you can contribute to the children.

more,

if

This talk gave

me

such a strong impact that I was so amazed to
comment that I have a unique spirit of giving. I had never

her

But when

want

it

more,

to give the kids the best.

Now am

second chance.

I

the school for giving

up

on

reflected

I

happy

so

discovered

was

that

I

true

—

I did always
should give myself a
stayed, and I am so grateful for
it

I

me

the space to discover myself, to grow, and
buildinner strength and ability. In this two and a half
years I learned

my

my job,

something about myself,

very different person than

a

I

agreed with her that

I

know from
known that.

environment

about people, about

when

I

just

life as a whole. I am
came. Because the whole

so nurturing, the peers, the students, the whole
atmosphere
always remind me that there is a lot more that I can do. As
a consequence,
is

I

am

I

also look at things differently,

always eager

everyday
thought

I

it

had

something new.

now. Previously,

a waste of time.

my

I

commute one hour each way

to

was

advantage in

to try

life. I

Now

I

felt

to

very frustrated that

work and home.

I

turn this disadvantage into an

started to use the time to

communicate with people
on the bus. If not, I simply use the time to reflect on my work, on my
personal growth and on life in general. I felt I grow to be a richer, stronger
and more mature person. The first semester, there were times I felt
dragged

to school.

Now

I

a wonderful feeling about

Now

can relate

feel eager to
life

go to school everyday. This
and everything.

is

such

to the children in a

very easy way. I play football with
them, sing the songs they like with them, play music with them. The
I

school’s guidelines help

me.

identified with

I

me

me and
and friends rather than

along the way, and the kids helped

relate to

them

as peers

teachers and students.

As

a result of

all

these changes, something amazing happened with

my

artwork.

Before

I

worked

something, but

gave

me

I

at this

school,

I

always knew that

did not realize what. But after

such strong feedback, and

creative drawings, that

work and

my artwork

the students’ work.

I

here, the students

much from

become

fine mixture
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my graphic work lacked

worked

learned so

started to

The

I

of

the students’

a combination of my

my

graphic and the

children s graphic characteristics
has
certain style.

Now my graphic

work

is

become unique and established a
on more demand than ever. So this

school contributed not only to
my personal growth, but also to my
professional development. For the first
time in my career as a graphic
designer I felt I developed a unique
style of my work. The entire
process
of personal and professional
development makes me think that, my job
the children and my professional
work are an inseparable whole.

The children

are also influenced by my work and
the opportunities
brought to them. Last semester when I
bought the students to

I

have

Exhibits of
Quito, Ecuador, the students
that the next class they created
the

Guayasamin, the most important
were so inspired, so impressed

artist in

overwhelmingly incredible work I have ever seen
when
draw with the inspiration of the tour. When

I asked them to
people see their work, it’s hard

to believe that the paintings are

by the ten year olds. Guayasamin’s son
selected several pieces of the students
work for a Collaborative Art
Exhibition of school children. He said the works
of our school are the best.

When

Xavier talked about the creativity and excellence
of the students’ artwork

he was very, very enthusiastic.
characteristic

all

of the students

He

asked

in his class.

me

not to think that this was only a

He emphasized

that

it

is

the characteristic of

the kids in this school, the kids from 2-year olds
to 18-year olds at this school.

He

said this school just has the right climate, encouragement
for kids to free themselves and
to create in

an uninhibited way.

He

said

whenever the kids of the school join

in

some

art

exhibition with other schools, the artworks of this school always
stand out. The
differences are so apparent to see. Xavier summarizes

them

as follows:

1)

Kids here are open with their minds and fly with their imagination. You can
see from their work the freedom of expression. Kids from other school are
working within the frame, trying to mimic reality, in a closed mind.

2)

Kids here are always encouraged to create freely and to use their right brain.
Kids from other schools follow closely with conventional rules and
techniques of painting.

3)

Kids here use a variety of materials, pencil, crayon,

oil pastels,

chalk pastels,

watercolor, etc. while kids at other schools use limited materials within very
rigid frames.

4)

The artwork of
Dare

the kids of this school

shows

that they are self-confident.

and experiment. The work of kids from other schools shows they
are timid, not bold enough.
to try
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Seemg the development and growth of
the kids, as well as the
development and growth in myself, I find
the joy of teaching and learning
in this unique school and
environment. My whole life takes
on a new
meaning.
E.

German and His Philosophy Class

When

visited

I

German’s

class

students volunteered to interpret for

one thing impressed

me

me

graders, about sixteen to seventeen years
of age.
their class

topics,

etc.

their context

was very impressive and they did

as

I

They simply saw

the content of their discussions and

conclusions

So

that the

about what was going on, once in a
while,

English, as the class proceeded, without
anyone asking them.

of

much was

very

They were eleventh
the need to inform

how

me

they reached their

Their willingness to take the responsibility to
include the visitor into
it

very naturally.

learned that in that class the theme of discussion

is

about social issues, such

drug and alcohol, gangs, violence in sports, parents’
smoking and

suicide,

in

influence on children,

how

its

people satisfy their primary and secondary needs. They

divided in groups of three and discussed these issues

at

solve these social problems. Later on

my

I

learned from

teacher of the philosophy class, that they are going to

length and proposed

ways

to

interview with German, the

work with

students in other

schools to write a proposal to submit to the Ecuadorian Congress. This gives a glimpse

of

how

the

students are given the opportunity to cultivate their sense of social

responsibility.

F.

German’s Journey

My

interview with

usual, revolved around

German took

place a couple of days

what he thinks about the
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holistic

later.

My

questions, as

philosophy of the school, what

—

his

own

journey has been

like,

and

how

guidelines in his daily teaching activities.

he

is

trying to

The following

implement the principles and

is

his story:

came to this school seven years ago. Before
I came, I was a
communist
member, but kind of lost hope when the party
collapsed. When I
came to this school in 1993, 1 did not understand
I

party

and

everything of the school,

could not understand the holistic vision
and principles. The first year
was hard since I tried to make sense of the
holistic principle but could not
quite see how it connected to my daily
work. The next year I started
readings suggested in the school’s library
catalog, or bibliography For
example, I read Capra’s book on The Tap
of Physics and some other
books. I started to find there is a light in
I

holistic vision.

I

also appreciate

workshop on teacher development that Mario gave
during
puring the workshop Mario gave a very
clear
the

the

summer,

explanation about the

holistic education view.

Then

I

felt

I

understood more and

I

continued the

process.

Gradually,

with

my

I felt that the holistic vision
and the seven principles aligned
personal educational vision. I realized that this
school was

encouraging the things
not allowed to do.

wanted to do when I was at other schools, but was
For example, I always hope to have very close
I

relationship with students, but at other schools,

it was considered wrong
your authority over the students. Here at this school, I
can develop friendship with students. We can be like
friends, peers, and
we can chat outside of class on whatever interestes to us, not

you have

to preserve

necessarily

related to course work.

I

enjoyed

this close

human

relationship very

much.

The difference between

this school and others is that here there is a space
of security for both teachers and students to express their feelings
and
thoughts freely and openly. In this way, teachers can help the
students

analyze the situation and find positive ways to make changes. The freedom
to express their feelings and thought is very important for
students at this
stage of

because they have a lot of doubts. They want to know. They
have different ideas. They want adults to recognize them as human beings.
When students gather with students from other schools you can see so
life

clearly that our students express

doubts, and are

more ready

much

better their feelings, thinking,

to find connections

between issues and

to find

solutions to problems.

When

I

asked German

into his teaching,

how he

tried to

way

holistic

view and principle

he said he started by carefully choosing course content.

offer the students an opportunity to gain

courses in a

implement the

to

knowledge

in systems.

He

He wanted

to

said he designed the

connect the three important systems, individual, social and natural.
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This

is

where the

holistic vision takes place.

At the same time, he stressed the
students'

physical, intellectual, emotional as
well as spiritual development.
In this school he said,

they use a curriculum development
form so that these three systems and
four focuses are
all

taken into consideration:

For example,

in the economics course, students
are introduced not only to
the subject matter, they have to
explore all issues in all three systems,
individual, social and natural. If
people build a factory, what is the
consequence to the natural environment, what is
the social consequence,
as well as how it helps the individual
involved. If they intellectually know
that the factory might cause problems
for the environment, but they don’t
care, that means they have a problem
with emotional development.

They
Only when they feel
personally and emotionally involved with the
issues at hand do they feel
the need to do something about it. And when
they do something to achieve
higher values, their spiritual development will be
naturally enhanced.
have

to

care

about social

issues

emotionally.

This school also encourages people to express their
feelings and thinking
very freely and openly. Through the affective
expression,

feelings,

misunderstandings

frustrated

have

will

chance to dissolve and be
transformed to higher level of consciousness and solutions.
There is also a
strong sense that reality can be changed by
individual and collective
consciousness and efforts. In March, the students in this school
will

participate in a collective activity of several schools to

change proposal

make

a social

to the congress

of Ecuador government. They will raise
the issues of poverty, discrimination, environment pollution,
governmental
corruption, etc.

change

get

is to

They will see that the only way to make positive
more people to really care about the problems and

social
act

on

them.

What
help

I

appreciate about this school

students

example,

I

find

links

invite teachers

is that it

between

arts,

provides the opportunity to

sciences

of other subjects

to

and philosophy. For

come

to

my

philosophy

The teacher of physics came and explained the big bang theory, and
the black hole phenomenon. This interdisciplinary encounter helps the
students to combine the physics vision with the philosophical vision of
class.

life,

the world, and the universe.

This school also provides the space for teachers and students to make
mistakes. It is accepted that making mistakes is part of changing and
growing. We accept the inevitability of making mistakes. Teachers at this
school have more opportunity to develop different

emotional and

spiritual.

The core value of
powerful

if

abilities, intellectual,

you

this school is to learn to live, loving life.

truly apply

it

in

your

life.
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To

This

learn to live as a real

is

very

human

hemg

helps us to have better relationship
with others and appreciate
others If we don t have good
relationship with others we will
not have an
authenttc human life. Learning to
live also have a very strong
impact on
my personal life. Because what 1 learned from the
school, I have better
relationship with my wife and my
daughter. Compared to my brother I
can
see the difference. By applying
all the principles I learned
from this
school, now I have a more peaceful
life, more stable feeling,
and a
joyfulness of life. I also have very
good relationship with students
students trust me and regard me as their
emotional and spiritual as well as
intellectual support. We are friends.
not only leant together, but also
do things together

We

It’s true that 1

worked more hours here than

higher pay for

my extra work

and extra hours

in other places.

did not get

I

spend with students. I also
had opportunity to work at other school for almost
twice as much pay. But
I decided not to take
it. Because it is here I
find the joy of life. Earning
more money cannot be compared with having a
joyful life and making
higher meaning of life.
I

G. Denice and Her Spanish Class

had an unforgettable experience

I

started,

very

Denice asked

little

Spanish,

I

me

if

I

would

don’t think

I

in

Danice’s Spanish

express

music

it

and

can function well, so

in the

their significant dreams.

its

Before the class

like to join in the class activities. Since

I

the circle to observe. Denice agreed and the class began.

work on one of

class.

said

It

would

only speak

rather stay outside

The theme of this time was

They were going

significance to their lives.

I

I

started with

to find different

ways

to

to

walking meditation with

background. All participants were walking with their eyes closed, very

slowly, attentively in the center of the classroom.

person close to him or her,

to

form a

pair, to sit

Then they were asked

to touch the

down, facing each other and

to tell

each

other about the significant dream they had.

It

was

pairing, there

invite

me

to

at this

time that

was one

I

girl left

got naturally involved in the class activity. At the end of

without a

be her partner for

pair.

this activity,
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She

told the teacher that she

and she was willing

to talk

wanted

to

me

in

with

English.

I

was

surprised at her openness, and

me

English. She told

Then

a very beautiful

was very impressed with her very

I

and charming dream.

I

told her

one of my dreams.

the inner circle and outer circle
rotated so each one got to talk
with another person

in the

same

process.

Thus the

circles rotated for several times.

The next

step

everyone to draw a symbol, or image to
express the theme of the dream. Since

good
to

drawing and also know how well the students

at

be spared from
Well,

this process.

at this stage,

So

I

in this school

job

to

me

everyone was drawing.

was very

It

in writing

Chinese characters.

line to express the

paper.

lines

on

it.

that she or

who

So

at the end,

their

he

all

closest to her original

felt

line

drawing along

of them

He

of a

to

poem

at the

integrative class

I

it

meaning

personal and interpersonal intelligence

all

Then

that the students

were

fully

really did a great

all

classmates’

each, in turn, chose one line

after seventy minutes.

art,

to the recognition

That was the most

music, kinesics, language, and

together, touching both the inner world of the

students, as well as the deep interconnections

The students were apparently very used

how

to read aloud, appreciating the person

integrated

It

asked

get a line from each one of the

silently first.

ended the class

have ever seen.

I

back of the piece of

understood him or her so well, and the whole class gave applause

and appreciation. Thus

not

dream stage even

at the telling

a student got his or her drawing back with

Each student read

was

they finished their drawing, each one wrote a

meaning or comment or a

Then they passed

classmates.

When

do artwork,

for

interesting to see

about some Chinese words to write on his work.

to ask

1

was

my observing role.

resumed

each one was absorbed in their work. One of my
partners

came

fluent

among

to that.

engaged and involved
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all

of the students and teachers.

At every stage
in

it

went on so smoothly

each step of the whole process.

H. Denice’s Journey

When
such

how

she was able to

such an integrated class

facilitate

in

way, she answered:

skillful

Since

asked Denice

I

was

I

a

little girl, I

had the idea of being a teacher.

I always played
and cousins, acting as a teacher. When I
played I always
tned to put art, literature, music, and
theater together. Before actually
becoming a teacher I had to do practical work to
prepare to be a teacher I
always thought literature is art. I started to link

with

my

siblings

literature

with

art in

teaching.

When
me to

I

entered college, there

first

the college.

She said

life,

When

more with

students

connect to

is

and

I

living.

first

movement, and movement

I

always

help students to

when

is life.

I

asked the

In this way,

the living energy, with the living system.

remembered

dreams. That

their

started teaching,

I

who welcomed

way of

including literature. For example,

students to walk, walking
students feel

a senior student,

that literature is a

remembered her remark. So when
see everything as

was

myJ

s also

dreams, they found symbols to present
to connect to life. Through symbols we

their

way

a

When I ask students to give comment to
each other’s symbols related to their dreams, I asked them
to appreciate
each other, conscious of and sensitive to each other’s inner
world. At the
center it is love. Only through love can you appreciate others
more. I try
everyway

life

cosmos.

to let the students feel they are loved

love

their

to the

essential

is

in

my

teaching.

In

and

be able

to

this

to express

school,

emotional
very important to everyone. Students write on each other’s
work. At the end, they read aloud each other’s comments and applaud.

development

These are

When

I

all

is

ways of appreciating each other

how

asked Denice

she

tries to

for their real being.

apply the school’s principles in everyday

educational practice, she told her story:

Before working here

at this

with the same principle

was not

achieved very good
this

I

came

result,

I

to this school,

discovered that this
years being here

dreamed. This

In

when

I

in

the students enjoyed

was respected and

and the courses

it

the space

was created

for

kind of teaching.

When

true,

at

appreciated. But

worked

two schools. I tried to work
the two schools. At first, this way of teaching
school

making

my

class,

is

I

is

I

immediately

the place

I

felt this is

have been looking

the right place.

for. In this

I

several

have developed courses, projects as I have always
I can make my long-cherished dreams come

the place

my classes of literature an adventure of life and of the world.
I

have two main goals. The

first is to facilitate

growth of the students, offer them opportunities
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for

the personal

self-discovery,

personal in egnty.

anguage

skills

The second goal
very

are

much

is to

tied

to

develop language
their

Since

skills.

willingness

to

express

themselves, encouragement for open and
free expression takes quite a
significant part of my work with the
students.

Demce emphasized
works.

that the

purpose of this class

is

not reading several literature

to stimulate their life long interests
in literature

It is

they learn with every aspect of their

lives.

As

to the course

and

to

be able

to link

what

work, she not only has short-

term plans with the students, but also long-term
projects with the students. They read

and write a

lot

where they put
but

it

is

not only in class, but outside of class as
well. Everyone keeps a folder
all their

works, no matter what form they

so rewarding. For example, the students

publication of poems.

Now

of the school year they are

The form of

are.

worked

The process

for

two years

is

very slow,

for their

own

they are in the process of publishing their stories. At
the end

to present all their

work

creatively.

their presentation

can be of great variety. For example, last
they did their presentation on poetry, there was a wide spectrum
of presentation and a lot of students’ activities leading to that. Some
made
year

when

books with recycled paper where they copied

made

videos.

One

student

made

their

own poems.

a long roll of paper with

Others

his poems
on it, as an artwork of calligraphy. Some students offered
workshops on specific skills, such as creative writing, public speaking.
They also keep what the classmates did as part of their folders. I felt some
of their workshops were better than my own classes.
all

written

Then

I

asked Denice

how

she deals with students’ differences. If

some

students

don’t like to express themselves, what are her ways to build up a safe and trusting

climate that

makes open expression possible?

This group was not like what you saw
years ago.

Nobody

now when

I

started with

liked to read and write or express.

I

knew

them two

clearly that

they did not have very nice experience with language learning before.

my

I

am

my caring for the students and following their
rhythms did the work. Also through the process of the encouragement of
personal development, personal knowing and discovery students
sure

loving attitude,

discovered themsleves and started to be ready to express.

each student’s work.
or her

I

I

also respected

never compared students’ work. Everyone has his

own unique way of

expressing, and they are
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all

valued and

appreciated. This is the way to build
up trust through honesty, through
appreciating each other’s work.

ometimes
student, let

if

I

me

did not feel like doing experiential
work,

give you a lecture today.

I

am

urn, they are always honest with

I

would

tell

the

always honest with them In

me. That’s how I link the pedagogy
of
ove with whatever I do. I am also very
eclectic in using teaching methods,
always choose the best from a lot of
different methods in facilitating
my
classes. The students might not
aware my specific methods, but I myself
are always clear at what stage
under what circumstances what method
achieves best result. Since I have a large
repertoire of methods that I can
use freely, I found teaching a very joyful,
fluent, and natural process.
Last

summer Denice

sent her

first

class to college.

Most of them were more

widely read and had a higher level of Spanish
than their peers. This gets back
front story

of her student jumping

the semester.

One

into a joyful one,

Victoria and

me

Now this

skill

jump

class, but

helped her to turn a not so enjoyable class

simply by imagining that she was

with Denice’s open

to

student told Denice that she has learned
visualization skills

while she studied with Denice.

I

only a couple of weeks through

She had other students who did not have the same luck

stayed with the class.

I.

to a higher-level class

to the

still

in

Denice’s class and studying

style.

Her Art Class of the 12th Graders

visited Victoria’s twelvth grade art class. Before class started,
she introduced

to the students’

Through

this

learned to

presented

artwork on the wall. Students did the group Mandala each year.

work, students not only learned and practiced their artwork, but also

work together

some paper

for a

common

goal.

When

the class started, the students

cuts from previous class. For this time they were going to

make

drawings on a round calendar with months, seasons already divided. After explaining
the expectations from this class, the students were divided into groups for

work. Finally, each one had

to finish his or her calendar individually.
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some more

But what surprised
alone, several of

characters.

I

me

a great deal

them gathered around

was

was

that as

soon as the students were

me—they wanted to

learn

quite sheepishly looking at the teacher,
thinking

But the teacher came over and told both the
students and
that the students took this

chance

to learn

me

was

chance for them

to talk to a

to

was

it

perfectly

me how

moon,” “the sun,”

Chinese characters

who

actually

but this

art,

is

a very

came from China. For them,
it

impressive to see

to

to write the following

words

in Chinese, “liberty,” “fire,”

“sun-rising,” “new-birth,” and “reborn.”

I

show them. Most of them copied very

how

curious they were and

how

of people would consider not closely relevant

When

wrote

months

in Spanish.

Being

at this

carefully in

It

these

their

was very

and world.

to their life

this class.

school,

all

eager they want to leam things that a

they went back to their work, they kept interpreting to

doing and what was expected from them in

I

They

simply

me what

also taught

felt I

was

they were

me how

to say

close to everyone,

welcomed by everyone and

appreciated by everyone.

The whole atmosphere was

warm,

open

was an

felt I

this

and learn what they

notebooks. They also asked questions related to China and Chinese
culture.

the twelve

OK

know.

So they asked

lot

Chinese

something Chinese and something about

a genuine opportunity, and they should take
advantage of

wanted

“the

person

to write

disturbed her class.

I

that

China. She said, they would have other
opportunities to practice
rare

how

left

intimate, friendly and

was one of them and

felt

that

I

never

completely

at

felt that I

home.
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so

outsider of the school.

I

From
flexible,

wishes

J.

the teachers’ handling their
class’ encounters with me,

spontaneous they

are.

They

respect students’ rhythms and

could see

how

accommodate

their

I

to learn.

Victoria’s

Comments

Through

my

interview with Victoria

I

got to

know

she has been working

at this

school for eleven years. She has worked
in other schools for twelve
years before she

came

to this school.

expenence

When

I

asked her to compare her experiences in

in other schools, she said that she
has

emphasis put on music and

school

in schools

school with

where a

lot

of

addition to academic work, but none except
this one

art, in

offer the integral and holistic vision of

this

been

this

at least, there are several

human development and

education. She said in

aspects that are unique:

We are concerned about the development of each one of our students.
We are committed to help them develop and learn, but respect their own

1)

2)

rhythms, styles and processes.

We also pay great deal

3)

of attention and make great

effort to help the students

develop their integral capacities, more than just content and subject
work.
We are accompanying the students with their development, physically,
to

4)

intellectually, emotionally, as well as spiritually, giving
the best of us, and
bringing out the best from them. It is a learning process on both
sides for
both teachers and students.

I

the school’s principles, visions and guidelines align very well with
own beliefs and my own vision of education. I felt the philosophy of

felt

my

the school

was very

close to what

I myself was as a person. In fact, the
principles and guidelines are very important for any human beings who

want

to

When

grow, develop and to have a healthy

I

asked her

how

she deals with challenges and obstacles along the

the teaching practice, she said her

someone was not
sympathy

way of living.

way

is

way of

through open-dialogue with the students.

interested in art and did not like to

do the work, she

to his or her situation, trying to find out the reason
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why he

first

or she

If

would show
felt this

way.

For example, there was once a student
because both of his parents were

own

hated

Later she found out that

art.

who were

artists

seldom spent time with him. Victoria
he overcome his

who

it

was

so absorbed in artwork that they

up a close relation with the boy, so by and
by

built

bias about artwork and gave himself
a chance to enjoy artwork

later on.

My

goal

is

to

develop students’ individual

creativity.

Sometimes, when
were not used to our school’s way
of doing artwork. It s very hard for them to break
away from their own
stereotypes of how artwork should be done. In this
case, I always try to
give them opportunities to discover their own
strength from their own
work. It is very important to accept whatever the students
transfer students

came

to the class, they

present, not to

compare with other students work.

In this

way

it is

easier for

them

to build

up self-confidence.

At the end of

was chosen
of Adriate

to

this interview, Victoria also told

be one of the four Ecuadorian students

to study music.

me

about

how

go

to the

United World College

to

Eighty Ecuadorian high school graduates applied for

scholarship and only four were chosen.

which Four World School he would

He was

the

like to attend.

number one who

at the

the

cello, that

top through

personality,

all

everyone thought he was

The success

rounds.

calmness,

maturity

lies

and

much more mature

this

got to choose

The competition was

But he has such strong self-esteem and every round he was so good
of playing

her youngest son

really tough.

at his

performance

than his age.

He was

not only in his music playing, but also in

integrity

he demonstrated

from

all

his

performances.

The next two

years,

the scholarship for this Four

it

was

also students

from

World College program.
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this

school in Ecuador

who won

Thematic Description of What

From

I

Learned from the Interview*

the story telling of the teachers of
Colegio Integral, Quito, Ecuador,

generated from phenomenological interviews,
patterns of teacher development, and

how

principles, guidelines in their professional

stand out from

1)

all

Loving

Life,

Learning to Live

all

care, take responsibility,

well as

life

in

they internalize the school’s vision, mission,
as well as their personal

life,

Human Development
The teachers

is

they are doing

at the

make commitment

is

to life is a

The themes

way to

school with

for students’

sense.

are clear that their job

and

their

respect,

own

life,

The process of gaining

cultivate a culture of peace.

is

not only passing

number one job

is

down knowledge

to nurture

personal, interpersonal development of the students.

attention to the

They

life.

the Core Principle

content of the subjects. Their

their

life.

Essential

a larger and general

awareness and reverence

2)

can see clearly the themes and

teachers are summarized as the following:

The teachers connect

as

we

or

and nourish the

They pay

great deal of

development of students’ multiple-intelligence, especially

emotional intelligence, spirituality and self-esteam. They understand

that as long as the students

have a well-rounded development of personality

and maturity, they will be able
encounter

in

their

lives.

to deal

They

development and make sure

that

are

with any difficult situations they
very mindful

their

own

to

their

own

self-development

evolving, on-going, never-ending process together with the students.
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is

may
self-

a

co-

3)

Integral

The

and Holistic Understanding of Knowledge,
Life and the World

teachers

have the experience of aligning school

principles and guidelines with their

personal

life,

inseparable.

own

vision,

mission,

education ideals, realizing that their

professional job, the development of the
school are

Through

internalizing

the principles

ONE,

and guidelines of the

school, they can naturally integrate knowledge
from science, philosophy,

art,

music, literature to technology.
4)

Humanistic Principles

They value each
dignified

human

student as genuine

human development and

beings, providing

them with

healthy individual growth, as well as

cultivating a higher sense of responsibility at individual,
collective and
societal levels.

5)

Integral Principles

They

are very

of Education

committed

to

strive

for the

whole development of both

students and teachers through a pedagogy of love around the triune brain,

multiple intelligence, self-fulfillment so that students can develop and grow
in a holistic sense physically, intellectually, emotionally,

6)

and

spiritually.

Premises of Holistic Education

The joy of teaching

is

discovered

when

professionally connected with the

they realized that they are personally,

work

at

school, the relationship with

students so that they feel to have achieved larger sense of

meaning and purpose

in life.
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life

and deeper

7)

The Uniqueness of this School Lies
Every teacher agrees
environment

in Its Nurturing

that this school is unique,

to its nurturing school

Environment

from

its

beautiful physical

atmosphere. The synergy in the school

is

apparent for wherever one goes one sees
students always eager to learn, to
create

and

to express

and

to

exchange

ideas.

All the discovery of the themes and patterns
of their understanding of holistic

education and holistic educational practices
demonstrates what holistic educators are
like

and what are the processes through which they can
grasp the

principles and implement

them

holistic vision

into their daily educational activities.

about the school’s vision, mission, please see appendix A.
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and

To know more

CHAPTER 5

NO BOUNDARIES: PHAN DUNG, ALTSHULLER, TRIZ AND
CSTC
Thanks

TRIZ

Studies,

Scientific

Steve Rodman, one of the founders of
the Altshuller Institute for

to

I

got a chance to

know

and Technical Creativity (CSTC), College of
Natural Science, Vietnam

National Univesity

HoChiMinh

City.

Dung because he

Professor Phan

with Prof. Phan
received from

Dung was

I

spirit.

Though

my

first

who

him was enormous. As soon

to put all his articles in English

on

my

in

as

he learned

stage of communication

my

I

have

I

interests in using his

dissertation research, he spent a

website so that

to his

known

demonstrates

through the inter-net, the openness and support

programs and his work as a case study

weekend

could click and read

all

of

right away.

At the time there were several of

which he did not
message saying

get permission to put

that

he was mailing more

his articles published in

on

and was astonished
readiness to support

to find that

my

European journals,

me

web. Instead, he sent

to the

articles to

expected to get them in about two weeks. To

many

so fortunate and honored to have

felt

such a wonderful person

is

profound humanity and an inspiring

them

Professor Phan Dung, the director of
Center for

me. Thinking

my great

surprise

was from Vietnam

got

I

he sent them via express mail.

it

I

them

was

so

in three

work

to help

me

with

my

study. Later, after

Phan Dung’s memoire of his experience with Mr. Genrikh Saulovich

I

me

I

days

moved by

study and his willingness and initiative to provide

materials about his

an email

his

with so

read Professor

Altshuller,

I

found

both these two persons are great teachers. They offered unconditional support for every
learner they encountered along the way,

no category
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limitation,

no inside versus outside,

no boundaries concerning who
stones

anyone can

sense

will receive

the

profound,

what kind of communication. From
unconditional

love

their

and compassion of

humankind.
In fact,

work.

started to

I

1990 when

At

that

my

I

time

encounter with Professor Phan

be interested in

creativity,

like a strange attractor at

systems thinking and strategic planning in

was planning English extra-cumcular
I

Dung was

activities in

my university

in China.

read only one book on creativity in business
management, one article on

strategic planning, but the grasping

of the essence of these two readings provided

with the approach and the structure of the program,
which

improved over time

to

later evolved,

be a very successful campus wide program.

U.S. in 1997 on an American Study program,

I

developed, and

When

check

tried to

me

if there

I

visited the

were more

resources on bringing creativity into the college and university
curriculum.

During

that trip a friend introduced

me to

Steve

Rodman who had been

helping a

group of Russian people promote TRIZ (Russion Acronym of Theory of
Inventive

Problem Solving) teaching
from Russian

in the U.S. Steve

into English

gave

me

the

and published in the U.S.

first

in

TRIZ book
1996,

And Suddenly The

Inventor Appeared: TRIZ, The Theory of Inventive Problem Solving
fascinated

by the TRIZ

translated the

radically

came

book from English

changed since then

to the U.S. to

When
in the

theories and implications of bringing

I

pursue

started

my

I

to

it

to

they translated

I

.

was

instantly

an educational arena.

Chinese during the summer of 1997. But as

was not

able to polish

it

and get

it

I

my life

published before

I

my graduate study.
study

I

was dismayed

School of Education related

to the study
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to find that there

of creativity.

I

was no

current course

found one course related

to creativity in the

School of Management and took

way of teaching was

but the

creative programs

not creative enough.

on bringing

creativity to a

I

it.

The theory was well developed

really

wish

wider audience.

2000 when Steve gave me one of Professor
Phan Dung’s
programs of TRIZ and

creativity

methodology

in

Vietnam.

I

I

could experience truly

My luck came in the fall of
on introducing

articles

his

contacted him immediately,

thus started our correspondence, which
led to our meeting here in the U.S.
in April

2001

.

The following describes Professor Phan Dung’s
journey encountering Mr.
Altshuller

who developed TRIZ, Mr.

impact that shaped,

Altshuller as a teacher and life-long mentor, his

to a large extent, Professor

Professor Phan Dung’s efforts in promoting

TRIZ

Phan Dung’s

is

the Russian

was developed by

acronym

for

Theory

former Soviet Union and

TRIZ

Inventive

for Inventive

Who

Developed TRIZ

Problem Solving, which

a Russian expert, Mr. Genrikh Saulovich Altshuller, as the result
of

studying thousands of patents in the 1940s.

studied

and purpose, and

Vietnam.

in

Textual Descri ption: Professor Phan Zung and Mr. Altshuller.

TRIZ

life

now

directly with

Creativity

has spread to

TRIZ was promoted
all

Baku,

1970s in the

over the world. Professor Phan

Mr. Altshuller from 1971

(PIIC),

in the

USSR (now

to 1973, at the Public Institute

CIS),

while

he

was

experimental solid physics in the State University of Azerbaijan in Baku

wanting

Dung

to learn the

thought

Altshuller and

it

way of thinking was always

was

inevitable that he

his interest

would have

study with him. Professor Phan

Dung

studying

city.

Since

and passion, Professor Phan

the opportunity to

Dung

meet with Mr.

appreciated very

much

his

experience studying with Mr. Altshuller and wanted to bring the knowledge of TRIZ
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of

to

people in Vietnam. Four years after he
returned
adapt

TRIZ

to the social, political,

economic and

started to offer a course entitled
Creativity
for students

went
his

to the

dream

Vietnam,

it

in

1977 he was able

cultural situation in

Methodology

from different departments. Soon

He

university.

to

became

to

Vietnam and

as an extra-curricular course

a very popular course at the

kept teaching the course whenever he was
in Vietnam (certain years he

former Soviet Union

to establish the

CSTC

to

do his graduate

studies). In 1991

he

where he could dedicate himself fully

finally realized

to teaching

TRIZ

and Creativity Methodology.

Now,

eleven years

later,

through Professor Phan Dung’s persistent

has already offered workshops, training classes on

about seven thousand people from

all

walks of

TRIZ and

life,

Creativity

ranging from 9

th

Methodology

me

professor at the School of Education shows the different ways of
thinking.
to the professor that

I

was very excited

to

know

a

and a

When

whom

he was teaching.

When

“Oh,

it’s

“Oh,

that’s post-secondary.”

K-12.’’

I

said:

I

said, well,

it

started with 9

I

Vietnamese professor who

has been teaching creativity methodology for twenty-five years, the professor asked
to

to

graders to senior

people in their seventies. There was a very interesting conversation
between

mentioned

CSTC

efforts,

th

me

graders, he quickly said:

“Well, the programs are mainly carried out

in the university.”

“But, he also has participants in their seventies.” “Oh,

that’s continuing education.”

“That’s not the point.”

ages and what backgrounds

I

replied. “

—no

everyone should have the chance
resources forth and to enjoy a

boundaries, no limitations. His whole idea

to

more

His programs are for everyone no matter what

know

the scientific

way

that

to bring their inner creative

effective and happier life.”
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is

Professor Phan’s Journey

When

sent Professor

I

participating in

my

Phan Dung

dissertation research

my inquiry asking

by offering

if

he would be interested

his stories as data for

in

my research,

he replied immediately that he would be
very happy to participate. The only
condition

was

that

he wished that

I

could have enough time to write
language.

When

memoires of
Vietnamese
from

I

him

sent

my

could send

my

me

questions to

him

as soon as possible so that he

the answers in English,

this article. After

Then he

you read

is

not his

interview questions, he said he would
send

his experiences with Mr. Altshuller after
he

into English.

which

told

my

me

that

I

be significantly reduced. Then he would give

said, the list

me

me

his

had translated them from

would be able

memoires, he

first

answers

to find a lot

of answers

of your questions would
to the shortened list

of

questions.

In fact, later as interconnectedness

the

two keynote speakers

Los Angles

U S.,

in

to

come

the conference

to visit the Altshuller Institute

the east coast. Since

it

is

with both Steve and me.
for about three days

close to where

In this

from 9

well, he

to the third International

March 2001. Though

he decided

worked out so

I

way, just

was

invited as one of

TRIZ Conference 2001

was held

west coast of the

in the

on TRIZ Studies

in

in Worcester,

MA on

am, he decided

to travel to

like a miracle

got a chance to be with him

I

to 11 April, 2001. In those three days,

I

Amherst

to

meet

not only had the

opportunity to interview him personally but also had the fascinating experience seeing

him responding

to

every daily situation as a chance to enhance creativity.

I

was deeply

impressed by his easy manner, profound knowledge, and his unique way of linking
theory with everyday matters.
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I

after

send

received his memoires about his
experience with Mr. Alshuller and

my
me

comprehensive examination defense.
this

memoires before

my comps.

But

without seeing his message. But right after

was sending again
on Nov

8) but did not hear

In fact, the

I

want

time.

to

Nov

know he

checked

I

my comps

me

he sent

it

I

my email

I

in that couple

me on Nov

was

lost so

box several days

sure

He

later.

6.

life

to his

of days

(my comps was
it

this small

got the materials he sent to

try to

him saying he

he was sending

From

right

me

From

at

again.

episode

the right

his article

I

encounter with his teacher Mr.

regards this encounter with Mr. Altshuller as setting
him on a

how

Let’s hear

life.

of his

he would

got an email from

to

it

that

a great pleasure to read his stories and his
journeys.

attributes a great deal

new

told

my email

show how he always made

Altshuller and TRIZ.

path to a

He

had the intuition

from me. He suspected

6 one came to

was such

It

the memoires.

I

TRIZ

Professor Phan

Dung

talking about his journey and

his experiences.

A. Childhood Inquiry

One
child

thing that always concerned Professor

was how

to think in

In

my childhood,

so

I

thought)

I

Phan Dung very much when he was

an effective way:

whenever I did something wrong (in spite of good aim or
was often scolded “ It’s foolish! You should think carefully

before doing anything”. Saying nothing,

I

thought to myself “Not until

make mistakes and am criticized, does anyone
and I tried to learn the way of thinking.
In high school, like

and poets.

I

also

my

wished

friends,
that

I

country and mankind as well.

wonderful

things?”

In

I

teach

me how

I

to think!”

did admire scientists, inventors, writers

new to contribute to my
How can they think up such
exercises, some of my friends

could do something
I

asked myself “

correcting

volunteered to solve the problems for the whole class on the spot. At that

time

I

wondered:

“How

can they think so quickly?”

Such questions arose in my mind many times a day. Although I discussed
them with my friends and asked my elders, I felt dissatisfied. Sometimes,

new

questions arose from the answers.
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a

When

learning laws in physics, chemistry,
and biology,

Why

laws in thinking?

thought: “Are there any

I

haven’t they been taught in high school?

Why

don’t

I

find

my

own way of thinking?”
In learning,

I first chose mathematics
to observe my thinking process
when
solving problems. After coming to a
solution, I recalled my way of
thinking many times. Then I tried to
explain it logically, even the
problems that were solved by chance. Not all
solving processes could be
explained logically, but I felt very excited

whenever

evaluating,

I

saw

my

was

thinking

better.

After that,

By

self-

became more

self-

successful.

I

confident and liked doing exercises more, not
only in the mathematical
discipline.

B. Encounters with Mr. Altshuller and
In

TRIZ

1967 young Phan Dung was sent

experimental solid-state physics. There he

to

first

Soviet Union (now CIS) to study

studied the Russian language for a year

as pre-university learning and then entered the State
University of Azerbaijan University
in

Baku
It

City:

was

the Russian language, bookstores and libraries that helped

me

find

some of the questions that had haunted me for such a long
Whenever I had free time, I went to the bookstores, or the libraries to

the answers to
time.

My

search for documents related to creative thinking.

improved considerably.

I

my

applied

some interesting results. However,
and more practically.
It

was

creative thinking that led

happy encounter with Mr. Altshuller and TRIZ:

my

life, I

have never stopped thinking

(the

that

I

am

it

directly

and happily by chance from the

Genrikh Saulovich Altshuller, the father of TRIZ.

had not discovered TRIZ
and would have followed it
I

it

is

inevitable that

in 1971,

I

would

for the rest

my

of my

I

certainly have

am

sure that if

known

it

later

life.

habit of reading about creative thinking,

later, would have lead
happened a lucky event.

sooner or

very lucky to

Russian acronym for Theory of Inventive Problem

Solving) and to have learned

there

more about

and achieved

more concretely

to the

Throughout

think

my thinking

to understand

Dung

know TRIZ

I

reading to

wanted

the strong motivation to learn

Professor Phan

teacher:

I

understanding

me

to
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TRIZ. And

in this inevitability

One

day, in 1971,

was

late,

so

I

when

was a senior, my lecturer of “solid state theory”
some Soviet students beside me. Fifteen minutes

I

chatted to

passed but the lecturer had not arrived yet.
I asked them
associated with creative thinking. Andrei
told me

my

that the

questions

All-Union

Association of Soviet Inventors and Rationalizators
had just founded the
Public Institute of Inventive Creativity which
taught the creative thinking
methods. He, himself, had been studying
here and

was

interesting.

me to

We

man who

Like a thirsty

sees the water,

finding

it

asked Andrei to guide

I

enter the Institute after class.

arrived early,

met the teacher Mr.

and

Altshuller,

some of
had prepared

after

Andrei’s introductory sentences, I said immediately
what
because I had some reasons to worry: the class had

I

begun quite some time

before

I

arrived,

it

would be accepted

might already be

I

worried whether foreigners
I worried that I would not

to the Institute... In general,

be permitted to enter the

Institute.

me, did not

interrupt,

attentively to

full.

The teacher Mr.

Altshuller listened

and then briefly gave his agreement
which dispersed my prepared arguments in the case of his having
questions. He said: “If you love creative thinking, you can enter
the class. I
think whatever you study in this Institute will be useful to
you and your
heroic country.
as if I

I

will help

were floating on

This was the

first

time

air.

I

you

you have any difficulties”. I was as happy
And from that moment, I had a new life.

saw

thought that the teacher

if

the teacher Mr. Genrikh Saulovich Altshuller.

who

taught creativity would be older (in order to
have creative experience to share with others), so I was surprised. He
looked like a young sportsman, maybe because of his well-proportioned
I

body, his lively

gait, and his simple clothing (I have hardly ever seen him
wearing a neck-tie, even when I see his pictures in newspapers, books or
magazines) and his easy-going and modest manner. He had a kind-hearted

warm eyes and thick, curly, brownish hair. He was quite
handsome according to the traditional model. As I came to know later, at
that time, he was 45 and he had his first patent when he was only 14.
face, intelligent,

What

I

learned from Steve

Rodman and

had by then already had some ups-and-downs
promoting creativity
Professor Phan

Dung

and he was recruited

in schools

for

the

in his life

young people

stated above, Mr. Altshuller

to

work

in a patent office

TRIZ books

in the

had his

that

Mr. Altshuller

concerning his dream of

former Soviet Union. As

first

when he was

is

patent

19.

when he was

While he worked

14,

there

he studied thousands of patents and summarized the patterns and developed The Theory
of Inventive Problem Solving. In 1949 he and his colleague Mr. R. Shapiro wrote
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to

Stalin that he thought this theory
and creativity

methodology should be taught

schools for young people and then both
of them were put into prison. Like
a

who were

intellectuals

when he was
true.

lot

He

who were

able to go out to teach

in the

mid-1970s,

it

has spread

all

many cities and now TRIZ

Let’s hear from Professor

TRIZ

make

his

dream come

was taught

a lot of places. At the peak time

at

more than

in

Phan Dung more

stories (Note: Since Professor

written that

the stones.

I

I

found

details about

my narrative

reserve to not adding

Professor Phan

Dung

hundred schools

life

and Mr. Altshuller’s

or

is

comment

said above,

I

it

was an

more

I

irreplaceable opportunity to learn directly from

As time went

First

and foremost,

author

more

by, the

knew him,

the

work (TRIZ) from

the

I

appreciated this opportunity.

himself.

it

was

the chance to learn the

Therefore,

the

learners

were

not

of
misunderstanding after some misrepresentation of TRIZ's methodology.

Nowadays, when exploring

TRIZ over

the world,

and teaching of TRIZ

I

is

afraid

the Internet, and watching the activities about

find that the

problem of incorrect understanding

not in very small number.

When

learning from the

author himself, learners could ask about anything involved with the work

and they could have

reliable

the experiences with

which

those

who have

However,

it

is

effectively his

answers

his

to their questions,

work was

written. If

even concerning

you learn only from

read or learned before you, you will not have this chance.

unascertainable whether the author

knowledge

accuracy and

the

to learners.

is

always able

to deliver

There are various factors such

as:

form of generating, processing and encoding
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so well

in this part. Great thanks to

C. Mr. Altshller as a Teacher in the Classroom

the teacher Mr. Altshuller.

life-

and keep his intimate account of

and detailed descriptions of Mr. Altshuller.)

for his vivid

in

Mr. Altshuller as a

Phan Dung’s memoir of Mr. Altshuller

better to keep his original voice

it

six

over the world by Mr. Altshuller’s students.

teacher in the classroom, outside classroom, mentor for

the

of

put in prison at the time, he went through
a lot of hardships. But

released after Stalin’s death in 1954, he
resumed to

of promoting TRIZ

As

lot

established the Public Institution for Inventive
Creativity in 1971 and trained a

of people

world

in all

information from the transmitter, the
environment, and the cognitive level
of the receiver that can influence the
effectiveness of communicating this
in ormation. In this aspect, I
had another chance too: the teacher Mr.
Altshuller was an excellent pedagogue.
As a learner, I found that his
anguage was clear and accurate, neither
complicated nor wordy So
listeners could understand exactly
what he meant. Always using pictures,
and illustrations, he made his lectures
well-arranged and highly
convincing with valuable details
The teacher Mr. Altshuller applied
a flexible approach in giving lectures and
answering questions, depending
on the kind and/ or the level of listeners. He
mastered a rich source of
expressions, examples and stories from various
domains, so he easily

made

a good connection with learners. Furthermore,
he had a
humorous tales and anecdotes related to creativity, which

lot

of funny,

set a relaxed

atmosphere
present

in his classroom. Listening to

TRIZ

as the theory only but that

I

him,

I

felt

had listened

that

he did not

to the story

of his

research and theory building process. Writing on
this point, I remember
Tolstoi’s observation: “It is worth not only knowing
that the Earth
is

the

the
a

round

more importantly knowing how to come to this conclusion”. I must
say
teacher Mr. Altshuller had managed to capture the heads
and hearts of
learners. He was not only a teacher but also an artist.
He, himself, was

but

symbol of beauty

in conveying the best and the most human quality;
that
the creativity, to the learners. Probably for this reason, he
is also well
appreciated in the Soviet Union as a science fiction writer.
is,

Through
during

his

my

answers

to

visits to his

my

questions in the classroom,

at break-time, or
apartment, especially in the time of writing my

my

knowledge became more profound. He not only
queries but also provoked me to develop my thoughts further

thesis,

my
that

I

I felt

could not imagine before. Simultaneously,

I

became more

satisfied

way

in a

strict

with

myself because in answering carefully certain questions, he added “My
answers all follow from what we have already learned”. His eyes seemed
to say: “with your ability you can answer your own questions, you should
solve these yourself first. Be self-confident, my young man”. Since then, I
have usually applied my own knowledge to answer the questions by
myself and only asked the teacher or others once I cannot. This effort

improved

my

researching

self-confidence

and

my

independence in learning and

later.

D. Mr. Altshuller as a Teacher Outside of Class
In writing our theses, the teacher Mr. Altshuller encouraged us to choose

own

our

subjects appropriate to our specific fields.

Knowing

that

my

major was physics, he suggested

I should choose the theme “Guiding the
Usage of Physical Effects in Inventing” while my heartfelt, long-nurtured
topic was “The Psychological Inertia in Solving Creative Problems”.

As

I

said above, in

my

high school,

I

usually validated

process in solving problems, but there were
solve. After seeing the result,

I

realized that
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my own

thinking

some problems I could
it was not because I did

not

not

ave enough necessary knowledge and
capacity but because there seemed
be a certain force hampering me to apply
my knowledge, and I hated
that force. Afterwards, I found its
name: Psychological Inertia. Minding
the psychological inertia, failing many
times because of it, and really
having strong negative feelings about it, I
wanted to choose it as my topic
instead of complying with his advice. I did
not know how to tell
to

Vietnam

was taught to obey the
frankly because I was also taught
decision made me feel peaceful.
I

him (in
him
have “frankness and courage”. The

teacher). Finally
to

decided to

I

tell

intended to accept his suggestion once he did not
agree with me. When I
told him, I thought that he would persuade
me to follow his idea, but,
unexpectedly, he agreed at once: “If you love
to investigate the
psychological inertia, begin now please”. Simultaneously,
he showed me
the difficulties that I had to figure out in advance
when I, as a physicist,
moved to study psychology.
I

I gave him whatever I had partially
finished writing. If he had time, we
would discuss it at once, if not, he would read it at home and make
an
appointment with me. He commented on every part of the thesis and
asked

me many

How

questions such as:

have people taken steps

to

implement

Which document was it published in? Have you really read the
text? Have you found all of the related documents? Is
your data

this idea?

original

convincing?

draw

Is

there any data

conclusion?

this

Is

more convincible?

approach and consideration? Are you able

some advice

to help others

it

too early for you to

overcome

Any

other kind of

to create tools or at least offer

their psychological inertia? In

which
theme be continually developed?” ... As a matter of
shed the sweat” while working with him and I understood that he

may

directions
fact, “I

Is

there any other explanation?

was very

this

strict in

research work. His training and teaching style gave

important advantages

when

I

worked on

my

me

dissertations for doctor’s

degrees: Doctor of Philosophy and Doctor of Science’ in physics about the
optical processes in semimagnetic semiconductors in 1980s in Leningrad

(now
then

And especially “The Psychological Inertia”, which
continued to develop into “The Systems Inertia”, and was later

Saint Petersburg).
I

reported at the European Conference on Creativity and Innovation and

published in the Netherlands.
I

came

three times to study and to

work

in the setting

education and science research in the Soviet Union
years.

I

-

of university

in total about twelve

found, in general, that lecturers and scientists did not impose their

i

According

to

Phan Dung, there

"Kandidat Nauk"

is

second one called

"

(D. Sc. or Sc. D.).
first

are

two doctor's degrees

in the Soviet

Union. The

first

one called

roughly equivalent to the degree of Doctor of Philosophy (D. Ph. or Ph. D.). The

Doktor Nauk" is the highest
The degree " Doktor Nauk "

degree has opened a

new

degree.
is

It is

awarded

translated into English as Doctor of Science

for a dissertation

where

its

author having the

research direction or solved a highly generalized problem in the given
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field.

research idea on their learners.

who sometimes had

their

own

They were willing to discuss with learners
Even when learners did not agree with

idea.

their lecturers or scientific
supervisors, they did not use their
authority to
hamper learners from implementing their
research idea. In

my

experimental physics

field,

I

met such problems about

ten times. After

discussion,

these professors generally said:
"Here are samples and
equipment, try to conduct your experiments as
you like and see what will
happen, you never know". However, they

would not compromise their
high requirements of the process and the
method of implementing the idea,
the verification of the obtained data,
the interpretation of results gained
and the prediction of possible consequences.

When

Mr. Altshuller's reviewed

an indescribable

happy because

my thesis

for the last time,

I

was

really in

happiness and worry. They were mixed up.

state:

I

was

had just finished what I was interested in. Also,
I was
worried because I had to type my paper according
to the rules of
I

submitting research. Typing was my financial
problem because my
monthly scholarship was only sixty roubles. So, I planned
to cut down
some of my expenses.

On

my

returning

some missing
shook

my

hostel,

I

thesis in a large envelope, he said,

"You have

to finish

figures.

Congratulations on your successful work.” He
hand and quickly walked away. On the way to my student

could not understand what he had meant, for in the thesis I had
all the figures. So why had he asked me to do
that again?

already drawn

Entering

My

my room,

thesis

leaving the door open, hurriedly I opened the envelope.
had been typed with some blanks for the “unfinished” figures.

In the next meeting,

I

the Institute's typist

said thanks to him.

He

said to

me,

“I did

was typing some new documents. So

it
I

because

took the

opportunity to ask her for help”.

He said: “I took the opportunity” then
He advised me to bind the thesis in volume by
myself, not to waste my money on having it done in a workshop, because
there were only fourty pages. I realized that he went out of his way to help
me in many cases. The point was that, when we Vietnamese students
talked to him during the break time or when we visited his apartment,
changed the

subject.

answering his and his wife's (Mrs. Valentina Nhikolaevna Zhuravliova)
questions about our

life,

study, scholarship, and accommodation... they

remembered everything and they always took the opportunity to help us. In
their words, manner and actions we clearly felt their parental warm
concern for us. They cared for us in many ways, giving us advice on things
such as

how

to

for our health,

keep warm in the freezing temperatures, what to
where to go sightseeing... They used to invite us

their apartment to enjoy a family atmosphere,

eat a lot

of

come

to

to

and always asked us

to

have

dinner with them before leaving. Their and other teachers' hospitality

comforted us a
because

lot for the

long time of six years of study there in Baku,

we had no money to

travel

back home
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for holidays,

even once.

E.

—Teacher and Mentor

Mr. Altshuller

for Life

After successfully defending my two
theses:
University and other on creativity at the PIIC

I

one on physics at the
went to the teacher Mr

Altshuller's appartment to say

goodbye to his family because I had to get
Vietnam after my graduation. I gave him my address
in Vietnam
and promised to write to him as soon as I got there.
He took

back

to

a lot of typed

pieces of papers out and gave them to

my

book. Take

copy

to you.

with you. After

it

But in case

our best regards to

all

me

and said:“ Here

publication,

its

is

the draft of

will post the printed

I

you already have this draft copy. Send
your family members. I am sure that your country
gets lost,

it

will be completely re-unified without fail”. I
told
short time I would come back here to be a

him

that,

maybe

in a

doctoral student in physics

because

I

was recommended by

according to our rules,

was

the State University of Azerbaijan. But
had to return to my country first. At that time, it

I

the beginning of the

on Peace

in

summer of

The Paris Agreement
months earlier. During the

the year 1973.

Vietnam had been signed

several

following years he kept his promise to ensure that they reached
me, he
asked the students who returned to Vietnam after me to bring
me the
necessary materials.
Until the end of the year 1982,

I was prevented from going to the
Soviet
on Ph. D. dissertation because of many unreasonable
bureaucratic reasons on four occasions. Finally, after I had passed a tiring

Union

for

my work

exam with many

requirements,

I

flew to the Soviet Union. This time,

studied at the State University of Leningrad

I

(now Saint Petersburg) some

thousands of kilometers away from Baku. On January 2nd, 1983, the
teacher Mr. Altshutller replied: “Pleased to get your letter from Leningrad,
not

somewhere

many

with

else.

wonderful, because there are schools of TRIZ
and researchers. They will give you a lot of

is

It

instructors

TRIZ

information about

as well as

its

immediately here some addresses of those
Further, he gave

me

a

list

accomplishments.

who

Mitrofanov and wrote: "You tell
today I will write to Zlotina about

V.M.
them that
this”.

He

Petrov, E.
I

am

writing

are in Leningrad".

of three TRIZ teachers with

addresses, and telephone numbers:

I

their full

names,

Zlotina,

S.

V.V.

introduced you to them, and

added: "Today

I

will also send

you the following books: "Creativity As An Exact Science", and “The
Wings for Icharus” and a new document “ARIZ-82B”. I’m going to write
.

How

.

Tnzniks

to the

2

.

in

Lenigrad and they will provide you with other materials.

about the Journal “Technology and Science?”

.

Have you subscribed

2

According

to

Phan Dung, Trizniks

are people

who work

in the field

of TRIZ.

3

Accordinmg

Phan Dung, the Journal "Technology and Science" (“Tekhnhika Nauka”) came into
Moscow with its special subjects on science, technology, and
the Soviet time, the Journal was directly mannaged by the All Union Council of Science

to

i

being 1894, published monthly in
manufacture. In

and Technology Associations.
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one

to the

And how about the old ones? You must read
from the year 1981, and from 3 to 5 and
8 from the
year 1982”. He reminded me of his
ten-year old suggestion, taking my
interest in psychology inertia into his
account:"I really expect you to do
something on "Guiding of the Usage of Physical
Effects
for the year 1983?

the issues from

1

to 9

in Inventing"

while you are living in the Union these
days. If necessary, the above
mentioned Journal will publish your research, or
also your research
psychology...

Happy New Year with many

on

best wishes for your health and

prosperity in your stay in Leningrad". After
receiving the teacher Mr.
Altshuller's letter I contacted Volodia Petrov
and Fira Zlotina.

became

And we

friends.

At the beginning of October, 1983, I went to Baku to visit
my old places,
my old teachers and classmates, especially the teacher Mr. Altshuller's
family. Never has the trip faded from my
mind. It was an extremely
emotional, unforgetable one.

Maybe you can

the last ten years, had worked,

the severe reality of daily

life

guess why.

was now married with

and work. As a

result,

I

I

myself, during

a child,

looked

had faced

much more

experienced than before. So this time, meeting Mr. and Mrs.
Altshuller I
could discuss with them many subjects in a deeper and more
thoughtful
way, even some “delicate” topics in comparison with the standards
of that
time. I knew much more about his personal life with its
many ups and
downs as well as his intentions about TRIZ. I told him about what I had

done

Vietnam

in

1977) and
about

my

my

work, gave

were so precious
suggested,

many

had taught the

(I

first

opinions about TRIZ.

me

me.

his

own

TRIZ

course on

He gave me

ideas and his

Vietnam in
positive encouragement

own

in

experiences.

They

he had some points to disagree with me, he just
be right in such a case”. Then, he presented me with

to

If

“You may
TRIZ and

materials on

others including magazines, books, and

typewritten research papers.

He saw me

off

at

the bus station.

He went

with his back just beginning to

be bent over and a slightly slow walk, which I had not seen before. I felt
moved and loved him so much. From the bottom of my heart, I prayed for
his health.

I

wished

that

Quite different from

Leningrad with
tax for

amount

20

my

he would

my

arrival

live a long,

long time.

with a light traveling bag,

overweight baggage. Although

kilos according to the rules, additionally,

as an excess

baggage charge

for the presents

and classmates. The teacher Mr. Atlshuller’s

gift

I

flew back to

I

did not have to pay

I

had

from

to

pay the same

my old

teachers

alone weighed over 10

kilos.

Thanks
and

Fira,

TRIZ
the

him and TRIZ

to
I

colleagues, especially,

my new

friends:

Volodia

always kept up with the development of and new studies on

(including the manuscript materials that would be published later in

form of

articles

or books).

encountered the things he used

Leafing back through his

to write to me, such as “ Let

about this material... that one, have you got them yet? If not,
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I

letters,

I

me know
will send

them

to you.”

Or:

"

In the

package

I

am

sending to you today there are the

following materials...”

remember one episode. It was the third time I
was living in the Soviet
Union (again in Leningrad), doing my research
on my Doctor of Science
I

degree, and

I

discovered two books in the package he had
sent me. These
his former students about TRIZ and
about how

books were written by
teach

it

to

with acknowledgements and dedications to
him from the authors

on the first page. At once, I phoned him to
confirm: "Genrikh
Saulovich, you must be mistaken in sending me
the books whose authors
had presented them to you". He just laughed, "No,
I am not mistaken. You
need them more than I do.” Hearing nothing from
me on the end of the
line, he thought that I must be so
embarrassed. So, he added, “Don’t
worry. I will tell them that I presented the books
to you from me. Now let's
change the subject...”
in ink

Here

is

his last letter of February 2nd, 1997:

January 6

“I’

ve got your

th

1997 with your report on your teaching
your photos. Thank you so much”.
“I

am

TRIZ

,

enclosing here with this
Association.

I

would

like

letter for

you

to

trip in

letter

of

Malaysia and

you the “Information” about the

know

all

about

its activities”.

“TRIZ has begun

its long steps towards the West. Many
TRIZ related
and schools have been established, the translation of TRIZ is in
progress. The book “And Suddenly the Inventor Appeared” that
was

institutes

translated into English (in America) has just been printed.

receive

will send

it, I

it

to you.

Write to

“PS: Did you get the two books

me more

“How

to

often.

Become

Good

As soon

as

I

luck!”

a Genius” and "The

Comer of Attack?”
After that,

him

I

did not get any letters from

several times.

like before,

when

I

thought

his family

maybe... sometimes

I

that,

went

him any more although I wrote to
maybe, he had moved to a new address

to

Petrozavodsk from Baku to

shuddered with fear when

my mind

was

live, but...

lead to that

end of the year 1998, our Center for Scientific and
Creativity (CSTC) was connected with the Internet, on

terrible thing... In the

Technical

American TRIZ websites I got the distressing news
away on September 24th, 1998 after a long sickness.
Getting the bad news,

I

that

he had passed

quickly sent the teacher Mr. Altshuller's family a

fax of condolences to share the great loss

all Trizniks had suffered. Then I
phoned Mrs. Valentina Nhikolaevna Zhuravliova, his wife, to talk more
about him and remember with her my sweet memories of him. During the
conversation, she repeated several times, "You Vietnamese students were

very lucky to have a long time to study with him.

Many

Trizniks did not

get an opportunity like that.”

my mind, I often think I had a very good opportunity to improve myself
immensely when I was his student, working and corresponding with him.
It is said that one of the most effective ways of learning is imitating,
In
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willingly following other's examples.
This impulse naturally comes
from
the learners need and internal
aspiration. Considering the
typical example
of a childs learning to speak at home,
we can see that he lives, plays and
C
mU ” 1CateS naturall y without realizing he is learning
and accepting the
effect of nurture from his teachers.
But he can

^

learn how to speak from the
rapidly with everyday improvement.
If you are lucky
enough to have regular contact with those
who get your admiration, your
love, and who are better than you
in many aspects, you will
learn a lot
from them almost as if you had been
infected by them, although they do
not have the intention of teaching you
at all, and you yourself do
not have
the intention of learning, either.
This is such a natural, effective way
of
learning that what you have learned will
be digested and transformed into
your own flesh and blood. It is not a borrowing
process.

family

members very

Remembering what

I knew about him (directly
or from TRIZ colleagues
other'smemoirs), the idea sometimes springs up
in my mind that he
was real and not real at the same time. He was real
in his worldly body as
my teacher. And he was not real like a legendary hero stepping
out of the

and

pages on which great names are written, for I had
read much about them.
Many of them encountered obstacles, they were even crushed
by the evil
powers, but with all their efforts, endurance, strong
will and, of course,
their

they contributed their great achievements to
mankind's
knew all this, but before meeting the teacher Mr. Altshuller, I

talents,

prosperity.

I

had no chance
such people.

to contact let alone to learn

Mr. Altshuller’s Life and

from them, or

to

work with

Work

The teacher Mr. Altshuller's life, indeed, had been unlucky even when
he
was in his mother's womb. His father married his mother when they were
working together for the Azerbaigian News Agency (Azerbaijan was one
of 15 Republics of the Soviet Union) in Baku. His father had already been
married once previously to marrying his mother. So his grandmother on
his mother's side objected to the

had

to

move

to

Tashkent

new

marriage so violently that his parents
of the Republic Uzbekistan,

city, the capital

where he was bom on October 15, 1926. In 1928, his family returned
Baku amid the cool attitudes of his mother's relatives.

to

His parents worked for the Press. So his home, of course, was packed with
that interested him from a very young age. He went to schools

books

where there were many professional and devoted

him

new things, arouse his
when he was still at high

to look for

his first patent

teachers. This enabled

curiosity about inventions.

He

got

school.

The Soviet Union was attacked by Fascism in 1941, at the time he was 15.
After high school, he joined the army and was assigned to an infantry
regiment. Then, he was recommended to train in an air force school. No
sooner had he finished the training, than the war ended. He applied for a
position as a navy patent examiner at the Patent Office of Caspian Fleet,
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located

m Baku. Right

here, his interest in invention from
a young age was
combined with the needs of his job: he
studied the patent information,
examined invention documents, gave his
advice to inventors. In 1946, he
began the first steps on the path to constructing
TRIZ. His desire to help

the

general populous to invent
methodologically in a scientific way
his original purpose: how to
get many patents for
himself.

became stronger than

In 1949,

he and his associate Mr. R. Shapiro directly
wrote Stalin a thirtywhich took them six months. Beside the
presentation of their
invention, they proposed many measures
to improve the Soviet patent
system and creative, inventive activities in the
Soviet Union. In the end, he
and his friend were mistakenly accused of terrorism,
arrested in 1950 and
sentenced to twenty - five year's penal servitude.
He was exiled to
Vorkuta, a hostile area with ice and snow, to work
as a coal miner. During
the time he was in his labor camps his
father died. His mother applied
many times for his amnesty, but failed. She was so disappointed
that

page

letter

she

committed suicide

in

1953.

Stalin

died in the same year.

sentences were again judged. In 1954, he and his friend,
released.

Back

in

a former prisoner

decided to be his

Baku, he had

to

So many
Mr. Shapiro were

change his workplace several times, for

was not welcome when he applied for a job. Finally, he
own employer. He worked as a freelance. He turned to

writing for newspapers, then writing science fiction under
the pen name
Genrikh Altov. With the little money he earned he had time to develop
his

ideas originating from 1946. Sometimes, his

way.

He had

to sell his books,

which he appreciated

The

like his

own

life

was not secure

in this

which he had collected over years and
children, to second - hand bookstores.

of his and Mr. Shapiro's research, which laid the basic
foundation for TRIZ, were published in the Journal "Psychological
first results

Issues"(No. 6, 1956, pages 37

-

49). Later,

Mr. Shapiro migrated

to Israel.

So, only the teacher Mr. Alshuller kept on his study of TRIZ. From 1958,
he began to spread TRIZ through seminars, first in Baku, then in other
cities such as Moscow, Donhetsk, Tambov, Ryazan ... As the results of the

success of the seminars, over 9 years from 1959 to 1967, he continuously
to the Central Council of the All Union Association of Inventors
and Rationalizators (Russian acronym is VOIR) with many proposals, but

wrote

did not receive any positive responses although the proposals were within
Regulations and met the criteria of VOIR. Until, in 1968, the Central
Council's president, Ivanov

was

seriously sick. So, the secretary of the

Council, V. N. Tiurin took his place temporarily. At that time, the

seemed to get out of its darkness. The Public Research
Laboratory of Inventing Methods (OLMI) was opened in 1969 and the
Public Institute of Inventive Creativity (AzOIIT) was formed in Baku in
situation

1971. In 1972, Sofanov, the newly

Council of

VOIR

-

elected president of the Central

returned to the old policies, causing

many problems

for

The highest tension point was reached in 1974.
On one occasion Mr. Altshuller admitted some cadres from the School of
Mr. Altshuller's

activities.
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p erfe cti ° n of Management
of Mimsters

Qualification belonging to the Polish
Council

to study at the

AzOIIT, without an official permit from
the
Central Council. So Sofanov closed
OLMI. To give his protest to
the decision, Mr. Altshuller withdrew
from

VOIRs

AzOIIT.

Since then, the research and spreading of

TRIZ has completely
who expected no

the interest and willingness of
volunteers,

relied

on

financial

under Mr. Altshuller's leadership, without
any legal financial
support from the government, or from other
societies. Many times he and
his followers gave TRIZ classes in a
"nomadical way" from
returns,

Then they created TRIZ groups,

city to city.

centers, schools operating in clubs or

cultural houses... Until the 1980s, hundreds

with such activities came into being. At

TRIZ

taught

in the 1950s, 3

of

first,

cities in the

Soviet Union

he was the only one

more began teaching TRIZ

in 1968,

who

and there

were over 200 teachers by 1979. After that, conferences
on the special
subjects of TRIZ were held in 1980, 1982,
1985, 1987, and 1988 with
more and more participants. The TRIZ Association was
established in
1989 and the Journal of TRIZ came into being in 1990. The
nourishment
of TRIZ led the State Committee of Invention to make their
decision to
support the teaching system of the methods of invention and
creativity (in
Mr. Altshuller's opinion, this decision should have been made
20 years
before).

As soon

as the cold

war ended,

the Soviet Union's economy changed into
So TRIZ development faced other new advantages as well
as disadvantages. Due to the information exchange between the
East and
the West being better than before, some developed countries
discovered
TRIZ and quickly welcomed it to their countries. Now TRIZ became an

the market one.

international

movement and

the term

TRIZ became an

international term.

Unluckily, at the triumphant time of TRIZ, Mr. Altshuller left us forever
with much love and respect from those who knew him and knew of him.
At least, I think, one thing could console him and all Trizniks, that is he

had witnessed how

his

loved

child

TRIZ had been

internationally

recognized.

There

one Vietnamese saying: "You can make a cake only if you have
a true genius who builds his whole cause with empty hands". In
fact, Mr. Altshuller created his brand new cause from nothing in hard
conditions. He worked without any financial support from the government
flour.

is

It is

or other organizations.

You can imagine

that at that

time the Soviet Union

did not follow the market economy. Its economy consisted of only two
components: the national and collective. They were strictly and directly
controlled under the government. Therefore, all scientific and technical

research

by the

was concentrated in institutes and universities that were managed
state. At that time, he did not belong to the staff of any

organization. Because of that, he could not get his passport to go abroad to
report

on TRIZ

at

international conferences.

During "perestroika" the

passport procedure changed but his health would not allow him to travel
157

ad

0ther words

he had no chance to go out of his
country even
f°
J?
the neighboring
socialist countries right up to
-

’

the day he died.

not have a Kandidat
1

way from

ferent

Nauk degree

that accepted

(Ph.

He

to

also did

D.) yet he dared to invent a

by the

state scientists in the field of
and innovation. Under the eyes of almost
all scientists working
for the above state institutes or
universities, he was a "heretic",
incompetent to give his ideas on professional
issues. In addition there
were other discriminations including a delicate
one - he was a Jew.

creativity

’

Thinking about the teacher Mr. Altshuller and
his cause I believe that the
following reasons may explain why he
persistently followed the ideal he
had discovered and won deep love and respect
from his disciples and
students.

1

.

Victor

Hugo

wrote:" There

one thing stronger than all the armies of the world.
whose time has come". Apparently, Mr. Altshuller had
managed to catch the idea and foresaw the "time of idea";
therefore, he became
stronger than any obstacle he met on his way.
And he got more and more
supporters, and followers, in his own country as well
as all over the

And

is

that is an idea

world. Since

more and more researchers have predicted
and innovation will come after the age of information.

the 1990s,

2.

Not stopping

A

actions.

at the creation

that the age

of creativity

of TRIZ, he also put his theory and tools into
knew how to mobilize the "intrinsic creative

great innovator, he

resources"

inside

people

contradictions" in his

maximum

to

effect,

resolved

many

"physical

and work and always kept the direction towards
ideal system" and "the top ideal final result " in a flexible way.

3.

What he

did

was motivated by

ordinary person.

must be

life

He used

to

his great love

say things such

scientific. Creativity science,

the

of mankind which included every

as,

which

"

“The inventing process may and

will be an exact science, can be

taught as well as learned in order that everyone (even a housewife) can invent in
a scientific and methodological way”.

Those who knew him all admired his ability to work. Some people
believed that he worked as much as a whole research institute. His huge
amount of published books and articles on creativity and innovation and
science fiction stories were merely the tip of the iceberg. To illustrate his
working ability I want to tell you about his minor deed: his writing and
reading letters. Between 1974 and 1986 he cooperated with the
newspapers "The Truth for Children" writing the special column
"Invention? So Simple - So Complex” to introduce TRIZ to the youth.

some

some hundreds of reponses. Later,
there were
thousand letters to him per issue. The amount of letters
only relating to this work which he read was about 22,000. To lead the
TRIZ movement, he had to reply to at least 20 letters a day to his students
living in other cities. His great love helped him overcome any barriers, any
After

publications, he received

6-8

obstacles

...

mother had

calmly control his

own

killed herself while he

was

to
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suffering: his father
at his

had died; his

penal servitude. In 1985, his

only son, Evghenhi (pet name was
Gienhia, about 10 years younger than
whose unjust death was due to a mistaken
appendix
operation

left

him and

his family a granddaughter

I)

at a hospital

who just bom - Yuna.

Despite the difficulties of his

life, Mr. Altshuller was
lucky in many
a faithful wife, Mrs. Valentina
Nhikolaevna, a real friend
who could share everything with him, and he
also had his friends,
disciples, followers and students. These
may seem ordinary and natural
but in reality they are elusive for many.

He had

aspects.

One Vietnamese

saying states: “

You

your teachers”.

We

all

own

have our

matter of

fact,

teachers and thank

have many ones

I

cannot succeed without the help of

them

for their nurture.

As

a

However, the teacher Mr.
Altshuller, truthfully speaking, has given me
the deepest impression. I was
very lucky to be his student. You may question,
“What did you manage to
leam from him as his student?”. My answer is: “I have
just learned a little
from the teacher Mr. Altshuller. However, this small
amount seems great
to me because it changed my life in every way
in comparison with the time
like those.

before.

Professor Phan

Dung gave

Altdhuller and

TRIZ and how

part will focus

on

and vivid description of his encounter with

that experience

his effort in introducing

Professor Phan

From

clear

TRIZ

the above stories

we know how

promote the teaching of TRIZ and

ripe for

him

to public in

Dung and CSTC: Enlarged TRIZ

experience learning with Mr. Altshuller and

his creativity

shaped the path of his

creativity

The Center

for Scientific

of Natural Sciences, Vietnam National University

The agreement with
be

full

Dung

appreciated his

motivated to introduce and

in

methodology course was so welcomed by the

to establish

Enlarged Public

Professor Phan

methodology

The following

Vietnam.

to

how he was

life.

Vietnam. In 1991, because

students, the time

and Technology Creativity

—HoChiMinh

the university administration

Mr

was

was

finally

in College

City, Vietnam.

that

he would be able

to

time devoted to the work of the center and have the autonomy to develop the

curriculum, but the center had to be financially self-sustaining, which means the
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university gave structural support
but no financial support. Professor

used TRIZ principles to develop,
organize and promote the

CSTC

Steve’s house on 9 April, 2001 Professor
Phan

Dung

principles to solve problems in his

by using TRIZ

life.

He

said

told us

in

two years time instead of

TRIZ just provided him
applied to

life.

Steve used the word

at

always uses TRIZ

principles he finished his

in the former Soviet

most people usually

take.

the essence of the understanding of
creativity process.

aspects of

all

fifteen years, as

said he

work. In our talk

how he

second doctoral degree (Doktor Nauk) namely,
Doctor of Science
Union,

Phan Dung

He
It

said

can be

UPANISHADS, which means

the

essence of things and the knowing of it can help
one with everything.

Then Professor Phan Dung
example

to

show how

talked about systemness.

He used H 2 0

a system provides quality change to functions.

He

hydrogen and oxygen, both are gases and combined they can
bum. But
burned, they

fire,

become

water, a kind of liquid, that cannot

bum

as an

said, take

after they are

but can be used to put out

thus provided quality change.

When
promote

he talked about

CSTC

university.

work, he

how

he used

said, first

He went around

TRIZ

he tried

to

principles to develop, organize, and

use

all

the university to identify

the intrinsic resources at the

rooms not used

often.

talked with the people in charge if he could borrow or rent the place. In this
the place for the center.

the audience in

HoChiMinh

attracted people

workshops of
attracted to the

Next he used the extraction principle

who

fifty

really

City.

He

needed

to target a small

Then he

way he

got

number of

published brochures to introduce the program and
to learn creativity in their jobs.

He

people each time, by publicizing the program. In

program those people who were

160

started with

this

way, he

really interested in learning creativity

When

methodology.

friends and friends

amplifying

effect.

they finished their study and found

would

talk to friends. This positive

Though CSTC

started small,

it

useful, they

would

talk to

feedback loop would cause an

by doing

it

right,

it

mushroomed very

quickly.

Professor Phan

From
Scientific

Dung and

the

Work

at

CSTC

teaching creativity methodology in 1977
to establishing the Center for

Technology Creativity

1990 onwards,

in

in these twenty-four years the

work

of Professor Phan Dung on promoting TRIZ and
creativity methodology teaching
flourished.

The following

is

Professor Phan Dung’s

own summary of the

work:

The first course on creativity methodologies (CM) was created
and taught
by me in Vietnam in 1977 (Phan Dung, 1994). We have divided
the CM
program into three levels: basic, intermediate and advanced courses.
Some
main traits and the content of the basic CM course were reported in
detail
(Phan Dung, 1999). We took TRIZ (the Russian acronym for Theory
of
Inventive Problem Solving) and its sources as the core of the
whole CM
program. TRIZ's fundamental ideas, tools and facts were presented
rather
well in the world (for example, Phan Dung, 1983 to
see
1998,
also
references in these books and papers).

By March
them

there

2000,

we worked

with more than 7,000 participants.

engineers,

dressmakers,

managers,

scientists,
artists,

th

physicians,

from 15

to 72,

from

all

pharmacists,

economic and

education level from year

graders to Ph.D.

Since

CSTC

has to be self-sustaining, Professor Phan

programs and the center

come

lawyers,

sport trainers and so forth

social sectors. Their ages range

9

Among

were high school and university students, teachers, workers,

in a

Only when the center earned a
for the center.

the

very Taoist way. In order for more people to be able

to the programs, Professor

more teacher

Dung manages

Phan Dung

little

tries to

more than

By now,

its

to

keep the fees as low as possible.

expenses would he

start to train

one

he has three other teachers working with him. In
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way we can

this

Professor Phan

1

.

see his patience in sustaining his
program in a very successful way.

Dung

outlines

CSTC’s

experiences and activities as the following:

There are many financial and other difficulties
in Vietnam; everywhere money
is
It is not easy to hope for
funding from the state to perform our
activities.
e must first rely mainly on our forces,
energy and enthusiasm to bravely enter
a market. In other words, our Center has
been working from the very beginning
up to now as a self-supporting enterprise.
We think, now the market has
accepted us and our creativity methodologies
program. Thus, we have been able
to balance all our expenses during the
process of growth of the Center.
needed.

2.

The most important resource
creativity

human

a

is

for every country is

being’s

fundamental

its

human

resource,

so

resource, and

our

methodologies program should serve a great number of
people. So
our program not associated with any deeply

creativity

we have

built

specialized knowledge of sciences

3.

or technologies for the public

at large.

According

cultural tradition

money
training

but

to a

Vietnamese
of

everybody should leam not

for

becoming a human being, that is, education and
provide students with not only knowledge but also helping
them to be
first

all

for

good people for their families and society. So our creativity
methodologies
program is carried out not for the sake of creativity only but we also
concentrate

our attention on ethic side of a creative personality.
4.

Our creativity methodologies program has the purpose to help participants
become users of creativity tools in daily works and life. We have been convinced
that only appropriate emotion can promote a human being
our program involves also examples, stories, exercises that

emotion inside
5.

Our

program

may

So

inspire such an

participants.

emphasizes

make

participants

to act in reality.

full

active

participation

and

use of self-study materials,

self-discovery.

instructor

The

presentation,

individual and group exercises and case studies. Throughout the program the
participants have the opportunity to apply their newly gained knowledge, tools

and

skills in

problem solving and decision making process. Audio and video

equipment are used during the program.
6.

Vietnam today has an income of 250 USD per capita. It is important for us to
understand that if we want to spread creativity methodologies widely in our
country,

we

should set a cheap fee for the course. Indeed,

basic course lasting 60 hours and including textbooks

per participant. In spite of that

we have

is

now

the cost of the

equivalent to 20

a great satisfaction because

we

USD

have such

a strong desire to promote a development process in Vietnam.
7.

Participants are very busy and diverse, so

and

in

we

cannot teach them for a long time

one constant place. So we organize our courses

day, including evening courses.

The Center
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at different

times of the

also offers on-site training courses in

and out of HoChiMinh City on request.
Practically,
Hanoi, Cantho, Dongthap and Tiengiang.

we

in

Creativity methodology

a

is

new

conducted some courses

subject in Vietnam.

own about it, so we should foster its widest
we provide introductory lectures, seminars,

Most people have not
dissemination. In this connection
addresses on radio and on Tv’

schools, institutions, hospitals, companies,
plants
descnbe the advantages of creativity

(many times

free of charge)
methodologies. In addition to that
oz ens newspaper articles, written by
correspondents about our creativity
methodologies program, our Center’s activities
and successes of past
participants helped very much in this aspect.
...

to

Because of systems

.

inertia in general

new subject like creatology
command of administration.
taught for the

and psychological inertia in particular a
could be too difficultly accepted by people
at the
In our case, creativity methodologies
courses

were

period of time only to creativity lovers. After
these courses
proved to be successful, they became compulsory for
all students of the given
institution. Thus, now, our courses have been
integrated in the general program
first

for all graduate students at several colleges

HoChiMinh
10.

of Vietnam National Universitv

-

City.

For the present our research is focused not only on
improving teaching and
training methods, perfecting our creativity
methodologies program where we
have combined "Western", "Eastern" creativity methodologies
and our culture
but on elaborating on

some

topics to contribute to the development of this

By the way, I would like to say some words more about
we teach at the same time the "Western" methodologies
we have devoted much time to TRIZ because of its very powerful

discipline in the world.

our program, although

and TRIZ but
advantages.
1 1

.

At the end of the courses, the general agreement of the participants was that the
new discipline is very useful and necessary to all kinds of people. They also
proposed that the course should be integrated in the general program of
education for the whole country in order to develop the creative potentials of
people. Below there are some of my and their thoughts about TRIZ.

TRIZ

in

general and

methodology

ARIZ

in

for solving inventive

particular

problems

a very powerful creativity

is

at

all

high levels.

TRIZ

is a helpful methodology to manage contemporary challenges such as
change, increasing complexity, diversity and strong competition and to
convert these challenges into opportunities.

fast

Like any
user.

tool, the user not

TRIZ

brings the user

only uses the tool but the tool also influences the

many

advantages such

as:

A system of various multiple perspectives in accordance with the diversity of
possibilities.
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Increasing creative curiosity and
observation.

Overcoming of psychological

inertia.

Developing the use of imagination.
identifying unity, similarity, analogy
in differing domains.

among

objects,

phenomena, processes

Increasing sensibility in perceiving and
processing information.

Helping logically

Having

to evaluate available creative solutions.

differing approaches to solve problems.

Knowing how

to reveal, formulate

and select the problem needing

to

be

solved.

Knowing how

to discover contradictions

and

them.

to generate ideas for resolving
6

Predicting systems development, initiating and purposively
carrying out this

development.
Predicting failures and finding ways
can be a double-edged sword)

to prevent

them (because any

creation

Creativity methodologies are often used to improve and perfect
external
system, but in fact they can also be used and need to be used to

improve and

perfect

human

beings. In this aspect,

TRIZ has

a great potential.

After completing each basic course, participants were invited to write selfon the results the course had brought them. Thus, up to now our

reports

Center for Scientific and Technical Creativity (CSTC) has had thousands
such a kind of reports.

The following excerpts from

the reports of the former participants of

programs display how they benefited from
Participants Evaluations

To

illustrate,

finished the at the

Company

on

below

CM course at CSTC.

CM Courses at SCTC
I

will describe

my

one of

successful efforts

I

have since

CSTC:

Fujitsu sent over

210 Vietnamese

to

Japan for training. After

they had been in Japan, one time per a week, the

some of them to talk with
was a technical problem:
faces without

CSTC

their families via

company arranged for
television bridge. Once there

the participants could only see one another's

any sound. Our manager had decided
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to

postpone the

I

meeting. This meant that the families
should return

Among them

a week.

in

home and come back

were many from very

there

far provinces.
the point "Using the intrinsic
resources inherent in the
given system" in the
course, I came up with an

Remembering

CM

idea: participants' talk

on the international telephone of Fujitsu’s
net while seeing one another on
the television screen. All the
participants were happy. Because of
this I
also felt happy.

(T.T.T.C.

-

Employee, Company Fujitsu)

My

present job doesn't sound to be one that
has anything to do with
science and technology. With the tools that
I have learned, I have made
various designs of new blouses, some of which
I find really good. Though
I have no plan to become
a fashion designer in the future this ability
to
design new models of clothes can help me
become an owner of a wellknown dress-making shop. Also, thinking methodically will
help me work

more

efficiently with a

program carefully envisaged from A to Z, with no
my time. If I had attended the CM course

redundant operations that waste
right after

have been

finished high school,

I

my

career prospects at that time must

different.

(N.T.M.D.

-

Dress-maker)

my production

In

principles in

work, by using brainstorming and the table of creativity
solving technical contradictions, I have taken the initiative in

improving a

lifting

machine using a manual pump, which was highly

appreciated by the people in

(T.B.H.

Now

my factory.

Worker)

-

become

things have

different after the

CM

course.

I

don't

mean

that

of miracle. But undoubtedly, I do learn how to think in a more
creative way, then I can save more time for more work. Now whatever
it

is sort

work

I

take charge of, big or small,

methods

to solve

it

and

way

(the trial

now

realize fully that:

I

can do

it

I

view

faster.

it

as a problem.

Good-bye

to

my

I

use the

new

old-fashioned

and error method). In my hospital, I have reorganized the
rooms and medical devices, giving each of them more functions (the
principle of universality) without ill affecting the treatment and order. I

Without methods, great persons can get

good methods, ordinary persons can do
(N.T.Q.L.
After

the

-

tools.

CM

to a

one

course,

in designing

Except for
to a piece

of 100 kg made
it

it

that,

great things.

of

my

successful

efforts

was making

and packaging of our product by creativity

in organizing the production process

of equipment: a container
difficult for

workers

full

to load

it

made

I

a

of products with a weight
onto a

cart,

and then carry

steam-heated furnace. In fact the workers were able to handle a load

of 70 kg (because 100 kg
the

with

Doctor)

improvement
change

lost;

following principles:

is

too heavy for them), short of 30 kg.

"Uninterrupted

useful

effect",

I

applied

"Dynamism",

"Fragmentation" and "Joining". The container was divided into separate
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two, With 50 kg product for each.
But once inside the furnace, the two
halves were joined with special hooks,
and turned into one container to be
the furnace s
wer
Thus
P°
container always holds the content
ot 100 kg without any waste.
'

-

>

(L.C.

Deputy

-

director,

Beverages Company)

am

glad and very thankful for attending
this extraordinary thinking
course. After this course I now realize that
contradictions could be united
and should not be viewed separately. Instead
of treating opposite elements
as an attacking each other, now with
TRIZ both are combined to resolve
I

problem

"win-win" situation.

in

TRIZ methods encourage me

to

objectively. There

error,

and the output
(M.H.Z.

is

is

no

trial

and

see

things

which

and

analyze

problem

considered wasting time
limited. Your methods are convenient to our
daily life.
is

Educational administrator, Ministry of Education, Malaysia)

-

Half way through the course, I began applying what I had
learned in my
research work, in particular, by using such principles
as "local quality",
"preliminary counter-action" and "fragmentation". I was able
to control the
growing of the mushrooms. This has brought about
mechanization of

mushroom

raising, the

problem

which I had been looking for a solution.
have been able to find the answer. In addition, the size of a
mushroom can be controlled to meet market demand. I have recently been
conducting a number of experiments for which the results are satisfactory.

And now

I

(N.H.D.

-

to

Agro-engineer)

have known for many years that I didn't have an effective method in
thinking. Faced with a problem, I found myself very slow in working out
a
I

solution, as

compared

step, feeling

problem.

to other people.

completely

at a loss,

I

always had to grope about stepby

not knowing what to do to solve the

could not concentrate on anything, and often

I

left

things half

done.

Now

coming to an end, I found myself completely
was before. The lack of self-confidence and the

that the course is

changed from what
inertia

my

in

I

nature have given

way

to

optimism, observation, and

My

mind has been sharpened and become more alert,
enabling me to find the solution to a problem more quickly, effectively
and economically. What I like most in the course is that for every point
inquisitiveness.

presented in a lesson, the instructor always gave us illustrations taken from
daily

life,

used.

I

I

besides mentioning the inventions in which the method was

also like his humanistic approach to teaching.

regret not having

waste a

to attend this course earlier,

of my time. The subject

lot

be included
(N.T.T.T.

been able

-

in the

is

which made

me

necessary for everybody, and should

curriculum for high schools.

University student)
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...

Creativity Methodologies are beneficial
to

problems.
with

my

When

was

I

school,

still at

I

me not only in dealing with
used to be punished for fighting

classmates.

If I had learned this subject
then and been able to
reason using the nine-systems thinking
display, I would not have resorted
to violence. Not long ago, while I
was enjoying some coffee with a few
friends of mine, I was confronted
by a group of local youths. I
immediately thought of the nine-systems thinking
display: if I had a fight
with them, I would have either been bitten
by the youth or arrested by the
police for causing public nuisance. At the
same time I

remembered

principles

Dimension.

of Convert

Harm

into

Benefit

and

Transition

the

New

to

took the initiative to shake hands with them
and offer them
some coffee. As a result, the conflict was resolved
positively. This method
turned out to be much better than violence. In
my view, my response to
this situation can be regarded as an
example of creative thinking for
I

myself.

(N.C.H. - University student)
Integrating Educational Ideal and Creativity

In his keynote speech Enlarging

Large Public delivered
27, 2001 in

history

at the 3

TRIZ and Teaching Enlarged TRIZ

for the

rd

International Conference

Los Angles, Professor Phan Dung

becomes more and more

on TRIZ Studies

in

H.G. Wells’ remarks

stated

March 25-

“human

that

a race between education and catastrophe.”

Then he

said:

As

a teacher in education

am

I

keenly aware of

this challenge and,

would like to contribute as much as possible
education. But what education does to beat catastrophe?
course,

I

to the victory

of
of

There are many definitions of human beings. One of them is that human
beings are thinking creatures. But from possessing thinking ability to

knowing how to think well
great number of tragedies
levels

a long distance.

is

at

Many writers

suppose

that a

personal, group even national and global

have deep causes through inadequate thinking

skills for solving

related problems.

Today,

many

Killian, the

educators including myself have shared the thought of Jim

former president of Massachusetts

“The basic aim of education

is

Institute

of Technology,

not to accumulate knowledge, but rather to

learn to think creatively, teach oneself and seek answers to questions as
yet unexplored.” In

my turn

I

would

like to add,

“And

to put creative ideas

into action.”

On

the basis of our

own

experiences in using

kinds of problems and teaching

TRIZ

TRIZ

for solving different

for large public irrespective of age,
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profession and position for more than
25 years we believe that TRIZ itself
in all senses can be the core of
such a theory. In our vision, TRIZ based
general theory of creative problem solving
will help education to beat
catastrophe”

Phan, 2001, pp. 2-3
In his article Dialectical Syste ms
Thinking for

Problem Solving and Derision

presented in the 7 th International Conference
on Thinking, June 1-6, 1997,
Professor Phan

Dung

states the

need

to foster creativity in current education
system.

There

are three areas: nature, society and thinking
that should be
understood and transformed by mankind in order to meet
its needs during
its history of evolution and development.
Unfortunately, among them,
thinking had received the least attention until recently.
This situation has
caused a great number of tragedies at personal, group, national,
and even

global levels.

Our present educational and training system mainly prepares specialists.
As a result of that, these specialists having such a narrow thinking may
successfully solve their specialized problems but may not know
think to solve other problems. Life will be happy if problems

how

to

in general

can be solved well.
In fact, the reality is in unity and interactions between its components
and
changes quantitatively and qualitatively with time. First of all, thinking, on
the one hand, should obey the inherent universal attributes and

developmental laws of the reality. On the other hand, thinking should put
forward ideas for further cognizing and transforming the reality, which are

based on these universal attributes and laws, taking into account specific
points of concrete problems.

The essence of

the issue

is

that

objective laws of development and

only those people

manage

who

grasp these

the psychology along

them can

achieve a high efficiency in creativity and innovation.

In Professor

Phan Dung’s view, TRIZ based

dialectical thinking and, directed

creativity,

cybernetics,

method on one

side,

by systems

theory,

its

philosophical foundation on

draws widely from psychology of

information theory, decision making theory and predicting

and patent information, evaluation and development of biological

systems, history of science and technological development, scientific effects needed for
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inventors, and criticizing other
creativity methodologies on
the other side forms the

enlarged system for enlarged
public to solve complex,
dynamic, and challenging

problems from

all

aspects of

life.

(See figure 9 Sources of TRIZ.

For details of TR1Z

please see Appendix B.)

Sources of TRIZ

Figure

9.

Source of TRIZ (Dung. 2001,

p. 5)

Thematic Description of Both Mr. Altshulller and Professor Phan Dung

From
reiterations

works.

above textual description we see

distinct

of both Professor Phan Dung and Mr. Altshuller’s

From

Phan Dung,

the

I

readings of both persons’

summarize

life stories

and

my

patterns,

life

journeys and their

experiences with Professor

their shared characteristics as the following:
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themes and

1

.

Considering

Both Mr.

human development

Artshuller

and

as their core concern

Professor

development of people’s creative
lives to

Phan Dung care so much about

potentials.

Both of them decided

the

to devote their

programs promoting people’s way of creative thinking
and inventive

problem solving.

2.

Integrating, unifying

Both of them

knowledge from

stress integrating objective reality

TRIZ

theory draws widely from dialectical thinking, systems theory as
well as a

lot

Humanistic principle:

of

9).

No boundaries

Both of them devoted themselves

and no limitations

to tapping creativity

of age, profession, positions and social

4.

and subjective development of

people’s psychological understanding of problems. The
development of

other resources (see Figure

3.

different resources

from

all

people irrespective

status.

Unconditional commitment for their educational ideal

Mr. Altshuller went through a

promote

creativity

education

lot

at

of hardship when he proposed the idea

schools during the

Stalin

era.

Despite the

mistreatment of several years, he never bore any malice to the government.

he could not carry out programs publicly, he wrote science

TRIZ

ideas to

young people. When

Institute for Inventive Creativity

creativity at schools

adapted

TRIZ

and other

as creativity

the situation

was

to

When

fiction to introduce all

ripe he established the Public

and trained thousands of educators who can tap
settings. Professor

methodology

Phan Dung

started teaching

as an extra-curricular course to students

from different departments and when the time was ripe he established CSTC.
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Both of them provided the opportunity
tap their

5.

own

creativity in both their life

for people to discover themselves

and

their

Modeling of integrity and endless compassion

and

to

work.

for learners

Both Mr. Altshuller and Professor Phan Dung are educators
who have shown

their

genuine love and compassion for learners regardless of
their backgrounds and

always offer learners their unconditional support. They

ARE

Every one who has ever encountered them would no doubt
brilliance

6.

what they preach.

feel so strongly the

of their minds as well as the enormous openness of their

hearts.

Nurturing and nourishing presence

Wherever they
Prof.

are, the nurturing

and nourishing atmosphere will be

Phan Dung’s memoirs we know

there.

From

a great deal about the nurturing nature of

Mr. Altshuller. Three days of being with Professor Phan Dung plus half a year’s
email correspondence,

I

experienced the same nurturing atmosphere radiating

from his presence. From the

7.

Love

for life

Though Mr.

CSTC

participants’ evaluation

we

can see the same.

and compassion for mankind
Altshuller suffered a lot

when he was

put in prison in the early 1950s,

He

whole-

ARIZ and

related

he never dwelled on his misfortune and the setbacks of his
heartedly devoted himself and his

theories and programs.

compassion

for

life to

All this effort

developing TRIZ,

came from

his

life.

love for

life

and his

mankind. Though, Professor Phan Dung did not personally go

through such misfortunes in his

Vietnam War was

life,

what

his country

went through

also tragic. But he did not let that discourage him.

moving scene both Steve and

I

noticed
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in the

The most

was when we were sending him off

to

Boston.

As we were approaching

Vietnam War affected
were

who

at

a crossing.

a

The

to Boston, Steve

was

how

the

at the time,

we

talking about

whole generation of Americans. Right

car stopped, and just then, an ex-Vietnam

carried a board in front of him saying:
“Please help a homeless

veteran,”

was walking along

asked Steve to

money. But

roll

at the

down

the cars to ask for help. Professor

the

window and reached

time the light turned green and

he was not able to help the veteran.
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War

veteran

Vietnam War

Phan Dung quickly

in his pocket to get

we had

to go.

He was

some

very sorry

6

CHPATER
HOLISTIC EDUCATORS: THE HOPE OF HOLISTIC
EDUCATION
The
Love

From

is at

the heart of integral teacher.

loves

life

and works.

profoundly.

All types of life, and he encourages others towards
the same attitude.
always growing, developing, enhancing the quality of
his personal and professional bemg,
beyond the mediocrity and conformism.
He generously shares his knowledge without discrimination.

is

He
He

is

doesn’t work for just a salary; he works for his
self-fulfillment,

and to be of service to the rest.
and orients students lovingly, stimulating
because he appreciates and values himself.

a friend that supports

He

their self-esteem,

loves his educational job, as an extension of the love he
feels for himself.

He
He

Teacher

there he nourishes, lives

He
He

Integral

is

joyful, loving, compassionate

loves his students resembling the love for

He

all that

and

fair.

comes from him and

that

he gives to the

rest.

example of what he says, because he truly loves life.
He works from his very being, from his heart and mind towards others’ hearts and minds.
He generates around him and maintains a loving and positive environment,
is

a living

integrating and respecting

When

facing trouble he

is

all.

optimistic, active, transparent, honest, sincere

and

creative.

He always

provides solutions; he never generates nor cause problems.
When faced to his mistakes, he accepts them without evading them, and continues growing
enthusiastically, developing, progressing, and encouraging others towards the same
purpose.
The integral teacher conceives him globally, the same as his students or other persons;

he conceives

life

and learning as an integral whole, recognizing the quality of his
and experiences as the essence of education.

interactions

He

teaches facilitating the development of humanizing abilities,

He

skills,

values and attitudes,

Providing the appropriate environment and opportunities.
loves the educational arena where he works and those whom he shares

And
Because he loves

life,

it

with,

enriches the institution with his presence.

his attitudes, words, thoughts, feelings are part

of the great wealth of the

development and progress of life.

Thus

the integral teacher teaches love to

Mario Solis Guerrero,
In

Chapter 4 and Chapter 5

I

life.

Principal, Colegio Integral, Quito,

Ecuador

have presented the textual and thematic

descriptions of the two cases of Colegio Integral, Quito, Ecuador, and of the Center for

Scientific

and Technical Creativity, Vietnam National University, Hochiminh

Vietnam. These two cases, though operating

cultural,

social,

economic and

political

in different countries

and under

City,

different

circumstances, have displayed remarkable
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resemblances in salient themes, patterns and
characteristics. As Gretchen Rossman
(1992) explains,
bring the

at this

phase of cross-case synthesis

common themes

and patterns

I

need

to the forefront.

to juxtapose the cases

The next

step

is

through which a pattern larger than each case, an
insight deeper than
the participants, and a conceptual portrayal

more encompassing than

all

all

and

to synthesize,

the stories of

the individual

studies can finally emerge. This chapter describes
the steps of cross-case synthesis from
integrating the thematic descriptions of the

conceptual portrayal of

all

two cases

to the

the participants of the study.

addresses the significance of this study

at

emergence of the cross-case

The

last part

of

this chapter

personal, professional and societal level.

Cross-Case Thematic Synthesis

As explained
there are

two

levels

previously, this study consists of

two cases and within each one

of interviews. With the case of Colegio

depth phenomenological

interview

with the

Integral,

the

principles,

and guidelines. In order

to find out

is

the in-

founder of the school, Mario Solis

key person who developed the school’s

Guerrero,

one level

how

the faculty at the school, another level of interview

holistic

vision,

mission,

his personal vision has influenced

was conducted with

the teachers and

students at the school also using the phenomenological approach, though the interviews

were comparatively shorter than the ones

I

to stimulate the participants’ story telling

world

stories.

establish

From

their vivid accounts

had with Mario. The interview approach was
of

their concrete lived experiences

and

life-

of their journeys from realizing the need

a holistic worldview to making a

commitment

to

contribute to holistic

education, there were salient themes, patterns and characteristics.
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to

The interviews with

students demonstrated that they did regard
their learning experience

at this

school as

unique, extraordinary and of great importance
for their well-rounded personal
growth.

The case of

the

CSTC was

only interviewed Professor Phan
stories

a

little bit

Dung

different as to the scope.

Though

himself, thanks to his ready support,

and information not only about his

own journey,

I

I

have

received

but also about his teacher, Mr.

Genrikh Saulovich Altshuller, as well as the participants’
evaluations of the

CSTC

creativity programs.

In addition,

I

also studied significant

amount of relevant documentations from

both cases, which served as second-hand data for

and

their

programs.

whole process of

I

my

also paid

much

attention to

my

how

understanding of their journeys

I

experienced and

felt

research. Despite of the apparent differences of the

programs, by investigating

much

deeper,

I

have discovered

that there are

similar themes and patterns demonstrated from both cases. First of

all, let

during the

two

distinct

remarkably

us look

at the

founders of these two programs, Mario Solis Guerrero and Professor Phan Dung.

Common Themes

and Patterns Unfolded from the Journeys of the

Though Mario and Professor Phan Dung used
about their vision, passion and mission of their

between the

essential elements

lives,

we

Two

different languages in talking

can see clearly the similarities

of their journeys.

Both Mario and Professor Phan Dung had the sense of a

when

they were very young. Mario always

always wanted

inevitability

to

Founders

figure out the best

felt

the oneness of the universe, while

way of

of taking up what they are doing as a
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larger vision of life

thinking.

life

This

mission.

made them

Dung

feel

the

Both of them have understood the wholeness and
oneness

in the

cosmos and

realized that fragmentations, segmentations
existing in our lives are artificial.

They

are

consciously trying to integrate knowledge and to
appreciate people in harmony with
themselves, with nature and with society.

Both Mario and Professor Phan Dung have profound

Mano

went

to

Chile several years each

cross-cultural experience.

summer from 1990

to

1993

to

receive

humanistic psychology training and to Venezuela in 1997 to receive trainings
on Triune
Brain from Elaine de Beauport; and Professor Phan

Union, for twelve years in

all.

Dung

studied in the former Soviet

Both of them have taken active

roles in applying

what

they learned from other countries and other cultures into their everyday practice.

Both of them changed the focus of
architect

of things and objects

to

architect

their profession.

Mario changed from

of people’s mind, heart and

soul;

and

Professor Phan Dung, from expert in studying solid state of materials to expert in

tapping the dynamic creative energy from people.

Both of them integrated knowledge from

Mario based

different resources

his philosophical foundation of the holistic

Krishnamurti, Bubddhism, and Taoism.

He

also

and

disciplines.

view from Erich Fromm,

borrowed from business the most up-

on organizational management, systemic thinking, Total Quality

to-date

theories

Control,

The Seven Habits of Highly

a lot of resources into his

TRIZ

Effective People. Professor

Phan Dung

integrated

research and teaching, from systems theory, dialectical

thinking, psychology, information system, cybernetics, patent information and a lot of

others.
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Both

of

them

demonstrate

remarkable

discriminating attitude towbard people.

ways

as genuine

human

beings.

I

am

openness,

generosity

and

non-

They regard every person coming along

very grateful from

my own

their

experience of receiving

unconditional support from them in the process of
my study. Mario and Sonia provided
a

home

for

me

my

do

to

research while

I

was

there at the school. For three

weeks

I

stayed in their house and had meals with them. They,
as well as their daughter, Gabriela,

helped

me

with

all

related issues concerning

the visa issue. Gabriela and Sonia drove us

mornings

Quito

to

continuously sent

to help us

me

posted and brought

all

me

my

research there.

The most

(my husband and me)

all

four times in the early

apply the visa back to the U.S. Professor Phan

the materials he thought necessary for

kinds of materials for

me

was

difficult

my

to learn about

He

study.

Dung

emailed,

both his journeys and

his programs.

With them,
them
that

never

felt that

I

was an outsider and needed

to get resources for studying their

where

came from and

I

communication
way.

I

I

simply

in the

my

programs and

their journeys.

background did not hinder,

whole process. They offered

felt their

to

profound love for

all

me

push and

stretch

With them
in

I felt

anyway, our

their support in an unconditional

people from

my encounter

and experience

with them.

Both of them

set the

fine

example of bringing theory

into practice.

persistently develops the school to be holistic and integral; Professor

Mario

Phan Dung

links

daily concerns to enhancing people’s creative ability.

To sum
should be

like:

up, their presence and their beings demonstrate

a person with genuine integrity,
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what a

holistic educator

showing profound love

for

life,

for

people, for

in the

human

beings, as well as honoring connections
and intersections with people

oneness of the cosmos.
If

we add Mr.

Altshuller’s journey, except that he did not
have as

cultural experiences, all the other patterns

engaged

was

in creative invention

fourteen. After he got

fit

cross-

his profile (see details in Chapter
5).

when he was very young and

work

much

in a patent office

got his

patent

first

He

when he

he studied thousands of patents

to

develop the Theory of Inventive Problem Solving (TRIZ). Then
he made promoting the

way of

creative

thinking as his life-long mission. Despite the hardships he had
been

through in prison, he whole-heartedly devoted himself to introducing
the theory and
practice of

TRIZ

more people. He and another colleague single-handedly

to

the Public Institute of Inventive Creativity through

trained to teach TRIZ.

He

He

he could.

From

Thanks

which

we

who

Phan Dung

integrated their

from them

Common Themes
I

who wanted
life

TRIZ problems

readers’ letters and questions; as

to learn

for

many

as

and offered unconditional support.

and profound compassion for human beings.

for offering a vivid account

of Mr. Altshuller’s

story,

cited in Chapter 5. All these three people are great teachers and holistic

I

that

He answered

see a strong love for

to Professor

educators

way

supported anyone

his story

which hundreds of teachers were

issued journals, magazines to put on

readers to consider and to solve.

established

we

way of knowing,

doing, being and becoming in such a

can learn tremendously.

and Pattern of the Teachers

also learned a lot

form

my

at

Colegio Integral

experience with

all

the teachers

I

Colegio Integral, Quito, Ecuador. Though the length of their teaching

interviewed

at

at

the school

ranged from two and a half years (Xavier) to twelve years (Victoria), the quality of their
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experiences are the

same—they

enjoyed so

much

their experiences at the school; they

found themselves developing and growing together
with the students and the school;
they realized that their personal growth, their
professional development, the students’

growth and the well being of the school are one; they found
the joy of
there, in

connecting with the students, in serving the community

the school as unique, and themselves as lucky to

common
1.

characteristics

All of

them

personal

of their experiences

and

interpersonal

is

their

own

all

teaching

of them regarded

The following

are the

school:

The

development.

own personal and

All of them have opportunities to learn and to

their

there.

realized the core concern of the school

accompanying process

2.

at the

work

—

life in

is to

foster the students’

starting

point

and

the

interpersonal development.

know

educational ideals, as well as to align

it

themselves, and to identify

with the school’s holistic

vision, mission and practice.

3.

All of

them regard

their personal

development, professional growth, the school’s

mission and the school’s well being as an integrated whole.

4.

All of

them make

full

commitment

to foster students’ creativity

and encourage

the development of their multiple intelligences.

5.

6.

All of them look for

more

classroom but in

as well.

All of

life,

them discovered

opportunities to be with students not only inside the

a profound joy in teaching at this open, nurturing, and

nourishing school climate. For details please see Chapter
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4.

When
journeys, their

I

immersed myself completely

work and

interacted with their

emerged seamlessly

my

their understanding

of their

the

life

stones of the participants’

my meaning

missions,

meaning making. The conceptual portrayal of
as a result of the mingling

intimate understanding of

It

is

of

my

them based on

any of the cases.

larger than

into

holistic educators

their concrete lived experiences

and

personal experience. The portrayal

more comprehensive because

themes and patterns and integrated them

making

into

a

it

embraces

more encompassing

all

is

the

pattern that

demonstrates a deeper insight of holistic educators. The
next section explains the

—comprehensive dimensions of

conceptual portrayal of the study

From Th ematic

From

Synthesis to Conceptual Portrayal of Holistic Educators

the very early stage of

my study,

the

people’s journeys constitutes four dimensions:

knowing, doing, being and becoming. Since

I

framework

how

the

I

I

I

wanted

to use to explore

holistic educators integrate their

could not find an established theoretical

underpinning of the four-dimensional framework,

mind.

holistic educators.

I

always kept

it

at the

back of

did find Parker Palmer’s (1983) mentioning of the four basic issues to the

mind

relevant to

my

my

life

of

four dimensions: epistemology, pedagogy, ontology and ethics.

could see the rough correspondence between these four issues and the knowing, doing,

being and becoming. Yet

dimension and

how

Eventually

reviewed

all

I

I

could not see clearly,

at the

fell

what

is

inside each

these four should be related and interacted.

was

at the

planning stage of writing this

the thematic patterns of both of the cases and

previous night. Surprisingly, the next morning, before

themes

time,

very neatly into these four dimensions in
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I

my

last chapter, after

all

even

I

had

of the participants the

fully

mind’s eye

woke

—

it

up,

all

the

was a sudden

“Aha!” experience.

I

was so excited with

the

emergence of the clear picture of

relationships of the themes nght there in
front of my mind’s eye that

I

got up right

the

away

and quickly drew a diagram. This diagram unfolded
clearly as the conceptual portrayal
of

all

the participants and at the

same time

holistic educators (see figure 10).

it

illustrates

The following four

comprehensive dimensions of

sections explain respectively the

four dimensions.

Portrayal of Integral Educators

Figure 10. Portrayal of integral educators (developed,
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7.

29. 2001)

Integrated

Knowing: of the

When
is

focused on

education

how

In this education

the

is

Self, the Subjects, the Students

and the World

understood as imparting knowledge, the effort and
emphasis

well the teacher grasps the subject and passes

mode, very

little

emphasis

is

it

down

to the students.

put on the importance of the teacher in

knowing of him/herself, of students and of the world. From

my

study of the cases,

I

learned that both the Ecuador case and the Vietnam case put
great emphasis on personal

and interpersonal development, professional development, as well as
learning about the
world. Both stress the knowing of the
the

same

time.

We

can see

self,

this clearly

the subject, the students, and the world,

from Mario’s poem

at the

all at

beginning of

this

chapter, the participants’ stories, as well as the participants’ evaluation of
Professor

Phan Dung’s

CSTC

From both

programs.

cases

we

learn clearly that they place self-knowledge at the starting

point of the process of knowing. Mario’s metaphor of

fine

example

to display the integrated sense

students and the world.

Under

The Tree of

of the knowing of the

Self-Fulfillment

is

a

the subjects, the

self,

the light of the tree metaphor, the roots correspond to the

personal and interpersonal growth of the teachers. The trunk of the tree and branches

and leaves are related
their teaching.

work

is

stories

to professional

The flowers and

development and

fruits are the students’

their grasp

performance where teachers’

connected with the students’ development. From

of working

at

the school,

we know how

of the subjects of

all

the teacher participants’

they integrated the knowing of

themselves, the subjects, the students and the world,

all

together.

They emphasize

personal and interpersonal development, keep on gaining self-awareness; they try to

know

students, their rhythms and styles of learning, as well as
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how

to develop the

students’ multiple intelligences; they
also

know

they need to connect the students,
as

well as themselves to the larger world.
For example, they sent students to

museums,

make

community

to

art exhibits,

services and to collaborate with students
in other schools to

proposals to the Ecuadorian congress. All this
helped them to

know

the outside

world.

Parker Palmer (1998) talks
self,

at great

length about the integrated

knowing of

the subject and the students:

Teaching, like any truly

As

for better or worse.

my

my

students,

entanglements

I

is

see,

I

I

m y inner

are.

unexamined

When I do
levels

When
life

not

emerges from one’s inwardness,

activity,

projected the condition of

I

and

way of

our

my

Viewed form

life.

being

my

soul onto

The

together.

to gain self-knowledge

and

my subjects.

students and

my

subject depends heavily

— and when

know

— and knowing myself

my students

do not know myself,

I

this angle, teaching holds a

willing to look in the mirror and not run from

them through a

see

will

I

am

knowing

knowing

knowledge.

I

have a chance

as crucial as

In fact,

teach,

subject,

mirror to the soul. If

what

human

I

experience in the classroom are often no more or less than

the convolution of

myself,

I

cannot

glass darkly,

know who my

in

cannot see them clearly,

I

cannot

I

on

self-

students

shadows of

the

I

my

cannot teach well.

—

know my subject not at the deepest
I will know it only abstractly, from
as far removed form the world as I am

of embodied, personal meaning.

a distance, a congeries of concepts

from personal

truth.

Parker Palmer, 1998,

At other places, Palmer
and students

in the fabric

inner journey toward a

all

the

also remarks that

of life”

more

(p.

truthful

the teachers’ stories of the cases,

real educational situations. All

1

1),

and

that

“Good

teachers join

“To educate

way of seeing and being

we

of their

is

to

in the

self,

p. 2

and subject

guide students on an

world”

(p. 6).

see this educational ideal operate in real

stories told us that
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it

is

From

life

time to believe that

it

and
can

be achieved to integrate the knowing of the
all

self,

the subject, the students, and the world,

together.

Harmonious Doing: C r eating Nurturing Learning Environment

New
individual

theory on learning discovered that people don’t
leam entirely in an

sense.

Instead,

people

leam more and gain deeper understanding

relationship with others and in community. Palmer
points out that “ reality

communal

relationship,

(Palmer, 1998,

Right

and

we

can

know

reality only

by being

in

is

a

in

web of

community with

it”

p. 95).

now

there are hot discussions

on building learning communities and

learning organizations based on Peter Senge s work. But from

building up a learning

my personal

observation,

community demands so much more than what we know.

We

cannot have a learning community only by talking about the importance of establishing
a learning community. There

is

enough

literature

currently talking about learning

organization and learning communities, but very few institutions really achieve

I

investigated the case of Colegio Integral, Quito, Ecuador,

one of the very few organizations
that

it

is

that

can actually say, by

community

a learning organization or learning

I

its

found

it.

When

that this school is

own doing and

practice,

that is carrying out holistic

educational practice.

The essence of why they can achieve
understanding,

is that

an

whole,

undivided

they are walking their

and there needed

a sense of learning community, from

talk.

to

When

they realized that the world

life.

From my

observation and
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is

be the sense of connectedness and

interdependence in peaceful living in the world, they set out to practice

their daily educational

my

my

interviews

I

all their

ideas in

found out

that the

following four parts constitutes the main
elements of what they have been doing

in

creating a nurturing and nourishing leaning
environment: 1) they appreciate relationship

and make active connections with students;
2) they carry out the pedagogy of love;

3)

they implement a transformative, holistic curriculum
and, 4) they build up a learning

community.

1)

Appreciating relationship

By

deeply connecting with students, the administrators, the faculty
and staff of

Colegio Integral, together with the students, co-created a unique
learning environment
that is open,

encouraging and nurturing. John Miller (1988) states

The focus of holistic education

is

on relationships

—

that:

the relationship between

and intuition, the relationship between mind and body, the
between individual and community and the relationship between

linear thinking

relationship

self and Self. In the holistic curriculum the student

examines these relationships
so that he/ she gains both awareness of them and the skills necessary to
transform the relationships where it is appropriate.
Miller, 1988, p. 3

From

the

stress

of the school on multiple-intelligence and personal and

interpersonal development

emphasis on
relationship

By

we

can see clearly that they appreciate relationships. Their

fully developing students’ multiple intelligences called attention to the

among body and mind;

body, mind, and heart; body, mind, heart and soul.

personal and interpersonal development they are able to discover their inner self and

the inner others so that they appreciate a very

also build

humane

relationship.

What

is

more, they

up an eco-farm where students and teachers together plant crops,

trees

and

vegetable, and raise animals so that they build up their appreciation of the relationship

between human beings and nature and create experiential learning opportunities.
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2)

Applying

A Pedagogy of Love

At the core of
learning to

live.

all their

educational practice

Both the Cl and the

CSTC

chapter in his

lives,

poem “Love

is at

the

pedagogy of love

that stresses

honor students and participants of the

programs as genuine human beings, respect
appreciated during the learning process.

is

their

diversity as the treasure to be

As Mario expresses

at the

beginning of

this

the heart of integral teacher, from there he
nourishes,

and works.” “He generously shares his knowledge without
discrimination.” “He

is

a friend that supports and orients his students lovingly,
stimulating their self esteem,

because he appreciates and values himself.” “He loves his
educational job, as an
extension of the love he feels for himself.

My

He

all

joyful, loving, compassionate and fair.”

my

observation of the school and

students at the school

is

interviews with the teachers and the

verified that teachers at the school

their daily educational activities.

One example can

I

suggested that

On
we

the day

when

just passing our group. Gabriela told

would make

we

had the picture taken with
this student

extent,

us.

happy

He

if

invited

him

I

to join us.

So

I

invited

me

his hearing. Since

from understanding what’s going on

he has been deprived,

in a full sense, the teachers

compensate him with something more, larger and deeper.
happy.
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In this

way he

that

it

him and he

was, in deed, very happy. Later, Gabriela told

had some problem with

had the

take a picture of all of us.

At the time one of the students was
the student very

in

help explain the teachers’ profound

love for the students despite their individual differences.

group interview with the English teachers,

showed tremendous love

me
to

that

some

always try

to

will be very

3)

Implementing Transformative Curriculum

Both the Colegio

Integral

and the

CSCT

programs emphasize bringing

forth the

creative and imaginative energy and resources from
the students rather than only passing

down knowledge. Judging from John
they have gotten

away from

Miller’s three positions

on educational curriculum,

the transmission position, gone

beyond the transaction

position and reached the transformation position (See
Chapter 2

).

As

Miller (1990)

states:

The transformation position focuses on personal and
student

is

actively involved in

all

social change.

The

phase of the learning process. The

position encompasses three specific orientations: skills that promote
personal and social transformation; a vision of social change that leads
to the

harmony with

the environment rather than the control over

environment; and the attribution of spiritual dimension to the
environment. The paradigm for the transformation position is based on
an ecologically interdependent conception of nature that emphasizes the
interrelatedness of phenomena.
Miller, 1990, p. 4

What

Miller does not mention

from the students themselves.
stress the bringing forth

My

is

the creative and innate energy and resources

understanding of the transformation position

of the creative potential from the students. For

is to

this purpose,

we

need a very nurturing and nourishing educational environment. Both the Colegio
Integral

and the

foster the holistic

CSTC

programs provided

this

unique learning environment

that

can

and transformative curriculum.

Because of the nurturing and nourishing environment created by both programs,
the learning experience

is

Students and participants

not top-down, spoon-feeding but bottom-up, inside-out.

know how

encouraging environment and

Chapter 4 and Chapter

how

they have benefited from learning in such an

they have developed and grown (For details see

5).
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4) Establishing a Learning

In fact, if

we

Community

use Peter Senge’s (1990) five dimensional
criteria of learning

organizations to inspect Colegio Integral,

Senge proposed

we

can see that

it

achieved

all

of them. Peter

five elements for developing a learning
organization: mental model,

personal mastery, team work, shared vision and systems
thinking.

We

can see that

in

Colegio Integral, they have very strong faculty development
programs during the

summer

in

which

the teachers and administrators attend

all

workshops on the

learning theories so that they are always checking their mental
models to
their

ways of seeing things and doing

individual

teachers

and the school.

things

Since

fit

make

latest

sure that

the optimal development of both the

they

focused

a

lot

on personal and

interpersonal development most of the teachers have gone through mastering personal

mastery.

They were

all

good

at

teamwork with both

the leaders of the school as well as

the students; they grasped systems thinking and they have a shared vision of the school.

who

All the teachers

participated in

my

research at the school have undertaken

the journey of changing their mental models from seeing things separately to seeing

things as a whole; using

worldview as a

holistic

my

term, they have gone through to the stage of establishing a

result

of changing conventional mental models.

All of the teachers, through faculty development programs every summer, their

own

readings and their

own

reflections

of

their teaching

and learning experiences

achieved personal mastery of holistic educational practice by honoring students as

genuine

human

beings and creating a nurturing and nourishing school climate to tap into

students’ potentials.
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Teachers not only spent their classroom time together
with the students, but also
outside class doing theme-focused year-long
projects,
field trips

with the students. In

teamwork

spirit.

The way everything
development

this

at the

way both

community

service projects and

the teachers and the students cultivated
a

school starts with loving

life at

the core,

human

the center and with professional growth as a very important
component

at

demonstrates that the faculty has been developing systems thinking.
Since

school

all

s holistic

the school

learning

is

of them have aligned

that they are acting

my

other

is

is

is

so unique about

on what they say and actually building a unique

is

Wav of Teaching

the Best

interview with Mario, he talked about

the content of the subject,

the hidden curriculum,

which

is

which

who

person’s whole being. The teacher’s being

It

What

in this beautiful school.

Genuine Being: Authentic Modeling

curriculum, one

personal educational ideal to the

educational vision, they have a shared vision.

community

During

own

their

is

is

how

teachers teach two

the visible curriculum; and the

the person

much more

is,

or

we

can say what

is

the

than what he teaches verbally.

includes his/her attitudes, relationship with students, with each other as colleagues,

dealing with daily matters, handling obstacles, setbacks, and conflicts. In

presence of the teacher

“A

is

the

whole being of the person.

teacher’s being influences students

teaching.”

The following explains

much more

In

fact, the

whole

China we have a saying

that

strongly than the teacher’s verbal

the four elements constitute genuine being of holistic

educators:
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1 )

Authentic Modeling
Holistic education needs educators

for the students if they

Dung

and Phan

we

look back

at

want

stressed the

power of

our school years,

learning experience with

the integrity to be authentic models

to lead the students to live an integrated
life.

What we remember

taught us.

who have

him

authentic modeling. Mario mentioned that,

we do

is

Both Mario

not

remember

the content of what each teacher

what kind of person each one was

or her. Professor

Dung

when

talked about

related to our

how he

learned from

Mr. Altshuller not only from his teaching but also from his wonderful
being and
authentic

modeling. As Parker Palmer (1998) stresses, “Good teachers possess
a

capacity for connectedness.

among

his

They

weave

are able to

complex web of connections

a

themselves, their subjects and their students so that students can learn to weave a

world for themselves”

(p.

1

1).

2) Demonstrating Integrity

Palmer also

talks about integrity as the

Integrity requires that

and what does not
that

I

discern what

—and

converge within me:

or reject them,

I

is

wholeness of the person:
integral to

my selfhood, what

choose life-giving ways of relating

Do I welcome them

move with them

fits

to the forces

or fear them, embrace them

or against them?

By choosing

integrity,

I

become more whole, but wholeness does not mean perfection. It
means becoming more real by acknowledging the whole of who I am.
(Palmer, 1998,

p. 13)

Both Mario and Professor Phan Dung are examples of persons with genuine
integrity.

Their openness offers a tremendous space from their hearts and minds that

touches other people’s hearts and minds. They connected

to

everyday issues and matters.

ethnic,

I

feel totally at

and age differences. Being with them
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I

all

the theories they treasured

home with them,
simply

feel

we

despite the cultural,

are

all

genuine human

beings, no categories, no artificial boundaries
and limitations between our efforts in
trying to understand each other and each
other’s work.

All the teachers

about

my impression

that

simply

felt I

of Ecuador and

was among

gave different classes

was

there.

It

at the

The warmth they showed

authentic being.

I

interviewed

I

was not

slide

their

school demonstrated integrity with their

me was

to

wish

to

so real, their curiosity to learn

know more

the best group of people.

As

about China were so real
a result of their request

shows on China seven times during the

in their lesson plan.

anyways because they have the

It

was not

flexibility to

let

last

two days while

in their curriculum.

They did

I

I

it

spontaneity flow, and they were

appreciating a connection that carried a larger sense than their daily encounters
appeared
to.

They sensed

it

students to learn

and seized

more about

it

as an educational opportunity for both the faculty and the

the outside world and another culture.

Edith’s class of the three year olds putting on a fabulous Chinese cultural festival

was

also a fantastic

example of how she

let

things unfold and evolve to a unique

educational and cross-cultural opportunity for both the kids and the parents to leam

about a different culture in a very creative way.

3)

Profound Love for Life

What

is

Mr. Altshuller,

common
is

for all three great educator

their unyielding love for life

and

of

my

research, Mario,

human

beings. Because

in physical

presence or not,

their love for

of this profound love, when you encounter them, no matter

Dung and

enormous openness and vast space they provide you so

you can instantly

feel the

you know clearly

that they are truly being

what they are preaching.

about sharing knowledge without discrimination, you can
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feel

it

When Mario

when you

that

talks

are with him.

When you
the

is

you can

feel the

openness and warmth everywhere even

Teachers going there for a job interview the

air.

who

are at the school,

what he

thinks.

When Professor Phan Dung

first

time sense Mario as the person

said to

me that he would

study of his program, his whole being carried the message
and support with
inspiring and thoughtful input.

have

all

When

in

support

all

my

his open,

Mr. Altshuller wanted Professor Phan Dung

the materials related to the development of TRIZ, he

meant

it

to

and he kept

sending materials to him for years and years. The interaction,
communication with them

was never hindered by

distance, time, cultural and national differences. If they have

confined themselves by any sense of

boundaries, they would not have

artificial

supported later learning generations so unconditionally. All their beings demonstrate
a

profound love for

4)

Compassion

life

for all

To sum up
describe

minds

souls.

all

the participants’ beings,

them than compassionate.

reassuring.

their

and compassion for humanity.

They

who

are

cannot find a more suitable word
inspiring,

and heart-

enlightening

allow their hearts to touch other people’s hearts,

I

approached them, the kind of closeness

radiating, as well as the eagerness to introduce their

larger audience,

insiders

to

touch other people’s minds, as well as their souls to touch other people’s

to

When

are the people

They

I

made our

relationship go

far

the

warmth they were

programs and

their practices to a

I

felt,

beyond researcher and

and outsider, and people from different cultures and backgrounds.

with them even though

we

I

feel at ease

same language and even though we could

didn’t speak the

not communicate directly. Being with them

participants,

I

felt

there

were no boundaries, there were

no categories, and there was no hierarchy. Their illuminating energy displayed a
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profound love of
the

life

and comapassion for

all. I

simply

feel that teachers like

are

hope of education.

Ever-Evolving Becomin g: Se eking Deeper Meaning and Larger
Purpose of l

The highest function of education
capable of dealing with

life

is to

ife

bring about integrated individual

From both
can achieve

the cases of Colegio Integral and the

this goal

CSTC we can

commitment

who

is

holistic

meaning and a

what they want

larger purpose

to realize all

of them. In

capable of dealing with

education

life

this

as a

of

to

people in the

life into their

envisioning for

the path, and

strive for that vision as

making

the unconditional

way, they cultivate the integrated individual

whole and carrying out educational

way. The following section describes

commitment

how

see

24

When

become, they

their institution to

by offering guidelines along

their mission,

p.

what people want

that

a large extent, what people can be.

to

institution put a deeper

their future, for

is

through clear vision, well-strived-for mission, specific guidelines

and unconditional commitment. The cases demonstrate

become determines,

who

as a whole.

Krishnamurti, 1953

1)

them

how

practice in a

vision, mission, guidelines and

integrated together to serve as the driving force of holistic educators.

Clear Vision: Addressing a Deeper Meaning and a Larger Purpose of Life
In the

newly revised version of

the Vision of the Future of Colegio Integral

says that:

In the 21

st

century,

humanizing
to learn

we

creativity

and teach

principle, strategy

will establish ourselves as leaders

and innovation, these, needed

to live, focusing

toward

and end of education. In

on educational

to set the foundation

LOVE FOR LIFE,

as the unique

way we

new

this

generate a

consciousness and culture of peace with oneself, society and nature, which
will encourage the authentic transformation

of the community for the

revitalizing progress and protection of humans and the environment.
Solis,
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2000

it

Professor Phan

Dung

states in his vision for the

CSTC

that:

we

believe that beside traditional professions
which are different for
is a common profession for
all: the profession of
solving problems and making decisions.
The education (in the largest
meaning) we need is creative and innovative
education which educate all
.

.

.

different people there

—

people in creativity and innovation the utmost
humanity. Such an
education will prepare solvers who can solve
successfully any problems
they encounter in their life and work to satisfy
their just needs and thus to
satisfy social needs of sustainable development.
Phan, 2001

Though

the languages of the above

two documents are

concern and vision of them are basically the
leading toward a culture of peace;
society and nature; and

it’s

it’s

same— it

is

slightly different, the core

about

human development

about harmonious relations between people,

about bringing out creativity and innovation from people, the

utmost humanity.

Knshnamurti (1953) points

Though

book Education and The Significance of Life

in his

there is_a higher and wider significance to

education if we never discover

it?

life,

of what value

is

:

our

We may be highly educated, but if we are

without deep integration of thought and feeling, our lives are incomplete,
contradictory and tom with many fears; and as long as education does not
cultivate an integrated outlook

on

life, it

has very

little

significance.

Krishnamurti, 1953,

p. 11

Since both programs have discovered a higher and wider significance to
they are addressing a larger purpose of

them aim

at

significance of

cultivating

life.

From

life

and deeper meaning of education. Both of

an integrated outlook on

all

my

life.

So they

full

commitment

to

are

of very big

study of these two programs the visions are not empty

words. They regard realizing the vision as their mission and

and

life,

accomplish their vision.
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make

specific guidelines

2) Well-Strived-For Mission: Educate for Life with a
Vision

What

I

read from the vision of Colegio Integral

is

of the Future

as follows:

We are a Systemic Organization which learns with global vision of reality
we nurture ourselves with LOVE FOR LIFE as our essence,
which we
consciously nourish. We encourage self-realization,
satisfying and
developing genuine human Needs/Capacities wth an integral
quality of
our Persons / Learners, who live and will live in a
critical,

upredictable world, which

is

also full of new opportunities.

changing,

We facilitate

whole growth of the individuals and the excellence of Colegio
System at their service. We ensure its financial
security and its continuous organizational prograss.
We encourage the

the

Integral as Holistic

Personal

Professional development and well being of our collaborators.
contribute in this manner to the humanizing and authentic
betterment
of the quality of the whole life for the benefit of our community.
/

We

Solis,

All the stories from the teachers at Colegio Integral have

human development

2000

shown how they

take

as their mission, cultivating love for life and learning to live as the

core of their educational practice.

3) Specific Guidelines:

To ensure
practice

Colegio

Seven Guidelines

to Facilitate Holistic

the vision and mission of the school to be carried out in educational

developed

Integral

seven

guidelines

guidelines for parents. Here

facilitators to introduce the

I

will

show

common

Our Seven Guidelines

Colegio

of

this

Integral

is

now working on

seven

ideas of the guidelines:

for Facilitators in Integral

Education Background:
facilitator’s role as a

as a professional since his/her essential mission

FACILITATE THE HOLISTIC LEARNING
all

seven

the general outline of the seven guidelines for

These guidelines ensure, protect and nurture the

human being and

administrators,

for

guidelines for facilitators, seven guidelines for learners and

achieve

Learning

under the

light

by promoting

of his/her

learners.

is to

We

of the educational Philosophy of the
the

following

desired

results.

Our

facilitators shall:

A. Align their personal and professional Mission/Vision with the Colegio
Integral’s

VISION/MISSION.
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B.

Generate, keep, cultivate and offer the
environment and the nurturing
educational opportunities that will satisfy
and develop the Needs/Capacities
of all our children and young learners with a
HIGH QUALITY personal and
professional ethics.

C.

Internalize,

keep

and

cultivate

the

following

guidelines

into

all

the

educational processes:

Our Seven Principles and Institutional Values
Our Seven Educational Guidelines
Our Seven Guidelines for Facilitators in Holistic Education
D. Achieve Excellency in the QUALITY
Daily Educational Performance

of:

EFFECTIVENESS

Professional Development

Personal/Professional
E.

COMPETENCE

Growth

INTEGRITY
HIGH MOTIVATION in all the
and honoring this MOTIVATION as the

Keep, cultivate and promote an ongoing
educational processes, recognizing
basic energy that will put

F.

all the learning activities on the move.
learners have our seven guideline of Love for Life, the teachers
have
the equivalent guidelines which are the following:

As our

1.

I

2.

I

3.

I

4.

I

5.

I

6.

I

love myself

my profession
love my daily performance
love my learners
love my colleagues and work mates
love

love the Colegio Integral and our seven principles and institutional

values
7.

I

love our educational guidelines

The seven guidelines

are very well designed

and developed with each one

explained in three categories: Knowledge (what to do); Capacity (how to do); and
Attitude

(why

to do).

The teachers

I

interviewed

all

verified

how

stated vision, well-strived-for mission and specific guidelines helped

own

educational ideal with the school’s educational vision.

and

institutional

commitment

vision,

mission

and

guidelines,

to the holistic education in this school.
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they

By

the school’s clear-

them

to align their

integrating the personal

were able

to

make

full

5

4) Unconditional

Commitment: Discovering Joy of Life and Enjoying

All the teachers

interviewed said that they discovered that the
great joy was to

I

integrate their personal ideal with their professional
vision.

They were

and enjoy a

fuller life

much
full

all

as life

very grateful that

fuller being.

demands

commitment

this

school

Even though

for their living, they

to the

Fuller Being

were

development as well as the school’s

made

it

the school

all

possible for them to live a

is

not able to pay them as

determined that they would make

development of the school, the development of themselves,

well as the development of the students. They could see the
unique experience

school has

have

full

made

hope

also could see

lives

to

as

at this

a huge difference between their lives in the past, the present, and they

have an even more enlightened and enjoyable

how

the quality of their lives

with other people

who were

is

life in

the future.

They

transcended and up-lifted compared to the

not fortunate to have this holistic and integrated

life

experience.

To sum

up, the integration of the vision, mission, guidelines and

commitment of

the teachers at the Colegio Integral provide the most compelling drive for education that

propels the integration of knowing, doing, being and becoming of the teachers towards a

deeper meaning of

life

and a higher purpose of education. As Krishnamurti (1981)

points out:

Without an integrated understanding of life, our individual and collective

problem

will only

deepen and extend. The purpose of education

is

not to

produce more scholars, technicians and job hunters, but integrated men

and

women who

are free of fear; for only

between such human beings can

there be enduring peace.

Krishnamurti,
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1

98 1

,

p.

1

The Dynamic Journey of Holistic Educators

The

potrayal of the holistic educators

above section, even though

it

shown

in Figure 6.1,

and explained

in the

depicts the important and comprehensive elements
that

constitute holistic educators, cannot fully portray,
in

its

two-dimensional shape, the

dynamic, evolving and transcending nature of holistic educators.
This section developes
a metaphoric three dimensional spiral graph to describe the
dynamic, evolving and

transcending nature of the journeys of holistic educators toward integrative
learning and
integral being (See Figure

As demonstrated

1 1

in Figure

holistic educators construct

circle the

on the next page).
11, the

an ever-evolving, dynamic and uplifting

knowing, doing, being and becoming integrate

ready to evolve to a higher level of the
or transcendence.

As

certain point,

spiral,

where the

grow

to

life to

complete whole and are

namely, the higher level of development,

entire four elements

deep sense,

unfold through

Within each

be more and more closely integrated toward a

reperesents the essence of holistic educators.

that, “in a

into a

spiral.

the level of development goes higher and higher, the knowing,

doing, being and becoming

him

knowing, doing, being and becoming of

me

my

and

to

merge

As Mario

capacity as an educator

demonstrate from
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into the ultimate oneness that

Solis states in

comes from

my entire being.”

my interview with

my

choice to allow

Toward Oneness

t

Figure

1 1

.

Dynamic journeys of integral educators toward oneness

When our entire

being lives our knowing and strives for the becoming, namely, a

higher purpose and deeper meaning of

not

empty words on paper but

drawing from

all

life,

the vision and mission of the institution are

rather a reality of life that

we have

created as the result of

the energy and resources from the creative, implicate order of

insight of the process and the journey of holistic educators

is

life.

The

about touching the higher

values of ourselves, allowing us to manifest the excellence within ourselves, and in turn

allowing others to manifest their inner resources, creativity and excellence.

Only when we see
in others.

the true value in ourselves can

Only when we allow

evolve in an unpredictable

way do we

synchronicity and serendipity.

ourselves can

we

the miracle of

human

realize the

we

appreaciate the true value

intereconnectedness to unfold and

awe of relationship and

Only when we go beyond the

appreciate each and every student as genuine
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the

artificial

human

wonder of
boundaries

beings and value

them

as they are regardless of their cultural,
ethnic,

Only when our vision and mission of education

we

economic and

social backgrounds.

are larger than imparting

knowledge do

bring our hearts to touch students’ hearts, our
minds to touch their minds, and our

souls to touch their souls.

As Joseph Jaworski (1996)

explains so eloquently in his wonderfully written

book Synchronicitv: The Inner Path of Leadership
If

we have

truly

-

committed

to follow our dream, there exists beyond
ourselves and our conscious will a powerful force that helps us along
the

way and
by an

nurtures our growth and transformation.

invisible

hand with

our unaided conscious

Our journey

definitely greater accuracy than

is

last

two

guided

possible through

will.

Jawordski, 1996,

The

is

sections,

from two different angles, attempt

p.
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to capture the

most

important elements and dynamics of holistic educators and their journey toward
oneness.

By
educators’

displaying the

web of knowing,

epistemological,

interwoven with each other

and commitment

to

pedagogical

ontological,

to

form a larger wholeness

an education for

life

we

how

the

and ethical strengths are

all

doing, being and becoming,

see

to serve a holistc vision, mission

and for peace. The metaphorical, three

dimensional spiral portrayal of the journeys of educators depicts a dynamic, ever
evolving, unfolding and uplifting process to integrate educators’ holistic knowing,

doing, being and becming toward an ultimate oneness where the vision of holistic

education becomes a

reality.

The Study and
In his article,

know

that

what

Its

Significances

The Grace of Great Things. Parker Palmer (1996)

will transform education

is

writes,

“We

all

not another theory, another book, or another
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formula but educators
world”(p.l5).

was

who

are willing to seek transformed

fortunate

enough

the Colegio Integral and the

CSTC

educators

is

I

who

in the

have an extraordinary experience studying
both

to

people and programs where

are acting out transformed

of great significance

ways of being

ways of being

at all three levels,

I

found a group of

in the world. This entire study

personal, professional and societal.

The

last

section presents the significance of the study to these three
levels.

Re-enforcing

Since

and

Mv Educational
my

creativity,

I

from the current
have

Ideal

educational ideal

is

to liberate rather than to limit students’ potentials

realized that education, in general, needs to be approached differently

common

tried different

ways

practice that

at

my

top-down, spoon-feeding, and fragmented.

is

university since 1990 to

bottom-up, inside-out and appreciating relationships.

my

support from two vice presidents in

entirely different

programs

that

knowledge they learned from

aimed

at

I

make
was

I

the learning experience

fortunate

enough

to get

university and have been able to carry out

bringing students’ potential out, connecting the

different subjects

and disciplines and

to

offer

them

opportunities to do projects together.

Because the programs met the students’ needs so well, very quickly, the noncredited,

extra-curriculum programs grew to be campus wide. That experience of

working with students

in a

very intimate and connected

classroom touched their lives and helped
learning with the students at the

way of

same

me

time. If

learning together with the students,

I

way on

a daily basis outside of

find joy in coordinating learning and

I

had not engaged myself

would not have known how

potentials existed there to be tapped from both students and me.
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in a different

Now

that

I

great the

have been

I

through

these experiences,

all

it

is

impossible for

me

to

go back

to the conventional

way

of teaching and education.
Yet,

was doing.

I

the time

was very

lonely.

Very few people around understood what

like.

the six-year programs had

for Best Carried-Out Educational Project in

department. So

would be

I

was considered marginal. Even when

award

national

my

all

was very concerned about what

I

Should

I

go on with

my

my

1997

was

won

I

the

still

cast-out in

later educational

experience

I

,

educational ideal, or should

I

forget

it,

give

it

up

and do whatever everyone else was doing?
This study helped
ideas through.

distance

feel

we

is

Now

between

me

find like-minded people.

don’t feel alone any more.

I

my

No

study participants and me,

are close to each other spiritually. That

my own journey despite the uncertainties

and

is

I

It

helped

me

how

matter

sort

my thinking and

away

far

the physical

don’t feel any mental distance—

enough

to

encourage

me to

go on with

difficulties.

Enriching Professional Experiences
After seven years of working with students in

of programs aimed

at

with more teachers,

differently

and

bringing students potential’ out,

offering

to carry out

would be able

to

my university developing all

join

effort

in a

to

summed up

to

create

nurturing

was time

it

think

more innovative way so

environments. This study, based on cutting-edge theories,
experiences of educators and

realized

them more opportunities

programs

the

I

work

about education

that

more

and nourishing

filled

to

kinds

teachers

learning

with concrete life-world

with a comprehensive conceptual portrayal of

holistic educators, offers a blueprint

and outline for teacher development programs.

Concerning creativity methodology,

also hold the

I
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same idea

as Professor

Phan Dung

that

everyone, no matter what age and from
what background, should have the

opportunity to learn a more effective
out. In

any educational

institution,

can be developed and carried out,

I

way

to bring their creativity

no matter

am

at

what

confident that

level, if

it

energy and resources

programs along

this line

will greatly enrich both teaching

and learning experiences.
Enduring

Wisdom

No one

for a

will

Changing World

deny

that the

information age and the global

world

changing

is

new

sciences,

life,

society, nature

such as quantum physics,

research, biology, systems theory, and chaos theory

even the universe

an unprecedented pace. The

economy have presented mankind with

challenge to restore the sense of wholeness in seeing

Discoveries from

at

all

and the world.

relativity theory,

have revealed

brain

that the world,

a giant self-organizing, self-regulating and self-evolving system that

is

operates in implicate order and hidden wholeness, using David

we

a severe

see that the academic world

fragmented paradigm,

we

realize

is

still

Bohm’s

terms. But

when

clinging to a reductionistic, mechanistic,

keenly the imperative for education to undergo

fundamental change. What Elbert Einstein

states in the following holds the enduring

wisdom:

A human being is part of the Whole.. .He

experiences himself, his thoughts

and feelings as something separated from the
of his consciousness. This delusion
our personal desires and

must be to
compassion
beauty.

to

embrace

achievement

is,

is

all

from
living

kind of optical delusion

a kind of prison for us, restricting us to

us. Our task
by widening our circle of
creatures and the whole of nature in its

to affection for a

free ourselves

Nobody

is

rest is a

few persons nearest

this prison

able to achieve this completely, but the striving for such

in itself, a part

of the liberation and a foundation for inner

security.

Albert Einstein, quoted

at:

http://www.newciv.org/ISSS Primer/seminar.html
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The

first

half of this study from Chapter

literature review,

to

Chapter

3,

through comprehensive

advocates that to change the current education
practice needs to

restore a holistic worldview.

examines,

1

The second

part of this study

from Chapter 4

to

and synthesizes the case study of the concrete

describes,

Chapter 6

life

world

experiences of holistic educators that demonstrate a very
convincing path from gaining
holistic

worldview

engaging in holistic education. The comprehensive conceptual

to

portrayal of holistic educators

emerged from the cross-case synthesis displays how

people can integrate their knowing, doing, being and becoming
holistic educators.

The

entire study

shows

that

it

is

all

together to

become

not only necessary to bring holistic

education to the present world, but also possible because there are educators
in different
parts of the

world

who

are actually doing

In the present world,

twenties. If

we want

society, nature

others;

it.

most people go through formal education

until their early

a world of peace and people of profound understanding of

and the world,

we have

to offer a holistic education,

where

life,

self

and

inner world and outer world; rational intelligence and other intelligences;

subjects and real

life

experience; theory and practice; this discipline and that discipline

are not artificially divided any more.

Only through the enduring wisdom of restoring

the

sense of wholeness, establishing a holistic worldview and carrying out a holistic
education, can

we meet

the challenges of a changing world.
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APPENDIX A
VISION

AND MISSION OF COLEGIO INTEGRAL
OUR MISSION

We

educate our children and teenagers (local ones and
foreigners) integrally with high
effectiveness for their growth, their personal and
family welfare, within

the framework
of the Holistic Vision of Reality: that is individually,
socially and as part of nature under
the light of humanistic principles and values.
These principles and values are unique for
our International Integral Curriculum of Holistic
Education for Peace. And our
Curriculum promotes a high systemic level of an organizational,
academic, and human

excellence.

We

by the "Love for Life": our essence. We cultivate it consciously
by
promoting self-fulfillment and self-transcendence. We develop
and satisfy the genuine
are nurtured

human

integral needs/capacities

shall live interacting

opportunities.

We

of our human beings/leamers. In this way, they live and
with a changing and critical world, always unpredictable and full
of

also foster the full

development and personal/professional welfare of
staff. We ensure the financing and the ongoing
organizational progress.
In this way, we contribute to the humanization and to the
authentic improvement of the
quality of integral life in Ecuador and in the Planet by means
of transforming
educational conceptions and actions which are based on a new vision of reality:
The
our co-operative

Holistic, Systemic

and Ecological Paradigm of Life.

VISION OF
in

OUR FUTURE

decade of the year 2000, we achieved our goal: to become a model Institution
Holistic Education for Peace. In this way, we widespread the International Integral

In the

first

Curriculum with high quality
respects.

Additionally,

our

results

on the human, academic and organizational
gained a wide social, national and

Curriculum has

international recognition
learners', graduates',

We

and prestige for the sake of our satisfaction and welfare:
former students', co-operative staffs, founders' and parents'.

are integrated actively

work

by national and

for transforming education.

human team

constituted

staff highly qualified.

framework of a
clients, giving

by

We

international networks of organizations that

are an institution enriched and vitalized

self-fulfilled authorities, teachers, administrative

by a

and service

We performed our activities with a high integral quality within the

holistic educational service that

we

offer to our internal and external

always priority to our children and youngsters.

Our programs and diplomas

are recognized and approved internationally.

We

have been consolidated as holistic leaders, in creativity and innovation of a
humanizing education. Being creativity and innovation, the necessary elements to leam,
to teach

and

to set

up the basis of how

to live, leading education

Life ": our unique Principle, strategy and our

generate a
nature.

A

new

aim of education.

A

towards

"

Love for

principle that will

conscience and a culture of peace within ourselves, in the society and

principle that will lead the

community towards

transformation and progress with a deep awareness of

human and environmental

protection.

We

educate for

life

with a vision for the future
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a vitalizing and authentic

APPENDIX B

PROFESSOR PHAN DUNG’S INTRODUCTORY TO TRIZ
TRIZ was

by Genrikh Saulovich Altshuller in the Soviet
Union (now
The following figure illustrates the sources, on which

created

starting in 1946.

TRIZ

constructed. Dialectics, in our view,

is

the science of the

most

common

CIS),

has been

laws of natural

social and mental development. Creativity is
associated with a development, so TRIZ
has selected dialectical laws as its philosophic
foundation. Development from the
viewpoint of dialectics, can be understood as follows:

Supposing

system was at some level of development where there
was unity
of opposites. This unity does not exist forever. Because
of a struggle (interaction)
between the contrary sides, the initial unity is broken and
at first the

a contradiction arises. The
resolved so that the system turns to a new level of
development (new
unity). In the long run, another contradiction will
emerge and will be resolved again so
that the system will turn to a newer level of development...
and so on without ending.
Western readers may be interested to learn that there is some
similarity

contradiction

is

between

dialectics

TRIZ

and the Taoist philosophy of the Orient.

identifies

kinds of contradiction in problem solving process:
Administrative, 2) Technical and 3) Physical contradiction. In fact, to solve a
problem
to reveal and to resolve these contradictions.
three

1)
is

Mankind has

to study objects and solve problems that are getting more and more
necessary to have an approach that permits study not only the components
and the dependences, actions and influences between them, but also the qualitative

complex.

It is

change of the whole

in relation to these

components. Creativity

in general and inventive
For that reason the systems
TRIZ. Another advantage of systems research is to help

creativity in particular are very complicated concepts.

approach

is

consistently used in

researchers in revealing isomorphic,

between systems belonging differing

analogical properties, conclusions, even laws

fields.

Although creativity appears in all fields of human activities, inventiveness may be, the
only field where patent information (information on inventions) containing creativity
information

is

structured in special patterns, classified for easily searching and stored

concentratedly,

completely, particularly and truly. These characteristics of patent
information facilitate research work in order to reveal the objective development laws of
technical systems

which produce inventions,

methods, methodology, theory
In reality,

TRIZ

in order to build techniques (principles),

in inventive creativity.

has been formed on the basis of careful analysis of over 1.5 million

patents and fundamental inventions taken from technological fields

all

over the world,

taking the similarities on development between these fields and other fields, (for

example biology,

scientific

and technological knowledge) into account.

human psychology
has concretely historical character and is not unchangeable. Thus, TRIZ also has the
purpose of reconstructing the old psychology and creating a new psychology which will
work in accordance with systems thinking, directed by objective development laws.

TRIZ

takes into account present psychology, but from

206

its

viewpoint

The

objective laws of development of technical
systems serve as the base of TRIZ. At
the present eight such laws have been found.
In the future the number may increase.
there

1S

a techmcl ue called substance-field analysis
(vepol analysis in Russian)

which helps the solver to differentiate familiar (standard)
and unfamiliar (non standard)
problems. The standard problem concept has the
meaning only for one who learned
TRIZ. Then, the solver can use standard rules from
inventive standard problems. For the time being there

is

TRIZ.

TRIZ

hi order to grasp

information store for solving
a system of 76 standard rules in

the participant in the studying process

must solve hundreds of
from patent information. The solutions to these problems
factually become the participant s "capital" which
can be used in reality when he (or
she) meets analogous problems.
instructional problems, taken

The information
scientific

inventions

of TRIZ includes a knowledge-base which collects strong
effects often found in the field of inventive creativity
and for making
at

store

higher creativity levels. Presently,

patterns, over 100 chemicals, over

TRIZ has

selected 50 geometrical

300 physical and a few biological

effects.

The information store of TRIZ also contains the system of techniques helping the solver
overcome technical and physical contradictions. The system involves 40 basic

to

principles and

1 1

transformers.

given problem

If the

is

not standard (unfamiliar), then the solver should use

(Algorithm of Inventive Problem Solving).

programme composed of many
inventive problem solving.

steps

ARIZ

ARIZ

which aims

is

at rationally

an algorithm for

ARIZ

a logical, directed and planned

organizing the process of

human being

so ARIZ’s steps were
only on the basis of objective laws of evolution and development of technical
systems, but also considering the elements of psychology and imagination. ARIZ is
is

built not

directly supported

store

of TRIZ

1989 an International TRIZ Association was formed in the former Soviet Union
President - Mr. G.S. Altshuller, and the Journal of TRIZ was issued in 1990.

In July

with

by the information

its

At present hundreds of corporations in CIS, former socialist countries, USA, Israel,
Finland, United Kingdom, Germany, the Netherlands, Spain, Sweden, Japan... are
actively using TRIZ, and hundreds of thousands of innovations have been created.

TRIZ

is

continuing to develop and

is

being applied to other areas, such as engineering

value analysis used for improvement of current products and their cost reduction,
process improvement, management, economics, research, science, failure prediction,

education (especially in educating children to think creatively). Inventing machine

TRIZ and personal computing won the golden
medal at the world exhibition EXPO’90 organised by UNIDO. In recent years, there
have been some new studies aiming at constructing greater theories based on TRIZ such
systems, created through combining

as the

Theory of Development of Technical Systems (Russian acronym TRTS); a
(OTSM) and a Theory of Development of Creative

General Theory of Strong Thinking
Personalities

(TRTL).

Phan Dung, 1997,
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